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Members of the Peninsula 
Community Asociation are fast 
acquiring a reputation as go- 
getters — and their latest venture 
— a farmer’s market outside 
their Old and New store on 2nd 
St. Sidney, could be the begining 
of another successful enterprise, 
says PCA worker Tony 
Morabito.
He says the PCA started 
thinking about a market for fruit 
and vegetables when residents 
began coming into the store and 
“giving us all sorts of veggies.”
If there’s an over abundance of 
vegetables and fruit locally we 
thought people could either sell 
their goods or donate them to us,
he says.
The PCA will supply the stalls 
at the first market to be set up
outside the store Thursday. 
“We’ll provide the tables and 
people can either sell the produce
themselves or if they can’t we’ll 
do it for them,” Morabito says.
Anything left over can always
be donated to the local hospital 
or nursing homes, he suggests.
Although anyone can buy from 
the stalls, the PCA’s primary aim 
is to help senior citizens and 
people on fi,\ed incomes buy 
produce at a reasonable price.
Stallhoiders will be expected to 
pay the PCA 10 to 15 per cent
commission on the produce they 
sell.
Morabito says he got the 
original idea when he was staying 
in Honolulu and the mayor’s wife 
berated her husband for having 
to pay inflated prices for produce 
from the U.S. when it could be 
grown locally. The mayor acted 
on his wife’s suggestion and a
farmer’s market was set up in 
each local district.
Morabito says the market 
proved so successful “if you 
didn’t get to the market by 8 a.m. 
you didn’t get very much — it 
was all sold out.”
He predicts the PCA market 
could run year-round.
ByJOHNGKEEN was any clarification of the
Saanich district teachers have situation within the remaining 48
refused to open ; their
contract to discuss wage also voted to support a B.C.
reductions. School Trustees’ Association
This appears to leave the request for legislation allowing
with no option but closing of schools for a few days. 
to lay off staff to meet provincial Earlier, the board discussed c 
: spending cuts,: but at Monday’s problems of staffing district |
meeting trustees voted to put off schools even without any teacher '
their final decision until a special layoffs. Enrolment for 1982 is
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight. still not known, but it is ap-
The board is required to in- patently going to be more than
form the education ministry by the board planned for. The ,|
rr.irinioHt thnioht hriw it n1fln5 tnmidnight tonight how it plans to Continued on Page A2
. get through the year on its 
reduced income. It has a plan
ready for adoption, but has not ^ ’
ma'dbitpubiic. ' - - itostroint''
^ Beverley Davis, president of a ' e
the Saanich Teachers VlOiOf’IOri
As.sociation, told the board .
__ teachers would re-open their _________ _
iTop dkrby winner Murray and AMaK6ssicli, mdiBob Bailey wiih^p^^ derby Sunday contract and had set up a “crisis L-l
^ rr f ^ n t Tr»m TronW Phniri action conirruttce” to take actionai Tulista Park. t om imnK I'noio • j * p g i
• I,.f■ r'■■ ■■ ■ 1 •'' R-J B .■ M RJR Ib m ®2SliLJ8•mmat ion notices. ■ a,.. n
She did not say what sort of
action the teachers might lake, North Saanich Mayor Jay 
other than legal action if the Rangel is unhappy at the expense 
* terminations were considered to and waste of time caused by a
be illegal. rRsidcntVQ ■ bhmnlainf id th<»e i ent’s 4:b p t to e 
Board chairman Gerry Inspector of Municipalities. The
ICrisiianson, who has been residentr whose name hasfbeen 
suggesting for months that wi
Sidney council lias been 
pursuing Warren Parkinson 
small harbors branch, Van­
couver, and will 
pursue him until 
^ w a file he 
deliver to the
thheld, alleged council had 
icachers should consider a pay violated the provincial restraint
program by exceeding 112 jwr 
cent of 1981 expendUures^
reduction, said their decision was
1 ' MP Don MuiirOi^^ i W said; there was some years w a surprise to him; and that he cent f ;1981
Parkinson.; Denis ; they were being; shbrt^^/
- George Slricker; Pfn Ethicr, A! of Parkinson arid suggested it with someone elsei mentioning a sighted and “a little tin- Rangel sai
f'J' V'--
parking The mayor agreed and said Mtc and knew the number of people as wen as travel time invotveci : ̂
of Sidney would send copies of the involved they might regret their were wasted needlessly” when
Monday night. apparently attempting to obtain wharf could be dumped. Parkinson correspondence to decision. two senior staff members and a
The nii.ssing file is pui ported to the infoimaiion for council 1,nil '•It muv lake 25 year,'., but then Ottawa. Davis urged the hoard to lormcr senior staff member spent
contain a propo.sal for a small the most recent rcplj from him wo’ve aheady been waiting 70 Scaley added the wharf came support a court action by the several hours preparing a
breakwater in 1977 or 1978 which noted he didn’t liavc the file and years for a breakwater,” the under federal jurisdiction and the Vaiicouvei board cltallcnging the presentation to the inspector,
j was rejected locally as being loo would have to go thrcugli public mayor said. small harbors branch had been legality of the cuts made by the The mayor said the expense
small Parkinson doc.sn’t know Works Canada. Aid. Jim I,ang brought up the asked to repair it time and time province, and to refuse to comply and wasted itmc could have been
who turned It down and neither “We’re still pursuing question of the breakwater again again alway.s with the same witlt provincial instructions until ttvoitied ii the complainant had
docs council but council wants to Parkinson and hope le oats'bes wlicn council was dealing with a answer—■ the department could that case had been decided in rnadc a verbal or written request
know. up with the file,” Scaleisaidi^^^^^^^i"' ^ letter iVniTi Bob Ward! who wrotc ; i see lire court. l^r an explanation to North ; ’
The question arose when the Aid. John Gt 
chamber wrote council enquiring that at the break'
as 10 the status of (be breakwater Parkinson had apparcinty also area and asked council to indicate
le,” Scak'Vsaid. l t i from Hob Ward, who wrote s e no point in repairing the court. tor an explanation to North
Caldct pdmed out council he had clients who wished wharf if Sidney was going to ^)hc also quoted n decision by Saanich's admistrator or
r 'ivatcr, meeting to bring conuncrcial vessels to the , contrnct abrenkwatet. the Delia board to .submit the treasurer,
ad apparcitlv also area and asked council to indicate “It’s a catch 22 situation,” required plan for spending cuts, Rangel said actual ; (1 '
committee and enclosing a rcpoii piomi.scd to send guide lines as to if die e.sisling whatf was to be Scalcysaicl, but accompanied by a .statement budgeted expenditures over 1981
If small craft that the board, members would aclual expenditures, less allowed
V vvntnlt goiiig i lo help was an “Insignificant
from Al Storey, one of the where it would be feasibc to put repaired or if the town intends to Calder said if s all craft t at t e h ar , e bers l aethai ex e ait res,; less lai^ 
chamber's representatives oil the the new outline of a poposed build a brcrikwnier harbor with harbors was ’t n t refuse to curry the plan out. dctluctlon.s, was an “In, i ificant
committee. scaled-down version af the facilities for commercial vessels. build Sidney a breakwater Saanich trustees did not take 0.031 per cent increase, v.rcll
And included ;;itV Storey’s breakwater--- costing “they’d better repair the wlmrf.” up either suggestion, deciding below the 12 per cent increase
for five instead to wait anil sec if there allowed by rct}lraintguidcllnc.s.report of a meeting attended by rather than $6 million. dealing with Rarkinson fi
At lilt request of the provincial process ;and muf4 allosv; o,
, govenimern the Dnion of British jvmditnre increases iii: exccfe of
Columbia municipalities has guidcfnCs in exceptional icir-
>v:;;v:;;;;,:dcvclopcd;.,a':^!i'CStraint'v'program;::,::.,,cumstanecs, v:..,
proposal wliich would limit 
government cxpcndiiutcs by action sliould: 
recommemling a voluntary •Maintain nnconditidial 
t(|Miaiiil,^pii4i983,:;Cxpciu3ituia;;-v, jevenue,sluuiug.giauis;4i. icnsjut 
from xcro to not more than 5 ircr current dollar levels, 
f'ceni/::; inertease;:,' over::,f 982,;;;^cx*.: Crown'corporaiiohs.'riiid
^J:':":penditurc«,othcryavcrnmetibboclicsJo.thisc 
.....The::: proposal ;:;v:.stiresse8;.:;;,thC;:,;;;;'gMidclincs, " ■ ;
progiam must Ire voluntary, must •Improve the syuern f>i
include,. ::'ti ,3';; provincial '.j'cvlew Cpnilnuf d ;on^ l‘‘agc'A2;
The Review’s offer of free gardener also willing to do He was busy last weekend for 
,:::;;:,,;ylassificd:,adycrtiscmcnts:|or;:Jpb;;;;:;;;'hdrilfhg;;:and;;,;i;ert«imr;clean-up^ ihrep;;days wprking'asar................as a volunteer
seekers paid off fbr Dan Idewin, work arid sat back. at Swnaclitoii fall fairf takinft cftfe
a landscape gardener who had He didn't have long to wait. of pigs on show, but now he’s
;,::becnf:: itncnipioyed;;';:tor: ;:;,sevcral :,-,4rwp;sinall:jql7s:caniC: along,: thcri,::^;: ready,,for. riiorc,;work and says^hpaf^
, tnoiuhs. one 'oig one, ''Tlimcuabltd me to full Ls a goodTime of the year lor
Flewin, 34, of 2095 McTavish, get with it and pul ft larger ad in latidseaping, pruning, planting
was having his hair cut and your paper, trees and shrubs and generally
sounding off about being jobIc;,r. “tt v/orked cut pretty good,” cleaning up for winter,
when barber Fred Thornton told lie said. The Review’s offer of free ,
him he cpiild advertise free for Flewin said he wan ^’arlgry, classified advertising for the
workdn;Tlie^Rcview,:Why,iiot,:gpA;;.'':JcnsCj:and,;down”,:Wiiile:;he.,'.i:yyaS:;:*;'»ncmpl0yedUs':iiiil,'avarlablc,;and';
,;[.TWnf!rcdn'Phanfie[
over there now? he said,;:seeking work may also 
f Flewin called at the office, in and these jobs came along. It place free adds for articles they *'
advertised hiihsclf ns a 1andsca|hi thdsvcd hie thhigs cimld chnni'c.” wish to sell.
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It’s one of the things that makes a Pacific home unique.
You see, every Pacific starts with its components — 
floors, walls, roof trusses — being precision crafted from 
the finest materials in our factory. They are then 
delivered to your site, where you can choose to 
assemble them yourself, do some and contract the rest 
out, or leave it all to us. It just depends on how much 
rhoney you want to save.
And that's another thing that makes a Pacific home 
unique; For more on the Pacific System, send us the 
completed coupon,, or contact the Pacific dealer in your 
area.'.;,
I am enclosing $3.00 for your colorful portfolio of 




A Division of Pacific Builders' Supplies Ltd.
Box 70, Cobble Hill, B.C. VOR 1L0
Phone 386-8731
By PEGGY ROW AND
Handydarta bus service for 
disabled people available one day 
a month in Sidney has not 
been filling the special needs of 
the handicapped in Sidney and 
now it looks as if the Capital 
Regional District’s Urban Transit 
Authority may increase the 
service to “at least one day a 
week.”
That’s the word from Han­
dydart manager John Cousins, 
who attended a Sept. 9 public 
meeting at Resthaven Lodge. 
Some 50 people turned out in­
cluding representatives from the 
Stroke Club, old age pensioners 
and people suffering from 
Parkinson’s disease.
Margaret Donaldson was there 
on behalf of Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce and 
Marjorie Denroche was on hand 
for the Peninsula Community 
Association, whose volunteer 
drivers average 115-120 drives
each month in Sidney, taking 
people to doctor appointments or 
to hospitals.
But it’s bcoming increasingly 
difficult to obtain volunteer 
drivers and Denroche is anxious 
to see Handydart help supply 
local needs.
Denroche said Friday regular, 
reliable transportation is needed 
on the peninsula, adding the 
number of people the PCA 
driver-volunteers take out “only 
hit the tip of the iceberg.” There 
are many people but there who 
should get out and don’t, she 
■ said.V
Denroche said Sidney has to 
prove its need and suggests those 
who already haven’t done so 
should fill in a questionnaire put 
out by the transit authority. The 
PCA office on 2nd Street, 
Sidney, has the forms or call the 
office at 656-0134 and “we’ll get 
them out to people,” Denroche 
promises.
Currently there are six Han­
dydart buses stationed in Victoria 
which take the handicapped to 
medical or therapy ap­
pointments, shopping and for 
visits to friends or groups. Since 
the service started I'A years ago 
an increasing demand has 
brought it to the current 2,400 
registered users, almost all within 
the core municipalities.
Cousins, who was at the 
meeting as a resource person, 
said he got the general feeling 
there was a need for a bus in 
Sidney at least one day each week 
from 11 a.m. to perhaps 5 p.m,
Pat Hudson, for the CRD’s 
custom advisory transit com- 
m^tee, says last Thursday’s 
meeting indicated a potential 
ridership of between 200 and 300 
in Sidney and said an earlier 
meeting suggested a similar 






; SEPTEMBER 1B. 
Shop Thursday to 9:00 p.m.
When ou Ff ri end IV; 
Frankenstein wbkel 
up this morning, he! 
had a cbu pie of 
Eaton'sdlumps'bit. 







time for me to get 
ready for Eaton's 
super surprise Salej’’ 
So he paid a call on His 
favourite scientist and 
together they created 
monster savings for you! 
Our next super Surprise 
sale promises to be an ab­
solutely Inspired concoctioii of 
terrific buys, bargains and e’ec- 
trifying values... timed just 
right for back to school! come 
Join in bn |he fun on Thursday, 
septernber i6th. And don’t 
forget ybiir handy Eaton!s Ac­
count card, there’s Just no tell­
ing what fantastic valuesbur 
dynamic dub has In stoie for
you!
similar selections availaoie at 
Eaton's Tllllcum, Duncjn and 
\A/bod9rove. 
Surprise Sale also atBiton^s 
Warehouse store
Continued from Page Ai
number of students may be down 
as much as 100 from last year’s 
total of 6346, but there are 24 less 
teachers in the district thmi there 
were last September, t
Parkland senior secondary has 
less students than expected, but 
North Saanich junior secondary 
and Sidney, Saanichtpn and : 
Brentwood elementary schools 
have more. In past years the 
board could simply have; hired ^ 
mofb teachers for the^s^ 
with unexpectedly s big^ 
enrolment. This year, Kristianson 
commented, it “will just have to 
shuffle teachers.”
Options discussed included 
time in the classroom for 
librarians, counsellors and ad­
ministrators, including some 
teachers now bn the board office 
"Stsf"f '' "" '    "' ' '
Trustee Rubymay Parrott 
suggested field trips “may be a, 
luxury we can’t afford.”
She distributed an article from 
a Vancouver newspaper con­
taining an interview with Bill 
vVander Zalm,; the hew education 
minister about which slie made 
several disparaging comments.
; She eniphasized her remarks by 
putting el pair of wooden shoes 
pn the table in front of her.
,:j,v
Nuclear
Continued froni Page Al
o













de term in in g taxable y a! ues.
•Give firm direction to the 
Compensation Stabilization 
Commission on local government 
restraint initiatives
fRefrain from assigning local 
go y c r n men t ad d j t i o n a 1 
, responsibilities.^
“ Municipalities are ibcinB asked 
to support the proposal. Aid. 
lyayd Burddii saw lio reason why 
Sidney Council slipiild(iM;supporl^^^ : 
/it,‘'Mayor Nbrnhi'Sealey'shidThe;"' 
I j BCM;:;;i>psii idn’';'was:'; rcashniilhih"" 
and “I don't see any alter­
native.”
It was agreed council members 
attendirig the UBGM cohvcntipn ! 
r woiild vote; accorhln 
own opinions.
•Patrick Wolfe, 1035 Bewdley 
AyC ' yibbria, is approaclilng all 
municipal councils in the Capital 
Regional District with a lengthy 
argument and the hope lie will 
convince them to ' hold 
rcfcrendiirns in their districts on 
nuclear
Burdpn declared himself 
'‘greatly nioved’’ by Wolfe’s letcr 
to council which he described as a 
.'“magni ficent' !;plecC'y:of ^; 'Tcscnr-' /; 
; ,ch,”But. the^'^jime,.!to,,dcbatc;thc,'. 
/'.maifcrNs''When;: wc'are Tbrirtallyi;'
npproachcdLhe suggested. ^ 
;!y.';WblfcL;!w'rhtc:;;titc'^TYtincbuy«r:;! 
.Jsland!!.,CoalltlotV'!“;,fi)>r;;.!„Dlsar‘- 
riiarnciii will foinially approach
;;:counci|;latqrlhlsjnt)nlh;v"'':''"''!
Cnidcr said he had no 
'".prohlcihs':!. v.Jt!V::! ihe’'! cbrrc'Spohy;" 
;;;:deiicey~-':;vvcyttrc:;:ihc!;:rbotS;^ 
/Tgovermnent v/^and'‘sltbtddL he;; In-y 
volvcii, he added, Cotincil agreed 
to a moiioniby Uuidon to hold 
discussion tiniil the group 
"'■contacts'iL '
il
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GLOBE TROTTING North 
Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel is off 
to China again for three weeks 
starting Sept. 23 acting as guide 
and co-ordinator to a 14-mernber 
Socred party tour. Rangel was 
asked to organize the trip some 
time ago but it could be coming 
at an awkward time if Premier 
Bennett calls an election. The 
party includes Bob Parkinson, 
president of the Socred Saanich 
and the Islands constituency.
SOME TIME AGO we said 
Hugh Curtis would not be 
running in the next provincial 
election. That’s still our opinion 
so who will be candidate for the 
seat? Rangel has been odds-on 
favorite for many who want him 
to run but he says as mayor his 
“only deal is with the people of 
North Saanich.”
Coyrt
Manson Isaac Pelkey, 7672 
Church Rd., Saanichton was 
sentenced in Sidney provincial 
court Thursday to 14 days in jail 
for a second offence of impaired 
driving.
Sidney Film Association 
Presents:
ONE FE.e«r OVER 
1HE CUCKOOS NEST
WINNER OF 5 OSCARS:
Best Picture
Best Actor (Jack Nicholson) 
Best Actress (Louise Fletcher) 
Best Director (Milos Forman) 
Best Screenplay adapated 
from other material
On Thursday Henry Glen 
Washington, 1867 Jeffrey Rd., 
Saanichton, was fined $1,000 for 
impaired driving and $750 for 
refusing a breathalyzer test.
FIRST in a series of ten films 
Subscriptions available at door
SAT. SEPT. 18 - 8:00 PM
SILVER THREADS AUDITORIUM
10030 Resthven Dr., Sidney
drop-in admission $2.00. students & OAP $1.50
Rumor says it will be Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey, but it’s a 
rumor the mayor is tired of 
denying. She doesn’t know \vhere 
it originates but the answer is no, 
no, no.
THE WESTERN CANADA 
CONCEPT PARTY will be ready 
to go if the call comes. Members 
will be nominating a candidate at 
a public meeting tonight at 
Stelly’s school. The WCC was 
busy signing up new members at 
the fall fair.
ONE OF: THE REVIEW’S 
photographers, Keith Sutherland 
cleaned up in the photo contest at 
Saanichton fair. Keith took six 
firsts, four seconds, scored for 
the best color prints in the show 
and was awarded inost points 
overall.'
COLOR FILMS developed 
and printed in one hour flat, ■ 
reprints 10 minutes extra — 
that’s the new service Paul Pears 
(Paul’s House of Portraits on 
Beacon Ave.) is offering with the 
i aid of his new Prbnto-Photo 
:machine.'-''.-'.v' J.
Cecil John Gooding, 2269 
Frost Ave., Sidney, was fined 
$100 and had his driver’s licence 
suspended indefinitely, on a 
charge of driving with blood 




Robert Maxwell Presly, 20, of 
Surrey, was convicted in Victoria 
provincial court last Thursday of 
three break-ins and thefts at 
Beacon Mall in Sidney and one at 
the Waddling Dog gas bar in 
Central Saanich May 2. Sentence 




: '>-WEM:pME: to: NEW;: Sidney 
businessman Glen Aldridge from 
Toronto: His store— Discount 
Printing in Beacon Avenue’s 
Driftwood Centre — specializes
RP
"•im
Volunteers are urgently needed 
to help with Central Saanich : 
Boys ’and Gi r Is ’ Club teen gro u p 
Wednesday nights or Friday 
afternoons. If you; are aged 20 ; 
years or more and interested in 
participating in youth-oriented 
activities call Marion at 383-1101.
Rummage
is looking for Eowlors.
We are at Miracle Lanes every Monday night from 7-9.
ini nter-b f fice; and NGR! f orrhs .h
EVERYONE’S A WINNER in 
the Pearce ‘ family at 10475 
Allbay. Son Niel, 15, won two 
watches (one gold) and Eatons 
Perpetual Trophy :ioT the largest: 
fish caught by a boy or girl under 
16 at the Sept. 12 Saanich Rotary 
fish derby; The 26-pound salrhoh« 
was the ;fifthV largek in the 
contest. And his parents, Denise 
and Niel [Chris], won the drhw 
prize — a two night CP Air:trip 
to San Francisco and $300 cash. 
The couple plans to travel mid- 
November.
Silver Threads Centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drivei Sidney, plans a 
rummage sale 10 a.m. Sept. 18. 
Everyone welcome.
Come and join the FOt^!! 
Phone 658-1775 ©r SSS»i3@4
TOWN OF SIDNEY
:N0JIC|:0r
:pursuan!:!o tlie|unicipal Acl. Sflcliori.459,"the following properties’will be:: 
ottered:foff:salft|y::pMbliC;aucfion, in thD:CounciLChamber of the Sidney 
:Municipai * SicJney fAvenue, :Sidney:: B;G: ori September :30th,
:::i:983 !::at:'fO,iOCi |:rh:. 'unless the delinquent; taxes;;incliidihg "interest: are^^ 
sooner paid
TWO BEAVER LAKE 
SCHOOL grad 
Glare Oldham a 
Sherloff won awards in a B.C, 
Human Rights, Commission 
poster contest. The entire class 
submilfed entries, says Saanich 
school board spokesman Chris 
Harkcr. Glare placed third and 
received $50, Benjamin was 
awarded honorable mention and 
:'::':'$10"cash:'''.r
.'(I) 'Silrafa; foi jS^Section 12! Range:4 East;, Strata'Plar>:20,: 
13 ■ 10)70 Fifth Streel,'Sidney, B C.
E:T:Teeiair 
'i; ::Munici03l,CollectO(:
' " .’i: :
NEW OWNER:
Earlier this summer Betty Ann: 
Gustin became Alisa's new:ownerv 
She brings to the business her v 
training from a Bachelor of Home 
Economics in clothing and textiles. 
Quality fabric at reasonable prices 





.lohn Tisdallc. Saanicli and 
The Islands MLA from 1953 to 




only a shell of the forttner party, 
The real substance is missing,F'
'1 he IS reported to have said when
This Economicnl Ht?il«*r 
Has All The Features
Of More Expensive lodais
• S' • U "I
AT 'THE::
opening of a WCC office at 945 
,;,V'"':'::Fo:rt:Si'. hi Victoria;t>n**Satiirday:,L;,, 
:11sdalle::::/attcnded''::::a:/5:WCC;;,:;
: meeting at Sidney last mopih: He i 










Come in and see the selection of:
• beautiful wool tweeds and
• cashmere suiting -- for that 
special outfit
• corduroy and stretch denim for 
your casual wear
• polyester crepes land prints for : 
blouses and dresses




:\'''''t::::/;':HO;.:TaiT'it' Saturday' "die: Tiad':;:
; Studied 1 he ^eparatiiit parly r^:




laWycF.Foslcr.'Islicrwodd 'prior jp,;: 
„'.';;„the:::l972;'Cl(^ction»;,„Hugh Thii'iii'" 
^won llic , 'i'riding;':,;:JOr::".;lhy,,,; 
^'"; Progrcs.sivc; '■X’'onservatiyt‘:i'"",'hnd' ■ 
taicr switched to Social Credit,
Priced
■ •






y : Beginning October 1 st Alisa's will 
be opdn Mondayio Saturday 9;30 
a;m. v5:00 p.mt for '^
''convenience."^r.'''^7:':L'.':::'::'::L'::;;^':':LF^^^^^^^^^^^
'H., ,iL'i ■





2392 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY Phone 656-5i3l
gj] , (CORNtR or Gill aijd BEACOM)
kmM'kL
mm
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60 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. 14, 1922, issue of 
The Review
Dr. A.G. Beale submitted a 
report on the sanitary conditions 
in the local Chinatown last 
Tuesday night at the meeting of 
the Board of Trade. Dr. Beal had 
gathered considerable data on 
this phase of our civic life, and 
although reporting that, 
generally, conditions in that 
locality were satisfactory, there 
were several aspects of the 
question which should have 
attention. No action was taken.
Candy scramble at Saanichton fall fair. Keith Sutherland Photo
Political observers wondering where the disaffected vote is 
likelyitogoinaproyincialelectionmaybewatchingwithin- 
J terest two meetings taking place in Central Saanich this evening.




nual meeUng in Npyernbef' while the Western Canada Concept 
nominating a candidate to contest the riding, at Stelly’s
school.
, ^ Both parties are seeking the support of the same voters, those 
who want Social Credit out but don’t want the socialists.
The Conservatives, as the third strongest party in the 1979
to benefit considerably from 
Socred problems with dirty tricks, expense accounts and the 
like, but the separatists came out of nowhere and have acquired 
substantial support in a very short time.
For tonight’s meeting the Conservatives would seem to be at a 
considerable disadvantage, having recently lost their leader to
hand they have a guest speaker, Victoria 
. Mayor Peter Pollen, who was until recently their deputy-leader
I would like m thank John 
Green and The Sidhey'‘Revievv^for 
the support given for girl’s 
soccer. Your recent article netted 
us one registered team and a 
dozen girls who were not placed 
on a registered team.^^^^ -
a bit too much for Smurfetts. 
They’ll try again Sept. 18 when 




insurance F)roblerhs in forming an 
in-house team but ^e have not; 
given up yet.
The team of eight and nine- 
year-old girls (Peninsula 
Smurfetts) lost their first game 
Sept. 1 i in a well-fought battle. 
The girls played hard but the 
experience of the established 
Gordon; Head: Tearristers prpyed
The call has gone out for 
govern men ts to cu l c os t s, ahd i t ’ s 
long overdue! We in Community 
Health Service are well vaware 
that this call^Will affect us, and 
the rumours are flying. No end of 
possibilities exist and dur very 
destinies are in the hands of those 
high: V in the field of ad­
ministration.
For years the question of
health service adminisiration has 
been under discussion; Some say 
those trained in administratidn 
should administrate,! and those 
trained in health iprofessions 
should provide the serviced Let’s 
thank our lucky starsthat this has 
not come to passl T ;
Those trained solely iri ad-; 
ministration have no feeling for 
the value and necessity ; of j thd 
services we perform Some tragic 
decisions would Result. For­
tunately, our :“h?alth-trained” 
administrators arefaware of the
" ourvalue and irnponahee : of
; services; and the Traditions of a 
community hellth ; service 
delivery system af aTotal team 
effort. J
To those who have relatives or 
friends buried at the Patricia Bay 
Cemetery, and also anyone who 
i^ interested in seeing the burial 
ground put in a more pleasing 
condition, are requested to be at 
Holy Trinity Church next 
Monday afternoon at 2:00 
o’clock as it is intended to have a 
clean-up “bee.”
50 YEARS AGO ;
From the Sept. 14, 1932, issue of 
The Review
The big question of the day: 
Have you taken your stone to the 
park yet? The directors have 
decided to erect a cairn of 
cobblestones in the (War 
Meniorial) park to properly 
signify to the general public 
exactly what the park represents. 
Every resident of North Saanich 
is requested to take to the park a 
stone not more eight inches in 
'■'diameterV'
Continued on Page A5
It will be interesting to see where the people turn up, if 
anywhere, this evening.
Pl:iatestSstatisticS ; basedidn vthe:;1981: Geirsus; of Gafiada dafa
population density (1582.9 per square km) out of nine B.G. 
towns, while the two farming municipalities, Gentral Saanich 
(population 9,890, density 232.3) and North Saanich (popula­
tion 6,117, density 166.3) rank 24th and 28th respectively 
among some 40 B”G. municipalities.
Compared with 35 B.C. cities Victoria has the highest popula­
tion and second highest density and predictably comes bottom 
of the list out of 35 cities when it comes to home ownership with 
33 per cent owning their own homes and 67 per cent renting.
Sidney has a similar figure with 2,365 home owners out of the 
7,945 population.
The town’s populatidrv has increased by 1,213 since 1976 cen­
sus figures (6i732)r In Sidneyf the mother Tongue of some 7,345; 
residents is English, 80 French and 525 listed as “other”.
• By STEPHEN TAYLOR
There are two maxims when it 
comes to capital investment: 
either don’t put all your eggs in 
one basket,” or ‘put all your eggs 
in one basket — and watch the 
basket like a hawk.” The first is a 
: balanced (approachy the second: a 
high roller approach.
With,the second approach, the 
risks can be very high. For 
example, if all investment capital 
had been placed in real estate this 
time: last; year; there is a high 
probability that the investment 
would have; depreciated at the 
present time.
However, the rewards c 
be high. The same investment 
capital placed in real estate in 
1980 would have shown a most 
respectable return by June 1981 
T. . .if the property had been 
sold!
T^ approach is that
fpllovved by the^^^^^^^m^ 
investors; They have a seleotioh
of investments. A home is one 
major investment which also 
serves as shelter. Recognised 
artworks, Jewellery, silverware, 
gold and collectables are other 
forms of investment which 
appreciate over the years and 
from which a great deal of 
■pleasure can be derived in the 
meantime.
1^ to these
investments is they can 
spmetirnesbedifficultbrtime- 
■epnsurning to sell; also, they do 
not produce income until they are
sold./^':;;■■;:■■■:::;;''■;'''!T,;'"^^^;;/'■■■:;■■;■v^
Therefore, people hold in­
vestments which can readily be i 
; transformed into cash: savings 
accounts, treasury bills, term 
deposits, foreign currency, bonds 
and stocks. These inycstmcnts 
Twith the exception of foreign 
currency) not only generate 
income, either as interest or 
^ have the ability to
f increase either through icbiii-
pounding or appreciation.
The understanding behind 
diversification is that if one form 
of investment sis not doing too 
well, there is a good chance other 
investments will be. For example, 
when interest rates were high, 
term deposits were good in­
vestments and stocks and bonds 
werevpoor: rif)w; the opposite is 
true.
of nofdiversifying is 
often wprryLvThe tpeople who 
withdrew al|their savings to buy 
gold and silwriin early 1980 when 
these nvetall;were ;af their peak 
now worry|that they are losing 
The inlercsl ; that their mpney: 
could have earned.
T1iey aI|o worry about the 
price of gdd. They will probably; 
recoup th^r investment in time 
. , , but is I worth the anguish^
[Slcphcii Taylor is an Tn- 
veslincnl idealer with Pltficld 
.. lVlackay.;:'Ro'ss,;-; Limited,
V Ferry service between Sidney 
and A nacor tes wi 11 terminate 
today, both boats, the “City of 
Angels” and the“R.bsario” will 
be off the run.The ferry “Motor 
Princess” operating between 
!Sidney and!;StevestPn;was taken 
off after the Labor Day weekend. 
40 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. 16, 1942, issue of 
The Review
, Ganges — at a recent executive 
meeting of the Ganges Chapter,
1.0. D.E, it was arranged to hold 
a bridge afternoon at 2:30 
Wednesday, Sept. 23; The money 
raised will go towards the
1.0. D.E. Spitfire, which will be 
used for B.G; Coastal defence.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. lTj 1952, issue of 
The Review
Hon. W.D. Black, B.C. 
minister ofmunicipal affairs and 
provincial secretary, will of­
ficially open the new Central 
Saanich Municipal Hall at 
Saanichton Sept. 27. !
Central Saanich police arc slopping up ihe pressure on 
motorists who defy the law by as they put it -- placing cin- 
j phasis on controlling traffic violations. T hat must mean more
j men have been diverted to highway patrols.
And the result shows. In just two days police issued 24 tickets 
], and seven warnings.
' We hope they stay with it and other municipalities follow this
example. Releasing manpower to catch impaired drivers will go 
along way to control the carnage on ihc roads. The new,
s will help too.
:E0n Off;''"TfigOiP'ROWiSn^
, . . AOVERllSlN(i'MANAGEIL:-’v^R :
)«;• flfVniW It, ttIJdl Vfiwt (IVII I Vhhii Cl),!; vl ' itlwi, vinui,n'i "Mlitil til 
' ' I'lv Hi’i.iiTi I ■||I linVl I'lllll ,!'U( I ' l> I, II.J, ■■'li/il' Jlll ,1'ifi ■
ifiiniiiiw* ewi'iisi!
iubiftrljUlon M»l*i H8,00 p**- v»»r bV ip#tis iss.oo p»f v»*r to tii rortlan Counlilii 
.‘iCCONOCiARS VAii f>rc.it'.mAriONNO otso
Vp(nli>*Mt< H 1 I Wii'iti , iinn Aiifii
ii
: The Reviev/ is now informed 
that the ! first bank in North 
Saanich was opened in the 1920s 
by the Merchants’ Bank of 
Canada.Tt is to be presumed that 
This pioneer institution co- 
bperated with The Review’s 
overdrafts in those days. This 
^hay or may not have hastened 
';ihc;:! !!s;;:Merchantsf;'!;!v!''Bank!' 






vvere curried in the 18,994 cars 
aboard Washington State fcirics 
linking Sidney and Anacortes 
diiring the month of August;
Opimnchls of nuclear v/arfarc, 
meeting in Sanscha Hall on 
Monday . evening, showed a 
disappointing tendency to follow 
established trends, despite the 
tenet of tile sponsoring world 
federalists that mankind must 
change its thinking and 
l5chaviour pattern in order to 
:kirvlvc.'' i'-
!10YEARSAGO /f!:’:'■!:
! From the Scpl. t3, 1972, Issue Of 
TlieRcview
f ^aanich school trustees voted 
;to caU for contractors’ sub­
missions cbncerning I he new 
Parkland school to be located bri 
:McDonaId ! Park !Road. The 
school is to be built using the 
^construction ' fnaiiagcmcnl” 
concept that allows the work to 
start before Tinnl plans are 
pomplefj'd
!;:;!l)cacon!';Ave.:,!!rncrchants!!ex”! 
Tjresscd .^-cqrrflicting ■.jOpiiiidtis !bn;
Siidney council’s decision not to 
:;chnn0c'=^Trbnf-:'aniRle'''Uv' 
bfi rk 1 n g bri Bcacdn St reci.
more
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Continued from Page A4 |
In solving our problems, we * 
must keep these values in mind 
and not look to skeletonizing a 
service that has grown to become 
an inter-dependent effort. We 
must remember not to contribute 
to a problem in trying to solve it.
We must use our professional 
ingenuity and resources along 
with our analytical abilities to 
take a hard look at our motis 
operandum in relation to present 
day living in the modern world.
Gone are the days when people 
were isolated in far off 
homesteads unable or unwilling 
to take advantage of preventive 
health services then available. 
The “delivered” health service 
because a tradition which con­
tinues to this day.
Now, however, at much 
greater cost we drive to a home 
located on or two blocks from a 
sophisticated public tran­
sportation system that could 
bring the client to us. In the 
driveway a car is parked that 
could also bring the client to us, 
and inside the home a mother 
waits for her two-month-old 
baby to be weighed.
Perhaps this is an over- 
dramatization, but we have to be 
realistic. There are still some 
services that must be 
“delivered”, but if we take a 
hard look at some aspects of our 
service, we can dramatically 
lower our operating costs.
It is a matter of educating the 
public to make them aware of bur 
services, how important they are, 
and where they are ay^il^ble; 
After all, if our services are as 
important as we say they are ~— 
all we should have to do is? 
convince the pub lie and they will 
sep them but at all cost, arid 
wherever : theyV are; made 
available.
Why should we spend tax-
/15
A support group for widows, 
called Challenge of Widowhood, 
will begin Oct. 5 at the YWCA 
from 5 to 7 p.m. The group was 
conceived by members of the 
Widows’ Association, and is 
currently led by Mrs. Shirley 
Dickson.
The seven sessions cost $15 for 
non-YWCA members, members 
pay $5, Old Age Pensions $10 
Participants are asked to bring a 
brown bag lunch.
The group will discuss
problems widows must solve, 
such as financial planning, legal 
problems, emotional problems; 
changed family relationships; 
their new lives as single persons 
and community resources which 
could help them.
The Widows’ Information 
Centre, 620 View St., phone 382- 
7122, is open from 1-4 p.m. 
Mondays through Friday for 
information concerning the 
course. Registration is at the 
YWCA.
F^r versatile, veteran stage personalities — Bill, Sylvia and Dorothy Hosie and Dan Cos- 
tain — return to light up McPherson theatre stage starting Sept. 27 in Two Score and More,
in a non-stop medley of songs, dances ahd gags.
SIDNEY DECORATORS
DIETER TSCHAUNER
Professional Painter & Decorator
10965 Kalitan Rd. 
Sidney
r/;:: - ;By|JOHN GREEN ,
A fire |ug. 30 at the Viking 
Air hahga| ■ at Pat Bay Airport 
was almos|certamly the cause of i 
the fish kil|that wiped out 2,000 
coho salri|)ii fry plants by; 
Sidney ; An|lers Association in 
Reay Creelc^arlier this year, says; 
North Sa^nch Aid. Dick 
Herlinvaux. i
H e r I i n V a^x V b n e o f t t h e
fish Saturday morning'and they: 
were doing fine, but when he 
came back in the afternoon there 
wasasmelllikebleach^andthe: 
;fish-wereriying;' ■
Herlinvaux took samples of the 
water^ but found that it had was 
not the least bit acid, which ruled : 
out bleach. Tests for other 
chemicals are being done in
Airport foam trucks quickly 
put out the fire in the building, 
but cooling down the yat took 
three hours. iA; total of aix fire 
trucks, three each from North 
Saanich and the airport, were on 
tiand.;';'■ ^'•
He did not think any of the
;yancbuver v;'
volunteer fifemen fighting the He said the fish probably died 
firc, later didstudies at the Ocean from lack of oxygen because their
payers dollars visiting sewage Sciences Insjitute to try to gills became coated with mucous
\ 0^1 A . T AO Vi Aeewio « M ■ * Wm A' ' 1 » .11 V. .j j. L V ■ I _ 1_determine wfiat killed the fish' 
says he knew that
washed into the drains, but saw - 
containers of chemicals around it 
overflowing as the water was 
poured on.
Severalofthechemicalsin- 
as a result of irritation from the volved would certainly be 
chemicals. poisonous to fish, he said.
Other creatures living in the Fry had been growing well, and 
ley were trying to creek, like crayfish, also died. . Davis said he’d definitely replant 
, chemicals Herlinvaux said Viking Air had ' the stream next year.
We could start here by charging where the fire started. a large electrically healed vai of ' "
for all visits'over and above the Thpv hcpH fir*» Vir»c< 
average n'iimber required to
approve a system. Inspectors and also purnped well water apparently malfunctioned,
involved in other areas of con- > down the creefeto dilute it. The ,: causing it to overheat. When 
struction are quite used to lish appeared to be alright for workers opened the hangar door
charging a fee for set vice. several days, blit died in a few on Monday they found the tank
The list could go on, but I have hours on Saturday. red hot, and flames coming out a
confidence pur ‘‘health-trained” Tom Davis said he checked the vent in the wall.
'.'"/administrators;'will '-'look^'af-,All'"''''
disposal sites; three;br four times /
before a * contractor amends n K tn t poisonous
errors made as a result of his materials were, being washed into
misjudgements or misin- the creek as 
terpretations of the regulations. cool down ayat of c e icals;
boses to try to chemicals in which to treat 
flush the chemfcals ,out quickly, aluminum, and the thermostat
A ;::.................
aspects of bur “team effort” and 
come up with solutions that will 
in the long run improve the out­
dated health care delivery system 











PGRK BUTT STEAKS...................... ....ib.’l"' »3.72hg
PORK BUTT R&TS'BiwELESS =./; ,ib.»l”; »3.94kB
HOME CUREDtfiRNEDBiEEF- ^ ;’';; G.S .;.;ib.*2''’;;»6.36hB





To pray or not to pray —- that 
;is'a'',frecdorn.',,
dur new minister of education 
would like to lead us back in 
time, it seems, and again have the 
statp leci by the church; Another ; 
basic freedom ~ freedom of 
warship — i.s threatened if the 
fecilatipri of the Lord’s Prayer is 
cnforcccl in our schools.
respect the right of those who 
wish toAisc this prayer and tlie A 
l of other religions to use 
cHbscn prayers in their 
homes or churches,
The rights of iho.se who choose 
not to pray should also be 
respected -- whether the in­
dividual be an atheist, one who 
chooses to mcbilate, or otic \yho 
prefers to do a spiritual con- 
templative exercise to open 
oneself to spirit.;
“Often those who believe'' 
sincerely in the power of prayer 
arc naive about the dynamlc.s of it 
and wltiit they arc doingi It is, iri 
truth, thought power, And when 
used to influence the direction of 
events or humans without their 
|cqUcst or permission, it is no less 
than nvi invasion of ; that in- ^ 
"Aividuars'sanctiiy,’’'''v.';';''i ■'-'i
CHECK FOS these
; in the Lounge 
Thiirsdty - Friday & Saturday







Bight to Know ln a chapter titled: 
‘!Praycr: Helpful or Harmful??’I 
lecouunend this book to those 
interested in flesh insights bn 










Htimcmnde Dessert ■ 
A bur fammii Salad BaT‘
A Shook/ StrokeAabOut 1v750 
mile or 1,087 times every kiloiti^er. It is 
understandable therefor that bi ti^ 
SHOCKS HAVE TRAVELLED OVER 20,000 
MILESIOR 32,00 KILOMETERS : : ; Yd 





9817 ItESThaVEN DR. SIDNEY
Diiily I'cmurt^in our Dining Room
Fir;i:sfi',,Scafci|S; ail'd'
•
»537 Beacon Ave. 656;-1t3t
need an electrician?
To replace a faulty switch, add another vyall plug, connect an ap­
pliance or add another light in one of the rooms or basement.
Qualified Journeyman Elelctrician. Licensed and living in your area 
can provide prompt and efficient service.
No Job Too Smalll









OMM (J £ ns/FUtU) Ty KK
Fourteen Peninsula soccer 
players earned awards at the 
“Soccertron” held recently at the 
University of Victoria.
Dean Ulmer won the special 
fitness award and Mark Dolezal 
the most dedicated player award.
Gold, silver or bronze fitness 
and skills awards were earned by 
Ernest Redding, Kevin Law, 
Terry James, Dale West, Danny 
Romain, James Brambell, 
Warren Brander, Tim Bylord, 
Tod Jakubowski, Scott Mahon, 
Peter Dolezal, and I azelo 
Safranyik.
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL^
CHERRY BRRBS . . ,3 59'
ZEBRA DRNIOS . 2/99'
RNACHRRIS. . . ^ ^
BIRDS — AQUARIUMS — SMALL ANIMALS 
— TROPICAL FISH — PET SUPPLIES
Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
656-3314
Beacon Plaza, 2317 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Pegy Ev win
Barr Trophy
Madelaine Upton and Joe Flint 
were winners ofthe final two-ball 
match Sept. 2 at Ardmore Golf 
Club where some 70 club 
members enjoyed a wind-up 
party and lunch. Runners up 
were Audrey Benn and Les 
Stevenson.
Members competed Sept. 6 for 
the Barr Trophy. Winners were 
Peg \Vright and Ev. Mowatt with 
three couples tying for second 
place — Glenys Jones and Ted 
Clarke, Beth Harmon and Bill 




; A babysitting course is being 
sponsored by Central Saanich 
Boys ’ i and GirIs ’;; Club and 
Gentral Saanich volunteer fire 
department. Registration is 
limited and younsters must be at 
least 12 years old. Cost is $10 or 
$5 for club members and covers 
materials for the eight-week 
course. More information call 
Marion at 383-1 lOi.
_ . ^ to Don Heggstrom (left) and
^uck Wilson (centre) of Juan de Fuca league following fifth annual Wayne Bull Benefit 
at Sanscha Park, Sunday.
I Tom Croiik Photo
ByTOMCRONK 
Sidney Fastball lost a bid for 
consecutive victories during the : ; 
annual Wayne Bull Benefit 
Tournament last weekend, 
suffering d 2^1 defeat by Juan de : 
Fuca Men’s rFastball"^ 
gruelling innings of play.
Juan de Fuca and Stuffy; 
McGinnis Men’s leagues were 
new entries in the annual end-of-; 
season tdufharrientj ti'aditionally :) 
hosted by the Prairie Inn Fastball 
club of the Sidney League.
During the past four yearsj • 
bn ly Sidney, Hey wood Avenue, 
and McDonald y Park Men’s 
leagues corhpeted for the coveted 
trophy.;" ■
Teams entered in the annual 
event from which proceeds are 
usually .split between the Wayne 
Bull Benefit Fund and a joint 
league Injured Players Fund, are 
generally comprised of players 
7 Trorn each team iri their respective 
leagues.
No team to date has recorded 
consecutive victories though 
Sidney Fastball has two cham­
pion ship| and has'^^7 7 b 
bridesmaid Twice. McDonald 
i Park won the initial tournament 
in 1978, Johowcd by Sidney in 
1979 and Heywood Ave. in 1980.
Sidneybvon again last season 
and very nearly repeated that 
victory S|ndayalTcrnopn.
The tournament originated as a 
resuh of an aicCident to Wayne;
; Bull, second baseman for Prairie 
Inn during the 1978; season of 
Sidney Men’s Fastball. As ^ 
result, ;;\Wayne M a parapalegic ; 
cbnfine;d to a vvheelc^^^ 
relics upon a respirator for 
breathing.
The tournament doesn’t raise a 
great deal oF money for the fund 
established on his behalf, buF it 
does provide some items which 
make Wayne’s life more com- 
F?:ibrtablc.-:,'.;;r^'i:\ 7. i
: All proceeds of the tburilameht 
will go to the fund this season 
instead of the Benefits ‘and, 
Injured Players timds. . .
Law for boat owners
i""
Law for small boat owners is Drive. The class held 7-9 p.m. 
the subject ol a class being of- — is sponsored by the library and 
fcred C9ct. 13 at Si the People’s Law School. For






EVENINO CUSO^ ONE NISHT PER WEEK
Mondays^ Tuesdays|& Wednesday
Starting week of September llth
f:9''#‘^''s f;onceming location,j rtjls




■ Ocorp'' Hum0-!ten';:™^'::652*5713': 
Ken Yoxulhr :652-4748w;:;;',
Derby organizer Hank Koorls 
and memhers of the Sidney 
Angler’s Association were 
F 'stunijed Sunday;whet) tl
memhers derby netted only nine 
lish.
Boh Bailey vVofv the eventAvith 
: hfs :|2T)ouhd 4-dimcc catch 
(pllowcd by Amm Kosslck and 
hushand Murray \vho weighed in 
fish at 10-pound 5-ounce and 9r 
pounds respectively,:::;
J4-buiicc fish Fir Iburth prize 
T Mel 1 ewis captured flfth 
prize with a .1-pound 15-ounce 
ciuch.
;.y;;7^^MtlITny;.■MT^nd^',:A:^tnaV;'KossickF 
c.uiglu t ive of tlie nine fbh 
weighed in Sunday and font of 
those hy Anna.
:7; Next derbV; planned by the 
rapociation is ip be held prior to 
Tliiiitksgiving In Ociobcir and \yill
he a coho derby,
HMUMKI
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The first annual Sidney 
Slowpitch Invitational Tour­
nament heralded the close of the 
1982 season during the Labour 
Day weekend, with 16 lower 
Vancouver Island teams battling 
it out at Sanscha Park.
A team sponsored by Sidney’s 
Army, Navy and Airfare Vetrans 
branch 302 emerged winners 
following a tremendous struggle 
through the loser’s bracket, after 
winning their initial game 
Saturday but losing their second. 
A victory in their lone game 
Sunday kept them in contention, 
but forced the team to play five 
consecutive games Monday with 
some 15 minutes between games.
Hundreds of fans crowded into 
Sanscha Park to witness the final 
game and were rewarded with 
excellent play by both ANAF and 
Esquimau.
The game was a see-saw affair
witU both teams threatening to 
break away inning after inning. 
Homeruns and defensive play 
were the order of the day and the 
fans tesponded loudly for each 
individual effort. The ANAF 
managed to gain a two-run lead 
late in'the contest then held on 
for the 9-7 victory and the 
championship.
Greg|Cameron of the ANAF 
squad vfhs chosen Most Valuable 
Player Df the tournament, and 
Dew Ail-sports, a team com­
prised oi Sidney’s senior citizens, 
earned tite trophy for the most 
sportsmanlike team.
Second place in the tourney 
went to ;Esquimalt, a fastball 
team with an excellent infield and 
some tremendous batters, who 
had app^ently been defeated 
Only once prior to their entry in 
the local Tournament. Their loss 
was to |ort Renfrew who 




. ! '>.<481, *
I
V * * * 1
Ir-'X/ T
Luke Humber presents trophy won by ANAF sponsored 
slowpitch team, to Willie Allan, sports chairman of Sidney 
ANAF, Branch 302.
TomCronk Photo
fi^DIVISlON. TANDY ELECTRONICS LIMITEp . ; : :
Sai@ prides 8%pir@’ S@pt. 25,1S82
UH tfl iUPfSSi > Feature-packed SCT-26 cassette-
deck is an exceptional value; Has: j





;Powerful;EC-4004: Program 38 steps / 
for repeated calculations. 7 memory /
registers', 18 nesting parentheses / 
at 6 levels, 10-d'git mantissa. /
Includes'long-life batteries.65-658 / ^
Wi
tTM DolbYLaboratoiies Inc Topes
'nolinci *
Accura
t easy. Has Adjustable ebunter-L 
jbalarice and antl-skatef damped; 
:: cue/pause. Witlv$39,95 value L 
' magnetic cartridge, Looks as 
good as it sounds.42-2978 :; v ;
ereaisoundlfprAalf the'price





::*High"Contra5tfiuorescent display is easy 
> to read at a giahce, dims for night driving,
; Clock mountt'easily ihpr under dash. 63-8,i?
urcar. Has : 
v^ard, end"6f-
tape Auto-Eject, 8 watts total output;
...... .... ...... . .......Attractive styling, illuminated radio dial. :
'Wa ....................
40^1979 Recommended powor!har»dlln0i: 40yVY
ElSSliS






Big savingsoti mini car cassette
"Supcfniini ’ cmumlto Is ideal for 5-1/0x5-5/16" unit. 8 watts totot
' Sports cnis and compacts, Packsa lot output; Mounts under dash; Ihdibye; 
: ol fwUndand loiiturosinio T“9/i6 X: ; :bokqrconaplb.Shoptbdayand:8ayo
*f;150-ln-1 kit lets,you build^ 
la solar-powered radio;: 
iplant growth stimulator, ■ 
itelegraph, vviroleas mike, 
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<4-way aiitaspeakers
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1-button redial Of last 
number called, 1-piece, 
compact design (Its any- 
:whbrof Mount It on a wall 
with optional brackets, 
Choose White 43-204) 
Brown (43-205) colour,' 
mute switch. Tone ringer 
has sllent/hlgh/low voiUrrio.y
Exciting titl-.l 0,000 (izreoponfle, power 
handling 30W RMS par spoakor, 40 8032 » , ,
ittf, I
I In' .
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Wins
Peninsula Strikers in Division 3A and Peninsula Tornados in 
division 7A opened the Lower Island Soccer league season with wins 
on the weekend.
Tornados downed Cordova Bay Ravens 3-0 on Saturday at Cor­
dova Bay. George Landsberger, got a goal in the first half which was 
all that was needed, as the whole team was working hard.
York Denise and David Milligan scored in the second half. Iain 
Campbell on defence, Lee Rodgers and Mark Bunting in midfield, 
and Milligan at forward were the outstanding players.
On Sunday, Strikers downed Lansdowne Pintos, at Carnarvon 
Park; by a 2-1 score. Ron Budisa headed a pass from Les Duguid into 
the net in the first period, which ended in a 1-1 tie. David Lewis got 
the winner in the second half on a free kick.
fo €s good storf
Sidney Travelodge men’s soccer team didn’t do too well in its first 
two years in the Vancouver Island League but this year things are 
different.
The locals won both their exhibition games with Victoria teams, 
beating Orcas 2-1 and Minicost 1-0. Then on Sunday they downed 
Duncan 3-1 in their first league game.
Duncan got their goal first, part way through the first half, but Rob 
Frost promptly scored an unassisted goal for Sidney, and then got 
another before the half on an indirect free kick by Daren Bohnet.




pass to Ian Marr, who beat the Duncan goalie. Chris Knudson, at 
centre back, played a strong game in holding Duncan to one goal.
|0ISR PROFESSIONAL BARBER & HAIR STVUST 
I Experienced in Conventional 
I and Modern Hairstyling 
I Perms (Body Waves), Colouring
onStreet
tues.-Sat. StSO-StSO 6SS-4443
. excited about B.C. Place. It’s generating jobs right 
now. It’s building a dynamic “Downtown British 
1 Columbia” we can all enjoy. Arid best of ail, it will
’‘1' ''' -be a source of long-term revenue; a profit centre for 
I everyone’s benefit. ---
Spread over more than 200 acres of 
downtown waterfront,
B.C. Place is a
' ‘ ' bold plan to give
new life to our 
province’s 
largest city. As 
well as the 
stadium,
B.C. Place is 
projected to 
include an arts 
and science. 






ince. It will 
help attract . 
millions more 
tourist visits 






B.C. Place will 










revenues. Thus, B.C. Place is being financed at
centre, hotels, theatres,
cafes, marinas, parks and waterfront walks, a
children’s world, office complexes, shopping, and
GxwICtmafid
:S0CCeir'B©
EXPO’86, the world exposition^^^^
providing more than 
500 const ruction jobs 
on the site, and 
several hundred more 
in support industries.
Over the next 20 
years, thousands 
;inorc)obswillbe 1!^^',^
; created constructing ^
: the new buddings and 
working in the new enterprises 
:;:Jpcatcdat B.C.'Place; Direct'; 
employmcnt created by B.C. Place helps stimulate 
■ additional job opportunities elsewhere, in^
■fafeasas theinanufacturing,service, and hbspitality^^^';^^
industries. / '’•
. 11 - •>
deyelopraent projects in other B.C. communities. 
So all British Columbians will benefit from B.C. 
Place, no(v and in the future.
iso,beheld
V,' \ loi l^ist•ll^sion pui'p(tsi;s oi\|y,
1 ^






(■:hairmnn; Alvin J. Narod further inforninrion,, contact:
Minister Uesponsible; B.C. Place
Honourable Stephen Rogers 2100650 V(A:st Georgia Street r
Vancouver, B.C. V6B4N9
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Sidney Days Society e^utive — Phil (Ozzie) Osbourne, president; Margaret Donaldson, 
director; festival queen^Ja^kie Mueller; Barb Manchester, secretary-treasurer; Gordie Man­





Ail Breed Dog Grooming 
Professional Clipping 










Rennie Gagnon, vice-president of ANAF, receives certificate
l2507lBEACON:iAV£l ^Pii = ' :i
burning banknote respresenting debts from previous years
how paid dff; -0
It was the first annua! 
Sid riey Days Sbe iety hahquet 
and awards night and ah event 
wb r tiv c e 1 e b ra ti n g. ' A ft e r 
putting together the successful 
' July 1 celeb the society
capped its performance by 
wiping out all debts from 
previous years. Now the 
society gets a fresh start and 
has an eager executive, with 
membership up from a 
handful to more than 20 and 
bigger and better (Mans for ;a 
■ grand celebration next July 1.
60 people were invited 
to the banquet held at Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on Mills 
Road and president Phil
Osboiirne twas disajjpbinletl 
: some didnU. shovv., How
those 30-odd who did had a
i grand lime. Osbourne says
L much credit must go tb vicc” •
I f president Gordie Manchester 
for the July I s^







, r ★ ★ ★
Sidney the Seal trophy. Clint played Sidney otf 
July / festivities.
J. Give final approval to changes in Bylaws which will 
change executive structure, and fiscal year.
2. Election of new Executive,
3. Make final decision on expansion ol Visitor informa-
Centre, to provide permanent offices for the 
Chamber.





10134 McDONAl.p PK. RPr j 
TO
2073 HENRV AVE
(ACROSS THE 11101 WAY)
Jake ratico llwt me following pahfftls'ollai property will be ollored lor sale 
by putjlic auction m tbe CouncilXharnlig i 4 ol North Saanichc 





1, Lbl I.Mock 2, oOCliOii «. I. n.ifigy | lAfoct pi'in iTg/ North ijiianicti 
land District • 1?15 Hiligrove Rrwn
7, East 185 loet ol lot 1, Rodion .1 r, , p, ,, rnrm 'V'.m-
^;:vi!-Sa3nich Land, ‘ '‘"i
:: Sepiomher 1bIh;l9B2 j: V
,lV;{5:rA
■'■■'T' y'hji.' A' i''• .. ;,«.v vlv""' ■ ■■■■- ■
■i'j-^Svi'jjYfyflUNICIpAL'COlllCipm:
,M,J TtimSHCSK! dr for iTidre irijdrma^ oJlicc 8:30 a m !a 1 p.m
«RM
I .0 »dl' i ' '




DAYS A WEEK 
8:30 am -10 pm
Ricky George Long, 16, of 820 
Towner Park Road, escaped 
injury when his car went off the 
road and rolled over in the 1400 
block of Landsend Road at 8
a.m. on Monday morning. The 
car, which was as old as the 
driver, was a write-off, with 
$2,000 damage.
SiDneY news & 600Ks
2440 BEACON AVE
'S BL/kCK & WHITE
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
IN¥iIATiO!«i TO TENDEIl
‘SUiTfiADES’
W£ HAVE HEW BOOKS 
AHltlViNa DAILY
HELP!
Sealed tenders marked Tender for (insert trade) Library Building 1225 
Clarke road, Brentwood Bay, will be received from the listed subtrades up to 
3 P.M. Thursday September 23rd, 1982.
Plans and specifications may be viewed at the Building Inspection Depart­
ment at the Municipal Hall, 1903 Mt. Newton Cross Road, Saanichton.
The project is expected to start the first week of October and be completed 
by December 15, 1982.







Alum. Glass Main Entry Doors 
Asphalt Roofing
Drywall




Structural Steel Columns 
Insulation 
Floor Covering
Each of the above must be separate tender but may be submitted in same 
envelope.
and pick out a good book 
^ \ or^maganm to relax wi^!
OPSK 7 DMil WEEK 8:30 -1®
W.F. BARNARD 
BUILDING INSPECTOR
The Corporation fo the District of Central Saanich 
1903 Mt. Newton X Rd.
, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO
j . :l









provide ail of 










messages in to 
more than
homes.
“You’re behind witli the 
rent”, Sylvia Hutt, president of 
the Agricultural Society told 
Central Saanich council Ronday 
night. “The rent of $1. al'carTor 
the museum artifacts buildiJ^S on 
the fairgrounds has not l^n paid 
for the past six years, and the 
agricultural society bJS been 
paying for maintenanc< costs as 
well” Hutt said.
Aid. Earle Tabor sufsted the 
museum artifacts building be 
given to North afld South 
Saanich Agricultural, Society. 
Council will instruct flic clerk to 
find some legal way of making 
the transfer.
In other council news:
®A request by Mr.' and Mrs. 
Ian Else, to have the^property at 
905 Stelly’s Cross Read, rezoned 
for family day c^c nse was 
turned down by council. Aid. 
Ruth Arnaud said Mr- and Mrs. 
Else should be given every op­
portunity to meet the 
requirements. Tabor said that he 
was not in favor ofthe location.
Mayor Dave Hill suggested 
putting the street address in 
future re-zoning notices, so the 
public will be more aware when 
property is coming up for 
rezoning. After some discussion 
council decided to also have the 
person originating the rezoning 
request post a small sign on the 
property, stating “This site is 
subject to a rezoning.
Aid. Ron Cullis recommended 
that resource people within the 
community be asked to prepare a 
recreation plan for The com­
munity, rather than hire an 
outside consultant.
Aid. Trevor Jones 
congratulated him for “good, 
solid fiscal thinking.”
Target date for completing the 
community recreation plan is 
March 31, 1983.
wlmon drowns
Mrs. Elsie Aubrey, 58, was 
found drowned Saturday 
morning at Canoe Cove marina.
Early this week police were still 
investigating her death but said 
there was nb;|vidence of foul 
play.
Police saidiihe Aubreys have 
both an apartment and a 
“liyaboard”?|pait ill a boathouse
boaters found her in the water at 
the boathouse at the end of ‘C’ 
dock.
Funeral service was held at
First Memorial Services chapel at 
3 p.m. Tuesday, Rev. C. Glauser 
officiating.
, -yspAubrey last |aw his wife at 1 a.m. 
Saturday atf|e apartment. Other
Bes id es her h us band, Mr s. 
Aubrey is survived by a son, 
Ronald, o f Cqlwqod, twb 




For tfe true facts about arthritis
progams in B.C„ contact The Arthritis 







11:00 a.ih. - 3:00 p.m. 
at 9781 SECOND ST , SIDNEY
HOIWE
Dripo In yDur excess fruit and vogelables, 
You sell & P.O.N; Shop lakosT5% ;; 
coniiTiission or i/e sell donated prodiiclji,
program dosignod to oltor local tresh Iruii 
and vegeiabies ai reduced prices 
pariicularly'for\scniorTliii:cns 
and those on fixed iricomoD
9:00-10:00 a,mivoachThursday.
Shop ijolwooii
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Sidney artist Helen Butler, 
10244 5th St., holds painting 
which was overall winner for 
best watercolor in show at 
Saanichton fall fair. Butler 
was winner in same event in 
1981. She also took two firsts 
and two thirds in the competi­
tion this year. A member of 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Society, the Victoria 
Society of A rtists and the 
Federation of Canadian Ar­
tists, Butler studied at Van­
couver School of Art and has 
attended various workshops. 
Her work sells well, one of the 
reasons she never seems to be 
able to get enough paintings 






The Sidney office of Block Bros. Realty Ltd. congratulates Heather tor being 
tops in sales for the month of August.
Buying or selling — call Heather for your Real Estate needs today.
656-4158 HEATHERWATT 656-55840ff.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
a:
An Elector’s List for the Town of Sidney Municipal Elections is posted at the 
Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, and is open for inspection during of­
fice hours.
A Court of Revision will be held at the Town Hall on the firsf day of October, 
1982, at 4 p.m. to correct and certify the said Electors’ List and all interested 
persons are required to govern themselves accordingly.







Across from Sidney: Hotel ,,,
: -r: DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 ; ^
THURS.i:FR!. 8:30- 9:00^ S
Xrv.



































NECKS & BACKS ib^
wmESBAYtSrmiM
CANADIAN IREDIUMCHEOBAR
CHEESE........... .......... ib.^1.^^ “¥ kg' I
GRABE ‘A’ BEEF ^









I GARLIC RING 37Sb
_ FARMER
kg SAUSAGE 3008 .............  .......... >ii ea
SCHNEIDER ASSORTED
kg BEEF BURGER 5008.............
Ten-year-old Getfffrey Morris of Cordova Bay recently land­
ed giant 124-ppund halibut jtmnr a 16-foot canoe with a 
regular spinning rod after fighting the fish for close to three 
hours. Geoffrey's dad, David, left, holds fish with Peter 
Shostach. .lohn I nlo Photo
Balloon hazard
m
U,C. Hydro safety dft'icirtls arc i f Anyqnd lioldiiig the balloon 
warniiiB t lie' pn hlic of a bazhitl si ring risks elec trocti lion if 
involving helium balloons and contact is made, especially if il\c 
f powcrlines, .string is wet,
The new dhimini/.cd plastic Parents and teachers should
helium bfllloons, sold at fttirs, warn f cliiltli:cn to f kcc|r 
and novelty shops, can become ' balloons: ay/n





TO CELEBRATE OPENING OF
Jl |)iillliiffT'
10091 RESTHAVEN DRIVE
V.ft t It' «;» ,* »■'» »
t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ibis/
15lb./6.8k8. . . . . . . . . . . .
• db,)
OR SILVER, A troy oz.
THIRD DRAW SEW 2S/82
;nothlhfftoBuy!i
FIRST DRAW WINNER 1 BAR SILVER 
Mrsii B. Scanlon,Sidney-'. 
SKCONp DRAW WINNER 2 BARS OF GOLD 
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NIAGARA
ORANGE JUICE aoo .i
SWANSON
MEATPIES
lwf,CWdii«.Ti«lu,227|. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W l#v ei,
MeCAIN
PEAS & CARROTS Yibiooi, JL
»-T.* *>■'‘,1 >'r.,’* f*.* •
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(MODEL 6013BC).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m
DRYWALL SCREW DRIVER
(MODEL 6801DBW)...:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ONLY'’
1 H.P. ROUTER
r (MODEL 3608B).............  OMLY-
If you need a step ladder, 
now is the time to buy!
5’ - WOOD STEP LADDER.......... ^..OMLY
5’ - ALUMINUM STEP LADDER.......OHLY^
III




Smooth cam-action power, 
return in popular 25’^ 




; '; ;, Dip your brush Into; Super Latex Flat or Serth;^ j 
VS gloss'paint arid you can see theJuxuripils i«-f
V V' ture; This is tlie Incredible Jatex^yoii'cahclMn'jv 
■; ' again and agalitV?t^eh;jlie'Su^r; Latex; Flat 4:
stands up to repeated scrubbings without get- ■ j _
V ting shiny or breaking down Both the semi- | ,
g'oss and the Hat come in many rich, | ’
I decorator colours that are easy to apply and ^
I wash up with soap and water. ' . ., , .
Reg. $26.95.... . . . . . . .
Reg. $30.95....... !.
Buy now. Paint Later. Don’t forget brushes, drop sheets and 
ladders.
> rsaa 8' ^ '.'-■■'.■■■■ !■• '-.'"I ■! r §
25’ X 3/3” Wide i
LEVERLOCK RULE $®@@ . 40kg88!bs. ^
“SuggestList$15.25.............. . ....................... SALE ® CASH’n CARRY
.Brand name Vermont American Blades. AT REAL SAVINGS!! I *' • » cn... I 2/Kg 60 lbs.Rog. SALE
^ _ t» 8 ®
. 9n rnnTu si ahcc
a'’* ^ <
^ 7%’fr 20 TQ0TH BLADES...........$22.398^®
"EACHv
BIB H 8 (fit iflft■ y?'-s
j 10” - 28TOOTH SLADES.............w.es only................................................... ...... w w «a.'x .
I'1 ONLY'''‘"V I 12” X16” X 2”" •'
^ ■ 2x4){r COMMOH^. ......ea. ^.‘.^.. ’ 4-i FIR................. .03.^2^® _^ ,
*2xWcOM^N..........ea.^i^^;... '2x^1+ 2FIR...........68.^2^®^
1^’. 2x4x10’ 1 -4- 2 FIR .....'. .ea.^Z^'^. .... 2x^r‘ 1 -f 2 FIR................. .ea. £ NO. 1 FIR |




‘V ^ , ‘ 1 mi:!:
>s, Ktjite; W:« A'feic?. i.i"!SV;x'v
12”x24”x2
»•................................................. a . * fiuBl r ^ .,"ne %
" »i t
;. ‘' •' Vermont American Router Bits
. iSl I 11 ‘ t' ''ALL. '(H (♦
‘ '' THIS WEEK
b cSp £» iUf '* >r ^ I
2>ll” V 9fi” V 9”
Diamond Pattern. ONLY .'...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.' W ^ ea;l. '
24”x24”x2” le-i*® ■













Proper insulation will keep * ^ ^^ 
^ your homo cool In summer.' T49.- 
warm In winter. 15” wide x *»' ®
^ 48” long, Cover 90 sq, ft. Bundle . - ,
1x6x4’CEDAR.................’................... ...4S^
^ ^ last for years anc((ea^^^' 1x8x5’ CEDAR........... ......................■__^ J,
; I 3/4x10 BEVEL SIDING.,................ ..SS^FCOT
^H^AIFAfkRMORE..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .®S9S®*^{a




1000 BM OR MORE;
1000BM OR MORE..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }
11x6 CEDAR V-JOINT
OAKLUMBB;\|' ' tomt'kIotV..’..’.:::;;................... ........t
DRESSED TO 3/3L. , ^ nmc U-JDINT
If'RPAVFR , u I < ' ‘ ‘ 1 • I1
......... ............................ ....... 16y» GALLON .16yi,oallon ,
|, A Sturdy aluminum ladder with extra wide rails,
■fopo and pulley and rubber feet to prevent slips, ' mmm '
‘ i ( J f#* MMHI jdWlL '.l' K''»!(,■ ! Vi'l.i.iv” l',-' V
' ,*iS ’iklf ' each ,,







l‘V M'"'"™" '■ ____ ■'____ _______
ifOi (ii 'I ' 11'(, ,, If, . "'t' 1 ' . , ,
ENOOFSI
' V '“i "i) ''' ' I !' i’ ' ’ I '
1 ONLY •»» REDWOOD CLUB CHAIRS
. ...... . .................. ..... .... . . . . . . . ■■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KOWONIV
3 ONLY - TETE-A-TETES
WITH HINGED CUSHIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . "...NOW ONLY W%P
2 ONLY 42’* UI^BRELLA TABLES $i:C|00 
iiowmT,,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lP5r
' UKCiaav.M I u af
IDEAL FOR CABINET
i' '< 1
vV/1 t ' '''""i |?.f$i05 .'
r1«3i,.;.V.'.;...,..\..\,ifc>.'IC' JIL .’ fMT'
f. tfihils r; ) k t f 41 lift
IV, . , t', ,1 V ilM'i ' .il* I, '‘'I,1x4 ' ' 1 '' S^i ^JL ” FHIIT................. . ... . . . . . . . . ............. ’.wt'Mt.. Jw rWl
I ' K>ij. 35
tiwR I ! 1.> ^
I AW •••••< I ...........
' “ I ^ n ■ it ^ t
' I ' ,i ‘, '1,' ,*
WaMmmmmrnmmmmmrm
\ 'Si^' '.'SMEATMINft
‘ ' h ' i'l ' , 't
1x10 RESAWN BOARD U
II’ I ’ ' I.... ^ ' ’pS'iit'/vf







CLEAR.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mw FOOT
5/16x4 CEDAR V-JOINT ||i99 g
iiaSQ. FT. PACKAGE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JLw
Strong Steel wheelbarrow , 
with rolled edge, pneumatic- 









Wheel. 4.5 cu. ft, r ' 
capacity. 4
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' 9xRxfi’S4fi CEDAR Ills ji
' , ,, ,K. ■ . i|
' ' *' ' ' ««''! # ' ,*1" 2x4x?* S4S'CEDAH«V'I^''' I •' ^ Ji, f A f 1# iw 4#>|*t(i##U f »4 t
2x6x6* 84S CEDAiaA'"itf * li,''’"!
I'n I '
i'watl elements. Tank Is glass lined with while baked oil 
enamel llnlsh I
v;’Vv, v*1699»..''.
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Couiielf
The bylaw to downzone several 
properties in Central Saanich to 
make their zoning conform with 
the community plan and their 
status in the Agricultural Land 
Reserve was killed by a 
technicality at a Sept. 7 council 
meeting, but to judge from 
Mayor Dave Hill’s remarks it was 
probably dead anyway.
Council voted unanirnously 
not to give the bylaw third 
reading after the mayor reported 
it contained an incorrect legal 
description of one of the
quashed in court. V
Commenting on the public 
hearing on the bylaw held two 
weeks earlier, Hill said, ‘Tn my 
view there is compelling evidence 
that the general public is not 
happy with the proposed 
.change;”:
He suggested the matter be 
taken up again in two years when 
the community plan is being re-
■ examined^";.':;: ■■■-v';'
Mi^
indicated ; 27 people wrote; 
spoke in opposition to the bylaw, 
while no one supported it. In 
other business council:
•Turned down a suggestion by 
Saanich Greenbelt Society that 




•Refused preliminary site 
location approval for a neigh­
bourhood pub at the corner of 
Veyaness ; and I kiting o 
Road, because the property is inh 
“light industrial zone” which V 
does not permit such a use.r 
William A. Carr, 2168:Keating ; 
Gross Road, had submitted the 
application.
• Approved purchase of an ai 
conditioning unit for the cotnf 
mu hi cat i 6 ns ■ room in' the 
emergency dispatch centre at a 
cost of $2,489 with the hibney to 
be taken from the ac­
commodation and maintenance 
budget.-
a letter from 
Transportation and Highways 
Minister Alex Fraser stating 
$40,000 had been allocated for 
fl landscape improvements in 
Brentwood Bay Village, with 
$16,000 to be; paid to ^4^
- municipality ; and $24,000 spent ; 
by the ministry in construction of 
curbs, asphalt removal, ex­
cavation, and crosswalk im­
provements.
Growing of ‘‘alternate crops” for one year to tide them over, 
by former potato growers has Michell Bros, planted little 
been a financial disaster so far more than half the 120 acres
this year, according to Vern formerly used to grow potatoes.
Michell. They have had great success with
When Agriculture Canada growing all their new crops, but
banned potato growing in there has been little demand for
Gentral Saanich this spring in an any of them,
effort to wipe out the golden A market did develop in the 
nematode, provincial and federal past week for cauliflower, and
experts suggested a variety of they sold 1 y500 cases, but they
other vegetable crops the farmers also had to dump 350 cases that
could grow — and they were
allowed only a $1,200 payment Continued on Page B2 '
police are over .08 per cent. Since the
Il two people with blood vehicle was stopped before the
^ alcohol offences instead of one as bybmaii got behind the whe g;;
Il a result of an apparent attempt to is being charged only with being
|| protect a driver who didn’t have a in care and control.
8. 11 ccitce... ..... *' ..........,i ■''' ty'' j-t, , . , , u J . 1 , As a result of the surveyI A constable who had stopped a
over. * 1. •. . , . . putting greater t emphasis on“ Both then insisted the woman ' . „
I breathalyzer tests the woman’s tickets and seven warnings for
I reading was , 2.1 per cent, the offences including driving
^ man’s 1.4 per cent. without seat bells, speeding, and
The man is being charged with driving with expired safety iri-
driving with blood alcohol level spection stickers.
Five scholar.ships, each of $1,000, were awarded to Saanich dLsrrict' 
I gfacUiatcs by the school board Monday night. Winners were Mary 
5; Catherine Murrell, from Claremont senior secondary, Eric Stephen 
■ Chit and Michael kaymond Dean from Parkland, and Catherine
a; from Stelly’s.
;f •Vblcd to
ns a standby .sotirce of power for; 
sewage puritpi in arid
; to have it mounted;: on 
Iiandiruck. ■
Ail the d0ghis of^fie^air m
mwfpioneer load blends Rmcefully into scene (centref
and hottonh the new political party comes to town, flaf>s and banners flying. The fVCC 
had some busy talkers and signed up new members.
liad competed for I lie awards, five each from 
Clarctndiit and lAtrkland arid nine^f^^^
I There were also 15 provincial scholarships vybn by students from the ' 
J district, out of 4!, who competed.
I Steven Nicholas Rogak, from Parkland, won $2,000, as one ofthe 
® top 20 stndcnt.s in the province. Winners of $1,000 scholar.ships were:
Clarenioni: Allison Currie, Graham William Donuld-son, Stephen 
Richard Kennedy, .lames Anthony Sayle, Katherine Louisa Wid- 
tlowson.
Purkliiiui: Brian Duncan Carmicliael, Claire Louise Davey, 7’raccy 
jane Gurton, Laurence Edward Kubok and .leffrcy James Wright.
Gordon, Lorna Elizabeth Mosher, Gordon 
Keith Murphy, Seth Alfred Wilson,
rrtistoos accepted a motion by Rubymay Parrott that a letter go to
puhlidy honoured, as is the custom, at a board meeting.
“ ' hv aii iiiiervicw the mini had said that identity of provincial
' 0
flV. fl,,,; .;;ny;PEGGIE ROWAND:4 
A beautification : prbgrani 
cost i ng $ 148,000 is all set ; to 
return Bremwpod Bay Village to 
"'y. Jts former glory^:'
: ,.,'::::4..From;'.,y:,Vcrthcr,::.';AvcnucV.4^^^^^^ 
Wallace Drive, landscaping oh 
both sides and in the centre of 
W Saanich Road will tran­
sform the Avide blacktpppcd 
;[ihprough fare,''using' trees,■''■shrubs,:; 
...wnd jloweri, iti.planteis.y,;,? 
;y.''''''.;.:;Some';''two: ycarS'flAgbv: Brem-^"' 
wood Bay mrehants were 
unhappy with the state of West 
y;;:';;. Saanich ;:y Road ..yfl:and'?yWahted'.“ 
Mimething .done; about Jt; .but,:, th'e''., 
j.'y,, reus Its, „ made"..;., ihcm^„yy:ovcrt,..
unhappicr, .says Aid, Rtith Merchants — and residents — dcparlmcnl and Central Saanich, concerns were to bting back the construction •—but Is expected to 
Arnaud, who licads a CcniraVj Ayerc dismuyedf Brenlvybod^^^ w wlilt Arnaud heudhtg cOuricil’s ^couniry atimAphw be completed by hcxtsprlng*
Saanich committee Also helping io Improve the
beautification earlier been overlookcrL A rock area;will be Brcntwbbd*s brahd : j
‘‘Wliat they really wanted was overnight. approved for wall i<V be built ip bront of the ^ new hbrary nearby, tvlth co^^
V better rarkina What thev Hot t'proary bcgan; with $92,700 towards the cost of' lire i?.oyai ;lbuTk cbiuplcx ; willv.d
sviA hri 1-hHinperAt hliiiiwiv ’’ site !‘comlhg from all prbjccii Witlrhighways kicking in away wish a steep bank deemed ‘ ■ ■ ■ -
■'■! I ‘j'v'4 r,
wiKi an ehiiihporcd blHli av ” she cimiinB iro an project wun nign ays KicKing m a ay iin a siecp oanK ctee ea ; year| and A SeniorcitiZch^AcenllC
cx'piainA''""'''' ■'■''"■'■'■■■directions,'■■"'--■fl'''"'’fl';:"'"' ■':■$40,bt)0-worth'of'work''and:''the'''';'‘''''unsafe'v-Arnai,uNavs.i'-;' ''fl': '-^hrllacenriothelihrmw'''*;''''-''''''''''’*''-
Ibttcr the Provincial Capital rmunicipaliiy provIdingSlbiOSO.^^l^^^ im- Arnatid says a house cotincil
Wc have this bcnufiful, Comrnission and Dr^^ mediately - in fact, highways purchased with two lots west of
wanderl|ig ; cbuntrk rhad which : Stewart from Sidney who Victoria landscape architect are sianing right away, says Pioneer Park will he turned into a
emerges into a blacktoppcd higii- the cointnission us rcpfesentiuive , John (jimid has produced a ad- centre for iitmidirs. Pit won’t be as
way running ihroljgh Brentwood of the three;Saanich PcninsUlr which will sec large trees planted ministtator Gay Wheeler, Work luxurious as Sidney Silver
: Bay and this didnb v\ill tease during December, so ns 'Threads but it will he their own
anyihitig to (he village^ Arnaud i : Before long the beaiitlficailon Road and a new, curbed median not iii impede merchants dming space,” she •^ay':.
; says, adding that in the cpn*^^^ T^ back lliat “leafy ar- the busy shopping season —tfiey Currently, Kcniors use Central
.,■;;::: struetioh,:■'process trees ,.liad: b^en^: a,::bccdmC',a;7lpint7 project;,: uf:The.,':::7;.,bowr’,’Jo()k,::Arnaud tays, suflered liadl>' two years ago Saanich a fl1dans''v.Haii;i':bmH:;|«si^''"
removed. commi.ssion, the highways The aUlciman says licr chid wiicn tlie new road was under Saanich Road foi niceiinBS,
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6 p.m. - MiDNtGHT 
~ FULLY LICENCED —
Eat in or Take Out
TAKE
.':,^;:6S6-5331> :V':: v;V^
9816- 4th ST . SIDNEY 
^ •Chicken "Ribs ®Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream ^
■ MON. - FRL 11 - 8^^^
Sat. l1:30 - 8 ^
Attitudes towards
homosexuals have undergone a 
dramatic change in the past 10 
years, although when advances 
are made towards minors, or 
when individuals exhibit overt 
homosexual traits and in­
clinations, social values from the 
past remain prevelant.
Approximately 5 per cent of 
the population is exclusively 
homosexual and another 10 per 
cent of the population is 
primarily homosexual for at least 
three years between the ages of 16 
and 65 .
About 35 per cent of the 
population (males) between the 
ages of 16 and 65 have had an 
homosexual encounter. The 
prevalence of the incidence in 
females is significantly lower.
Does society have the right to 
object to homosexuality if it is 
between consenting adults in 
private? In different cultures the; 
values differ vastly, and they 
are not carved in granite but vary
from time to time.
Except for ancient Greece, 
open displays of homosexual 
behaviour are not sanctioned in 
modern society. Punishment for 
homosexual acts in the United 
States varies from state to state, 
but in Canada homosexual acts 
comitted in private between 
consenting adults is permissable 
from a legal point of view. 
Nowhere however, are there laws 
prohibiting females from 
homosexual behaviour.
Homosexuals are described as 
individuals who, because of their 
biological makeup or because of 
some eccentric learning ex­
perience, have failed to develop 
sustaining sexual attachments to 
members of the opposite sex.
They are neither ill nor do they 
have a disease, in the prepon­
derance of the cases. They for the 
most part gain greater sexual
not predatory, who does not 
bother children, and who is 
discreet, should never be 
described as sick.
If and when homosexual 
chooses to alter his orientation, 
unfortunately most therapies fail 
to yield positive results,,.
Sir -lohn Wolfenden stated in 
a report to parliament:“It is no 
less true that the amount of 
homosexual activity has in­
creased in recent years, sub­
sequently laws have not proven to 
be an effective deterrent. . . the 
inportance which society and the 
law ought to give to individual 
freedom of choice and action is a 
matter of private morality.
“To say this is not to condone 
private imorality, but rather to 
emphasize the personal and 
private respnsibility which a
mature agent can properly be 
expected to carry for him- 
herself.”
The frequency of homosexual 
behaviur varies from culture to 
culture depending upon the 
societal sanctions, but for the 
most part homosexuality and 
homosexuals are still viewed with 
some repugnance, even by some 
of the individuals involved.
Do you ha ve a problem, are you' 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be giveti 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P. O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
the same sex rather than from the 




Specializing in ^ 
Chinese & Canadian Food
. : . OPEN Mon. - Thurs..4:30 ; Midnight ,
;Fri.-Sat. 4:30-1:30am Sun 4 30-8 30 pm
Delivery with minimum order^^^r V
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
THE;
in
•Soft Ice Cream ‘Sundaes 
•Foot Long Hot Dogs *300000 Splits 
•Malls •Hamburgers, etc '
OPEN 10 a.m. -10 p.m. Everyday
'INTHE
ResrauRaNT
Gontinued from Page Bl 
had deteriorated in cold storage, 
and they gave some away to the 
Salvation Army.
They saved both storage and 
haryestirig; costs on their suinrrier 
cabbage crop; by discinjg 35 tonsv v 
back into the fields, and still 
i more will hav“to be destroyed.; - :
: They have“iof had any market^^^ 
for turnips ht all, except at their : 
own farm stand, and they have 
sold only a ton and a half of 100
tons ■ of carrots that have been 
ready for three months.
Sales could still develop for 
produce that will keep, and for 
Tate cabbage and caulifiower, but 
:so far established growers with 
quotas have beenmore than able 
to supply the available market.
Michell says they will waif and 
seeTyvhaf: happens to the; later 
crops, before seeking further 
meetings with Agriculture 
Gariada officials.
'‘Consumer Action. ’- a feature sponsored by this news­
paper and the British Columbia Ministry of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs; provides an opportunity for: readers to 
solve marketplace: problems dr obtain answers to consumer^ 
related questions. A;ddress your queries to ''Consumer 
Actipn, f care of this newspaper. -pr contact the Ministry 
directly by writing^^ f^ ' 'Consurher Action,’ ’ Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C.
“CAFETERiR STYLE’'
First Class Meals - Fast Service 
2239 Beacon .@564176






Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
f l Sunday 9 am to 4 pm — 656-6521
for FAMILY DINING I 
at FAMILY PRICES I
Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm |
Sat. 9am-10pm Sun.9am-9pm |
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave. |
(JloiiNe (El|alet
Cuisine francaise |1 Open lor Lunch and Dinnorj
1 Tuesday to Sunday |
1 (closed lor Lunch Tuesday)'
1 U/nriitiit'sri9u;Sninrnn«hftrrt ninhnr anri
Evening Dining Irom 5 p.m. i
(Closed Tuesdays) |
1 Tho New Sunday Brunch
1 Beservotions 656-3541
' / : . , • . VVwol Odell iilil 1 nU, uy '' n
Royal Oak Shopping Centre I 
Reservations 479-2123 |
Si ' r / ’-n
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS - Tuesday to Friday
DINNERS “ From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday) 
SUNDAY BRUNCH
FOR RESERVATIONS 656-6822;2328: Harbour Road: 
{ Sidney, B.C.
Tn 7”^ I SIDKEY FISH & CHIPS
prtntinooiJ inn
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Dally 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drlvr 652-2413
|;:§PEGIALIZING: IN seafood STEAK"





OPEN DAILY Tubs; thru Saturday
9807 •' 4tii St., Sidney 
TAKE'^""-856-6722^'
SRver llifagon Restamant
Chinose Food at ; 
Roasonabli); Prices
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
PICK UP & TAKE OUT
2470 Oeacon 656-1812
C0IWMUN1TY RECRE8TI0N
^ i Pre-Schbol Programs:
' 1 RTittiinc■■ DTc '̂Kinbergyms.
aki» Magical Movement and Rhythm
Pro-Sctiobl Programs: Gym lor; Tots v
:n“un with Foods , ; ; , Youth Programs:,; ;,: „ . •,





Arts and Cialts Tap Oanco
Babysitting Training Cosmos: Floor Hockoy^,^^^
Dungeons and Dragons C.lub Adult Programs: :
riiiH^ Pr'niirflLmc» '■
I FAMOUS CHABp08M;B $T£Af
' ® Enjoy our’24Hteni Salad Bar';
TAKE-OUT ORDERS ;;;;v 
IN TH8 BEACON PLAZA MALL 
2321 Boacon Avo. SIdni
SEA BREEZE CAFE
9776 - 4th St„ Sidnoy
(IliRhinii Hu Pou Olfiu
nSM&CHIPS
; BREAKFAST -LUNCH -DINNER ;; 
Open Daily 8:00 a.m,:* 7:30 p,m;"
» Sunday & Holidays 
C«s|)l»teT«li«OttlSmice 6564621
I , ' . , ' i. ' '
STEAK, TO * SPAOHETTt HOUSE 
Evoiilna Olnlng In “ 
F(ne''M«(llt«rr«no.»n tradlllon'
;p;; :Mrii 'iftiit*;:! mifiivtibl
. ,fH.' A'M . 11 4111,' ^'1 um ■ I
I HI SliR 4 fl m • »0 nr4
Idsj.iiiim ''r ■ TrtlOvtlMS.iiB):
SIBNIY
Adult Programs; FItnQss.Vyithbul Fatigue
Quick Gourmet Cooking Easy Does It tor Seniors
Prenatal Fitness
; FAMILY: REStAUBANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM tor 
; FInb Cnhadlan 8 Chinoso Foot! 
; ;:; DINE;lfJ 0UR TAKE OUT. 




^ : iiMi«taKiA| lo CUmm 'I' IMrtiirn FwMi:
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK1,:
M0NII*y-1(HU««i0*V yilO (hh'"";' 
;,::,;,;“::';::;;:r»ioarf8«vRo*y 4-1Z pm.:
I-^^SUNOAV 4a0 pm
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OTP
:98J8 ■ Jfil 81 Jiln»r 656-8112
Knitting and: Crochet'Circle Postgalaj Fitness ;; ;;;;;;
Sewing ' bncakors, Shorts and Smiles '
Handspinning, dyeing, weaving Weekend Workout "
Dried Flower Arranging Aerobic Action Intense ; ;;
:: ' Glass Painting . ,. ' ',: f , Aerobic Action Moderate : ■
■-:'';r'''.0iLPalnt|ng'‘'--V'l''’'^-'''f''':'.r'^ , Midday Movers
.;;;Galjigraphy";-, "f;';:,;;'' - ;;Cood-RlnesS;;;,
“alotte Knife Painting : ■ ■ Lunctlmo Lilt
:‘"Tolo:Painting:"„.fllnoss Fanatics ..




CPR Clinics Ja?z n'.Dancp ■
::.;;Chrl8trnasCrattWorksho|hi'^;^^'
V: ’ Rice Paper ianmsbades- : V:;.;; .^^:-^ : :
■ German Folk Painting" " ; ;; ;'; '_ ^ Intermerilalfl - Y
.. . . . . ... ‘' ' ’ : Scottish Country Dance Advanced




I can no longer meet my 
monthly bUls and Trn falling ci 
behind on my bank loan and 
mortgage payments. Under 
present circumstances I can see 
no way out. Should I declare 
bankruptcy or are there other 
ways of dealing with this 
problem?
Answer:
Before considering bankruptcy 
— which should be view'ed only 
as a last resort method of clearing 
away severe debt — consult a 
ministry of consumer and cor­
porate affairs debt counsellor. 
Offices are located in Victoria, 
Vancouver, Prince Cieorge, 
Kamloops and Nanaimo.
Alternatives to bankruptcy 
(hat may be open to you include 
Orclerly Payment fpF: Debts 
or a solution called 
Settlement.
The OPD option, which carries 
a $10 filing charge, is a legal 
remedy extending a debtpf ’s time * 
to pay and reducing the intcre.st 
rate on debts to five per cent. 
Settlement, ; on; the Other hand, ;; 
has no legal status but is simply a:
. voluntary agreement by; creditors 
to settle debts by accepting a 
payout of less thaiV is owed to ; 
them.
If neither; pf: these; solutions ; 
will work the final alternative is
to file bankruptcy by making art;;
of assets to a 
bankruptcy ' trustee, ;iisuaily a 
; clcsignalcd chartered; accountapt,; ;
To do (his you must owe at least 
: ;$l ,D00, be tihtiblc tp' n^ 
monthly payments as they 
become due, and lutvc in­
sufficient assets to liquidate 
debts,
; Bankruptcy is a legal; process 
that provides immcdinlo relief to 
an over-burdened debtor by 
hailing most legal aeiiiin.s sjich as 
;; ganiishmeiit anH; law ^
(,li.schnrgc is granted which 
means you arc rolemscd by law ,
, ; from your financial liabilities lip 
to the time of declaring; 
bankrupitty — il cliniiimtcs most, 
if not all, debts. ;
A discharge does not release 
you from paying such things; as 
epurt fines, alimony, debts in­
ch rred ; fo r necessities ;inciiding 
groceries or for;debts arising out 
of - fraud. Application for 
clischarge:;i“usuallymade ;within 
three to 12 months of bankruptcy 
but it is not automatic and can be 
refused . . postponed ■ - or- - v c 
ditionally granted for a variety of 
legal and financial resons.
Aside from the obvious 
benefits of clearing away un­
manageable debt and providing 
the basis for a new start, 
bankruptcy does have disad­
vantages. It costs money. The 
average; charge,; isfbetvyeeh $800;; 
and $ 1,0()() although it«varies 
depending bri the) complexity of 
the individual case.
Also, in the event of 
bankfuptcy being ; declared,; all 
assets ex c ee din g a $ 2,000 
exemption will be: sold and the 
proceeds dist ribute:d to creditors; 
ypu wi 11 haVe a detrirtiental credit 
rating for six years after 
discharge the first time; and in­
definitely after discharge of a 
second bankruptcy and you may 
haye“dificulty obtaining em- 
pioy me nt '; i cq ui ri ng personal 
bonding.
; Rcmeiriber, bankruptcy is a 
last resort. Before declaring 
yourscif bankrupt ' you should 
first consult a Dpt’f counsellor 
and 'carefully ePnstder ; the ad- 
va I It a go s a n d d is ad van (ages of 
bankrupicy ;against other options 
;includiiig ; Orderly Y Payment p 
Debts bi' Settlement.
iTIiievel'.sVtioLbiiies:
Oigiti bicycles have been; 
reported stolen in Central 
Saanich in the week .since school 
started, two of them while the 
young owners were fishing at 
Blent wood Bay, but the rest 
taken from schools.
Police tire asking that all 
cyclists : Jock :;up their vehicles 
when they leave them, and record 
t lie serial numbers.
Brentwood ShopplUQ PIsta 
Homoslyifl Cooking & flaking 
dt Old frisliioiied hices
Om 1 DAV8 A WEEK 
7 «.w. to 7 t>.|n.
'^"'''UCfeNSED'*">'"^""^'‘''65.2.1192''"'
AQUATICS
Y' Somo Pro'School Programs'
;; :: Sthool Aqo Priigrams"';"
y,, .Aduli Prograni's _ Floor Hockey tor Mon
Y-i.DaskoiholL(or Mon
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or; 
just rBlurnod trom a trip? Or 
liavo you liad visitors staying 
with you? It you would lik(!i 
your social nows prinlod Iroo' 
uhdor (he Puplnsula Peppio 
linadln(]Y|ii*t call tho odRorInf 
'."■;“''Y,Y'"-^-''dopartmontji;,
ARENA
,.Y'-: PrH“f hwl ;tri-(!i.ntr:rnutgji^
Mini llor.koy lor ^1, fi nrirJ li Yoar Oiiis 
Gchool Age Skating Lessons ■ spaens availabici in all lovols' flfonjo 
Siivor:,'Goi(t'nnci,Povvcr:Skai|i'ig,■;. ''Y''
188V fonr st pAnk clnivi^
...
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During this past week there has 
been a subtle change in the 
garden, nothing you can put your 
finger on, really. Maybe the 
potato tops are a little browner, 
the squash leaves somehow 
looking somewhat jaded, and the 
sweetpeas determined to go to 
seed. Lets face it, fall is coming!
Now is the time to get those 
houseplants indoors for the 
winter. There! I’ve finally said it 
... winter, winter, winter . . . 
not such a bad word really when 
you get used to it . . . but it will 
never be my favorite!
I hope you will be pleased with 
the way your houseplants have 
done over this summer outdoors, 
that they have grown mightily, 
are a wonderful lush green, 
generally looking all fat and 
sassy. Some of them almost 
certainly will need repotting into 
a somewhat larger container. The 
rule of thumb on this is a pot one
inch larger across the top than the 
one your plant is already living 
in, but sometimes this just isn’t 
enough.
Keep in mind that the larger 
the pot, the larger your plant is 
apt to become. If you are living in 
a smallish space you may not 
want to share half your living 
area with some exhuberant fern. 
In our case we have an enormous 
Hawaiian white ginger plant 
striving desperately to leave its 
pot entirely (most of its roots are 
now airborne, searching for a 
place to land). If we put this 
monster into a larger pot, and it 
surely needs one, we may well 
have to move.
You will have to decide how 
much growth you can cope with, 
and base your pot size on that.
If you throw all caution to the 
winds and decide to re-pot, 
something to bear in mind is that 
your home will be consistently 
warrner and drier than it has been
outside, so ideally your potting 
mix should contain about one- 
third peat moss, one-third sand 
or vermiculite, plus one-third 
sterile potting soil. When you mix 
these together add a small 
quantity of bone-meal, which will 
provide a safe long-lasting 
fertilizer.
Any roots that are growing 
around in a circle just inside the 
original pot should be gently 
pried away from the rootball, 
and spread out slightly, otherwise 
you’ll end up with a compacted 
mass of roots, most of the inner 
ones either dead or dying, with 
only the outer ones able to feed 
and grow ... and one very 
miserable looking houseplant.
A few pebbles in the bottom of 
the pot helps with drainage . . . 
you can usually find a handful 
somewhere on the side of the 
road. If anyone stares, you 
always pretend to be looking for 
a lost earring, or a misplaced 
wallet:
Put a couple of inches of your 
potting mix over the pebbles and 
set your plant in the middle of the 
pot and tuck the soil around it, 
FIRMLY. Please don’t leave any 
airpockets, they are bad news, 
always!
When all this is done (and if 
you can lift the pot) give it a 
couple of bangs on a solid surface 
to settle the soil.
Not THAT hard . . .now see 
what you have done ... broken 
the blasted pot . . . look at all 
that mess . . .! Gently but firmly 
istheanswer!
No, sorry, before going on to 
something less hazardous, let’s
finish this house plant business. 
When outdoor plants are brought 
back inside it is only sensible to 
isolate each of them for a couple 
of weeks. Don’t just bring them 
in and plunk them down on your 
end tables thinking “Well, that’s 
that for another season, another 
rotten job accomplished’’ and go 
off and make yourself a drink to 
celebrate.
Jack & Elslo MacAulay
It’s not that easy. Take a look 
at the bottom of each pot. Yep, 
there they are ... a couple of 
small slugs, and half a dozen 
wood bugs (plant lice, pill bugs, 
whatever you call them). Take a 
look under the leaves . . . you 
don’t need a magnifying glass to 
.see those aphids, and see . . . just 
there, those tiny specks of white 
Hies all packed, and thrilled at 
the thought of a place in a nice 
cozy house for the winter.
VAHIETY
PACK




FRONTS.. .. ..... ‘3“’kg ® 1 ^®lb.
SIDES






SHOULDER LAMB CHOPS 
2 kg box ^10®®ea.
island ¥iew Freaier Ltd,
Weight loss due to cutting and txining 
will increase tho price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
8 - 5 MON - THURS. 8- 6 FRI.
Flip off the slugs and pill bugs 
with a stick (and step on them) 
then give all those plants a good 
bath with Safer’s Insecticidal 
soap. Really spray them, they 
water each plant from the bottom 
until the soil looks shiny on top. 
Now cart them into the guest­
room, the utility room, 
somewhere away from your other 
houseplants, and keep an eye on 
them. There may be eggs that 
haven’t hatched or the odd bug 
you may have missed in all the 
panic.
n@w dealer fer 
CEUTIIAL: SAANICH
In two weeks you should be 
able to re-introduce them to their 
accustomed place in the living 
room. Don’t worry if the Odd leaf 
turns yellow, and falls, or some 
buds drop off. It is just the 
change in climate, and in a short 




Have you noticed an increase 
in prices each time you go 
shopping? These days soaring 
prices are not uncomrrion. ^ ^^ ^ 
There are no price controls on 
products in Canada, ^therefore^^^^^^i
storeis may charge any- amiqunt v
they feel the market wUl bear; We
as consumers Can protect our­
selves by obtaining f3re-purchase 
information from libraries and 
consumer centres and by com­
paring prices; at several retailers 
before making a purchase.
Remember, our power as 
consumers lies in our option to
:,r>
Don’t pick those squash yet, I 
mean the . winter ones like 
Hubbard and acorns, and
pearsi but leave the others. More 
i shop elsewhere. on this next week.
One method of fighting higher Next Thursday, if ybu have 
prices is no substitute popular, ; excess vegetables or fruit you : 
high cost goods ^ith less ex- wish to sell yourself or have sold
pensive ones which will meet our for you, please contact the
needs. For example. House p e n i n s u 1 a ■ C o m m u n i t y
Brands or No Name brands are Association on 2nd Street, next
often better buys than familiar lo the Salvation Army. A small
nationally advertised ones; commission will be charged, but
consider all the po.ssibilities what a nice way to dispose of all




:Prcs'p©r niainienaiice::iiQw mealis' 
^ailieltersryniifiii: rig nekl ;sprlsi§.:' 
Bring yoiir boat and motor m 
lodayiorwfntorfiing.
Sidney Lions recently sup­
ported a speaai nutritipri pfoj ect: f 
im. India: through^ 
internatibhal aid ^ arid develop;^: 
meritprganizationf A certificate 
of appreciatioii has beer) sent by 
CARE to club president Mike 
\ Sealey.
T'hrough the support of Lions, 
a Nutrition Rehabilitation Centre 
will be built at ^ tke Baroda 
medical Hopital in Barodaf 
Gujurat, India. Also, 12-day care 
centre — called “balwadis’’ by 
the Iiidian people — will be built 
throughout Gujurat, an Indian ; 
state north of Bombay.
‘Tiv Indiaf 40 per cent of the 
children under the age of five 
show severe . signs of 
malnutrition, and another 40 per 
cent are so poorly nourished that 
any illness is enough to bring bn 
malnutrition,” said .Tack Soldate, 
regional director of the Nor­
thwest CARE Office in Seattle, 
“Because of this, 50 percent of 
all children born in India die 
before their sixth: birthday,” he 
added: ‘‘The Lions of diis area;; 
;are to be coth 
recognizing: this problem, and 
then doing so much to solve it;”
At' the" hospital; the most 
severely rnnlnourished children: 
will be treated wit 
planned muiritionals^ m 
Mothers will “live in” at the 
facility to leant bas^ 
nutrition pracrices: This training - 
will equip them to better look
structures that can acco.modate 
up to 100 children. They are built 
vby the^viliagers therriselves under
before reaching for your regular . your extra zuccini, etc. Phone 
brand. .656-3511.
If you notice a large" price ' "
SS7S ^irah
in the Keating Industrial Site one block south off Keating X Road
: a self-help basis pri sites donated I 
by the villages that they will 
serve. Children will receive 
nutritional supplements that will 
guarantee their health. Mothers 
will ilearn to recognize locally 
available nutritious foods, and 
fathers will learn more efficient 
farming methods.
Lions have supported many 
CARE projects in the past, most 
recently a school cbhstructibh ^ 
project in Chile; CARE conducts 
a wide variety of aid and 
development projects in 38 
developing countries in Asia, 
Africa, Latin America arid the 
Middle East:
increase on products you pur­
chase regularly, ask the store 
manager for an explanation and 
if he/she cannot justify the in­
crease write to the manufacturer. 
Their address should be on the 
package, or it can be obtained 
from the store iTianagef. Alerting 
the media may also bring about 
change.
Since there are no price 
controls in Canada to help lower : 
the inflation rate, consurners^^^^^^^:; 
must act collectively in their 
attempt to ki^ep price down . We ^ 
can express our concerns about 
high prices by writing leUers to 
bur ;MP, MLAs and the local 
o f f i ce o f the C o ns u m er
Association of Canada and by 
encouraging other consumers to 
-.■do likewise.:-/^-:,';.',-:::
they arc released from the 
.'.hospital.■:
The day care centres arc sturdy
Parachutist 
hurts back
Karen Louise McBride, 19, of i 
2875 Rockwell, Saanich, was 
taken TO Royal Jubilee Hospital 
with a jarred back after making 
her first parachute landing In ri
Saanich Road pri Saturday rif- 
teirioon, .
She was one of seven people 
from the Parachule Centre at Pat 
Bay Airiwrt taking parf in the 
Jump Foirr other students arid 
two veteran parachutists landed
Tired of paying a bottle of pop? i
Tired of paying $3.00 + for 2 litres of pop? hIIntfodiiclng: ‘‘POR ON WHEELS.” Wo are an owner oporatod company that tlollvers pop to your door.
No mdro having to lug homo heavy pop for tho kids, Mom; No more having tdfun to tho storo for mix; f
Dad. Wo will assuro that you will always havo a stock on hand, And look at tiio aavings to you; g
Our price for 12- 30 bz., bottles 
delivered to your door - ^
■ Vn JIv owM i ''lyFRi
Our price for 24 -10 bz. bottles 







on ilollvory In your area 
• plus $4,00 rofundabio deposit, pPr fiaso rif^b v!:'■
vVm niv III im \Miiy i((ltii<i'nAi /yiih oily -.vH viniir. UTiiiudiiy, Wo aiu a totally inoopcnricnt orfj.uiizrtuon.
'■iv':.:.:.■
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastniistress Ciub 
meets the second and fourtn 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast- 
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
; Discovery , Toastmistress ■ is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
On self-improvement, self- 
V confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
Kihg at 652-3114.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
> pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
You can help, the Salyation
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
French Toasting — starting in 
mid-September the Club Alouette 
(toastmasters) offers weekly 
evening French conversation 
opportunity. Phone 384- 
3694/598-3614 for details.
Modem Squaredancing class 
starting Sept. 21. Caller Doug 
Geroge. 382-1102 or 478-5642.
Boys and girls registration for 
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps 
will be at Sidney Elementary 
School, Sept. 9 and 16 from 6 to 
8 p.m. For information call Clem 
Tisserand, 656-6098 or Marion 
Smith, 656-5295.
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
5th St., Sidney, 24-hour an­
swering service. Call 656-1247.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and fumtiufe. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
—- canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups.
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6 - 10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
'.;Beacon./v:"'
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PGA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
The Victoria Legal Secretaries’ 
Association plans a basic 
litigation seminar Sept. 25 at the 
University of Victoria. 
Registration 8:30 a.m., ad­
journment 4 p.m. For reser­
vations and more information 
call 478-8526, 386-2974, 386-1434 
or 592-3718. ^
Victoria Tai Chi Association 
welcomes former students and 
the general public to attend the 
grand opening of its new location 
7 - 10 p.m. Sept. 17 and 11 a.m. - 
4 p.m. Sept. 18 at 1121 Van­
couver Street. Demonstratins, 
information, refreshments.
The Victoria parliamentary 
Study Group meets the second 
Tuesday each month September 
through May 7:30 p.m. at Knox 
Presbyterian Church, 2964 Rich­
mond Road. Visitors welcome. 
More information 592-7519.
REducing the bitterness of 
divorce: Are lawyers a help dr
hindrance? Family lawyer Bob 
Klassen will speak on this topic 
following a brief annual general 
meeting of Divorce Lifeline at 
7:30 p.m. Sept. 22 in room 217, 
932 Balmoral. Admission free, 
more information call 386-4331.
The Victoria Parents of Twins 
and Triplets Association plan a 
used clothing and equipment sale 
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sept. 18 at 470 
Walter Ave. Good selection of 
children’s used clothing and toys. 
Cash sales on only. More in­
formation 478-7732.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to bov/1 in the 
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
From Sept. 13 - 18 the Victoria 
branch of the SPCA and the 
veterinarian community will help 
you to get your animal spayed or 
neutered. Come to the shelter at 
3150 Napier Lane at Burnside 
Road East to get your special 
certificate for subsidized spaying 
and neutering. While your animal 
is in hospital get up to date on 
shots as well as a check up.
Industrial and other St. John 
Ambulance first aid courses 
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Reslhavehi Dr.; Sidney i lASSUMPTION
'SERVICES III 7726 W. Saanich Road
19:30 a.m—Saturday Study III « j ^
11:00 a.m.............. Worship ^ ........ Sunday Mass J
7:30 p,m/Wednesday Prayer ^
GOSPEL
9925 5th Street 
Sidney, B.C.
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1(j:00 aim. . .Sunday School 
I 11:00 a:m,' Morning Worshiy^™ 
" 6:00 p.rn, . . Evening Service^^





7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwopd Bay
j 0:00 a.m./ Sunday School 
11:00 a.m;'; Farnily Worship;® 
7:00 p(.fn. .. . Evening ;
.Fellowship
S/allare: welcome:;;! iST. ELIZABETH’S
Pastor M.A. Atwood 
656-7970
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g :7:30 p.m. . Bible:Study and; pi
jfeglicati'CHuvc
' ^'4 6:30p,m.!, 
10:30a.m
PI Mills Rd. & W. Saanich ® Pastor V. Nordstrom
m ' Rd. : A Friendly Family Church
H MO^R^ SAANICH . H Serving Central Saanich
.:. Saturday p ;; ; ;; ; Trinity XIV ! M l ■ 652-1508
. ... .v; .:Holy ■. ' _ : . . ^ mm.Decoration
8:00 Eucharist




Eucharist (Nursery W| 
available)
Mass PI 8:00 a.m.
Sunday M l0:00.a:m 
Mass Daywilh Royal
Canadian Legion







1 5506 Oldiiold Rd;, 
Sundays
W! Th®;Rev,;D., Miilino, S.8.C,';
Boctor; Rov. David Fuller 
, 656*8322
j a non-donominationai: church mooting 
; at

















Pastorloam: Ross Alton (652’2659),i 
rCecil Dickinson (662>3301)iDavld!;:;:;; I 
Rico (65Wr30), David Wurnor-1 
(658-B340)... -.p .rvft:.. 11....... ■
:9;45 a,m... . . . /Family Hour : 
;!11:00 a,mliWorship'; 
6:00 p.m,; . Evening Service;
Wednesday
jpar 7:30 p,m, .Home Bible; 
ii Studies
Tlio End of Your Soarch for 
n Friendly Church
IP.A.0.C.
Rev. Joel Nettloton ' 
479”6237„u
Anglican Church of Canada 11
''Christian Ufo Servlcos’’ 
10:00 a,m, Christian
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Mostyacatiqnersbecome,atleasttemporari- 
J|, k ‘Sun-Worshippers. 
andjthe tah thatresults from e 
in the great out-of-(joors.
it’s fun to get out in the sun; but there is aiso 
danger in getting too much sun. Anyone sun­
burned knows the results — burning pain, 
headache, nausea, blisters, and peeling of skin. 
Too much sun can cause skin infections and 
even damage to internal organs of the body. So, 
instead of having “fun in the sun,” some peo­
ple become “done in the sun.’’
Sunburned is one thing, but to be “S-O-N 
turned’ ’ is still another. The sun is like a magnet 
that pulls life to itself, it creates growth. There is 
another kind of light for all seasdns.!^ 
is :spelle{j|:“S-O-N.’’ Tha:^B^
Ghrist,“the:Sun of Righteousness- (Mai. 4:2) 
:ahd :“the Light of;
God’s Son vvho was borb^ 
of sin and to dravY us to 
vyith (3(3(j. He: wa^^^
He causes one to grow Godward To be ‘ ‘S^ 
turned’ ’ in Jesus is to have life now and fore^ 
w ith; God;: B ut th e cohti n ual I if e; i n C h r i st, 1 ike 
any summer tan, cam s lost in
tirne unless it is renevved and refreshed dai^
;;the anci(3ntC A
:sheer: agony. :But ani day or W 
Sdn of God in:pur life can 
tai and fatal.
That’s why we need to take time every day for 
exposure to tbe Son of God . Take a 
Tfis: Word!: Breatp 
:fprgiyehess!:feei;:th 
:SpiHt! ;sense the exc^
:astybu learn to iserv^^^^^^^ othersi:
'Return' fmm yourn s^
; with a healthy s 
glow of the S-O^N of God. He ;c 
whole life rich with the treasures of God’s love.
Victoria Horitcultural Society 
Fall Show will be held 2 -10 p.m. 
Sept., 17 and 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sept. 18 at First United Church, 
932 Balmoral Admission $1.
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
Garden Club will meet 7:30p.m. 
Sept. 20 at Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall, 4th St., Sidney. Guest 
speaker Mrs. Rosemary Owen 
will talk about planting bulbs in 
the fall. Visitors welcome. 
Refreshments.
University of Victoria ex­
tension calendar of fall courses 
now available at most libraries, 
recreation centres and book 
stores or at UVic office. Gall 721- 
8451 for more information. 
Metered underground parking.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dance 
Club. Call 652-5524.
Registration — Guides, scouts, 
cubs, brownies, beavers, path­
finders, venturers. Sept. 9 at 7:30 
p.m. at Sidney Scout Hall. 
Parents only.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you. No 
dues, no weighing. Meetings are 
Thursdays at 8 p.m., at 9788-2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.
Women’s Canadian Club of 
Victoria will hold a luncheon and 
a show of Canadian fashions by 
Miss Frith, in the Crystal 
Ballroom of the Empress Hotel, 
Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 12:30 
p.m., preceded by a no-host 
reception at noon.
Membership tickets for 1982- 
1 83 season and; luncheon tickets 
($12.00) will be available at the 
Standard Furniture, Sept. 14 and 
21, 10 a:.m. to 2 p.m., or by self- 
addressed stamped envelope to 
membership convenor Mrs. R.J. 
Seeds, 670 Mount Joy Ave., 
Victoria;
Vancouver Island Scottish 
Country Dance Society, in co­
operation with Central Saanich 
Recreation Coimmission, : is 
dlTering a new class for beginning 
'dancers, at Moose Hall, 
Saanichton, commencing Sept. 
22.
This class will be in addition to 
the glasses already being offered 
by the society in co-operation 
with the Peninsula Recreation 
Commission in Sidney, coni- 
mencing Sept. 21 for in­
termediate dancers and Sept. 23 
for advanced dancers. For 
further information, please 
; phpne 6S6-i555 dr 656-2128.
Shop in an exciting way and 
contribute to a vital community 
service by attending the Single 
Parent R:esoufce Centre auction 
at 2 p.m. Oct. 2 (view items noon 
- 2 p.m; in St. John’s Hall, 
Quadra and Balmoral. Feature of 
the day is a celebrity auction of 
personal items contributed by 
Ganadian celebrities and VIPs. 
Also, crafts, baked goddsj games 
and activities for youngsters. For 
more inforniation call 385-1114.
Square dance for fun, class 
commences Sept. 21 . Instructor 
Doug George can be reached at
The Sepiember meeting of the 
Business and Professional 
Women’s Club will be held Sept. 
15 at the Imperial Inn, Visitors 
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An open meeting »f 
Association: for' 'C 
Adults with Learning Disabilities 
will be held 8 p.m. Sept. 2i: at 
Oakland school annex, Topic:; 
developing:
learning disabled: children, For 
more information call 595-5611. 
As well, aduU.s with learning 
: disalriliiies arc inyltcd 
: p.m. SepL 15 meeting at the 
annex.;'
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By WENDY LAING 
If the school spirit at Parkland 
during the last eight days is any 
indication of how this year will 
operate, we’re in for 10 very 
enthusiastic months.
Within the last week, many 
faces of puzzled grade nines were 
seen about with H-E-L-P written 
from ear to ear. Older brothers 
and sisters suddenly became very 
handy as direction guides. For 
newcomers, the week included 
tapping many shoulders with a 
desperate “Er, excuse me? I’m 
lost!”
®Four Saanich Project teachers 
have also entered Parkland for 
their practicum year. We wish 
them the best of luck in courses 
they have selected to teach.
•All grade 10, II and 12 
students who helped with the
course selection process Sept. 7 
and 8 deserve a pat on the back. 
These two days are so essential to 
each year, and the reliable, 
patient individuals present 
completed the job very ef­
ficiently.
•“Lights!” “Camera!” 
“Action!” Grassroot’s Theatre 
Company is in action once again! 
Director Doug Bambrough will 
soon be auditioning for GTC’s
fall production, “Dames at Sea”. 
Bambrough describes “Dames” 
as “a nostalgic musical about the 
1930s and 1940s and will be 
performed during the second and 
third weeks of December.
During Grassroot’s spring 
season, the peninsula will be 
entertained with three nights of 
one-act plays opening March 5, 
1983. Good luck to our “show­
biz crew”.
•Auditions for . Parkland’s 
Stage band have now been 
completed with bandmaster Ed 
Staples and his musicians aiming 
for another great year.
•The fall sports team are not 
wasting any valuable practice 
time, with organizational 
meetings being held for field 
hockey, volleyball, basketball 
and soccer. Practices have 
already begun for girls field 
hockey and volleyball as our 
Panthers get ready to spring into 
action!
•Date is Sept. 13 when the 
student council meets to discuss 
its agenda for the school year.
The council held its first of­
ficial meeting Monday evening at 
the home of vice-president 
Yvonne Melville. Events, sports, 
fund raising, dances and other 
subjects, were discussed within 
committees and soon a 1982-83 
calendar was built from the many 
creative ideas suggested. More 
information later.
•Memories never had it so 
good. The student body has 
received Parkland’s school 
annual of 1981 and 1982 and it is 
professional. From the Indian 
name, Wsi,ikem (the land-plot 
where Parkland is situated) and 
Emily Carr painting on the cover, 
to the candid photos within, the 
book is certainly a treasurable 
item. Congratulations Mr. 
Doman, annual club and 
Parkland Graphics for the top- 
notch job.
•Parkland’s school supply 
store is operating exceptionally 
well ... thanks to all who 
supported the school and student 
council. Supplies (at low prices) 
on sale every day during lunch.
Alice and Steward Willis 
celebrated their 49th wedding 
anniversary Sept. 9 at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, an affair 
enjoyed by friends and patients.
Willis presented his wife with a 
ring and said next year he would 
propose again. Corsages were 
presented to the couple by Arleen 
Regan and Barbara Allan.
Chain letters, promising being eligible to receive many T^^^ no way a chaini 
thousands Tn un-earned thousands of dollars within a letter can be finalized with all
wealth, are cropping up like relatively short period of time. players on the receiving end.
mushrooms following the rain. Despite bold claims that WhOn a chain is stopped, it’s
The organizers may be taking corporate lawyers say the possible that hundreds of
^ letters are legal, they positively persons are stuck with no -
players are, for,the most part, are illegal according to the income and a total loss of
victims of their own greed. Criminal Code of Canada. whatever they have invested.
Two such chain letters have The initial investment in the . , ...
come to the attention of the SSM Club is i$30 and the ^
bureau ; as operating on^^' ip^ operations, watch for the
Vancouver Island. One called others to carry on the chain. phrases which usually
the “SSM Club” uses a book The Co-operative Advertising “This is the most
as something tangible for sale. Program refers to its players as you will ever
and the other, referred to as “advertisers” and requests read”; “Not available^
the “Co-operative Advertising them to send out 500 report anywhere else”; “Joe Blow 
Program”, uses any of four requests for an asking price of dollars in
photo copies of financial and $5 each. Another catch to this letter works ;
business reports as a come-on one is that the player lias to “Move a proven winner
gimrnick.;; :;'pay;9fdf£a!\cdpy'?p'f?JHd|;fd^ IlSwhile it’s hot’’.
-■o.:, ill-,
Both chain letters dangle a reports from a list of rotating ' Before ' you '"invest, in-
" proposition of the players names in the chain. vestigate!
Silver Threads
The Silver Threads Centre at you. Please call 656-.5537.
10030 Re^haven is open 9 a.m. - Coming events — Sept. 18 -
^ daily, 7 - 9 p.m. evenings rummage sale starts 10 a;m.; bct^
The Community Counselling arid I - 4 p.m. Saturday and 5 . cruise on Princess Marguerite;
Centre on 5th St., Sidney, plans a Sunday. Lunches, teas, coffees, Oct. 11 - Quarterdeck
sidewalk sale 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. cards, library, billiards, wide Thanksgiving dinner; Oct. 14 -
HURilY
f ^s©s seetion sjf ^yr
The White Pages, that’s the alphabetical section of your new directory, 
is about to close. The Yellow Pages has already closed.
and addresses can change in a year and so should the listings. 
Want to list oth 
you represent J 
also lie added.
can
craft classes, recreational carnival and dance 
languages, trips and
pliances, garden produce and more,
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A group of Central Saanich 
senior citizens will enter into a 
lease agreement with the 
municipality for a house at 1225 
Clarke Road. The house will be 
relocated on the lot this week to 
make way for the new municipal 
library building which will be 
under construction by the 
beginning of October.
Fifteen members of the senior 
citizens group attended Monday 
night’s council meeting and 
submitted a letter stating their 
group has need for a building for 
activities, and offering to assume 
responsibility for operating and 
maintenance expenses when the 
building is ready for occupancy.
Council will meet again with
the group Tuesday morning to 
make a definite decision as to 
where the house is to be located" 
on the lot.
The majority of seniors at the 
meeting said the house would 
have to have a basement, but 
council was firm in stating the 
municipality would not pay for 
any renovations and would not 
make the house ready for oc­
cupancy.
After discussion about the 
need for a basement, it was 
agreed the house movers would 
be asked to leave the building up 
on blocks, so a basement can be 
added.
Aid. Earle Tabor suggested 
seniors would find out what
grants were available.
“We do have a small building 
fund, spokesman Gladys 
Delbrouck said, “and this will 
generate interest.”
The final motion setting out 
the lease arrangement included 
an amendment that expenses 
incurred by the municipality, 
over and above the cost of 
moving the house, which has 
been estimated at $3,500, should 
not exceed $5,000.
Tabor told council it was 
unlikely that provincial grants 
would be available to aid with 
construction of the new library. 
He suggested a letter be sent to 
MLA Hugh Curtis, asking for 
assistance.
o45 MINUTE EXERCISE PROGRAM TO MUSIC “MODERATE TO INTENSE WORKOUT 
•INCREASE YOUR AEROBIC ENDURANCE, STRENGTH & FLEXIBILITY
STAHTIi^G SEPT. 20, 19@2 
Monday Is Wednesday everBings — 8 - 9 p.m. 
Tuesday 8: Thursday morsiings — 9^30 - 10:30 a.m.
ON WALLACE DRIVE OFF W. SAANICH RD.
*1.50 DROP IN - BRING Qm STRIP & FLOOR MAT
PHOME 652-9834
CLIP & BRING IN THIS AD FOR ONE FREE FITNESS CLASS
(OFFER GOOD TO NOV. 10 ONLY)
Billets
Rod Haynes for Canada World 
Youth is in Sidney seeking 
families on the Saanich Peninsula 
willing to provide billets for 
young men and women who will 
• be living and working in the 
as part of the 
organization’s educational ex- 
■;'Change..
Billets will be needed for a 
L group of seven young Canadian 
and seven Filipinos aged 17 - 20 
years —■ two persons to each 
billet. Residents are reimbursed 
$45 per week per person.
CWY is a private, non-profit 
organization largely funded by 
the Canadian International 
Development Agency. The 
program is intended to foster 
cross-cultural communications 
and a growing awareness of 
social and economic issues both 
in Canada and abroad.
After Canadians are matched 
with participants from the ex­
change country — this year the 
exchange with the Philippines is 
being hosted by B.C. — they're 
split into groups of 14 and will 
spend three months in the 
Philippines and three months in 
Canada. After the Philippine 
stay, groups have an evaluation
rif that nnrfrion tlu>ir r»rr»oram
PliGES EFFECmE-
SEPT. 15, 1@, 17,
^ ' :/: U, 1982 ; : ,
pmmcE
HAM
, - '; ll9yFISr ;
MON. TO FBI. § a.m. to 9 p.m. 
SATUROAT 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
CANADA NO. 1 WASHINGTON HORGOLD
::::: POTATOES
QOQb JHlNQS TO EAT FOR: LESS
10 LB.
OKANAGAN OOMESnC^
of that portion of their program 
and travel to Canada to repeat 
the experience here, spending one 
week in a “formation” camp 
before travelling to different 
communities where they’ll work 
on volunteer projects.
Canadian and Filipino 
youngsters will arrive in B.C. 
Feb. 22. Some four groups will be 
staying at different communities 
on Vancouver Island; f
Although a total of 87 dif­
ferent languages and dialects are 
spoken in the Philippines, 
English is understood throughput 
the country and is the language of 
business and education.
Filipino food has rice as a 
staple supplemented by a variety 
of deliciously prepared meats and 
vegetables. Most practised 
religion in the Philippines is 
Christianity. Young people from 
the exchange country may be 
surprised by the role of women in 
Canadian society and by the easy 
: familiarity between^^^
CWY says patience arid un-J 
derstandi ng will help a giicst feel 
comfortable.
Haynes says young people 
benefit by being involved In the 
exchange. The cfoss-cultiiral * 
program:;; combats :racism:^^ 
develops leadership and 
resourcefulness, he adds,
Anyone intereiiied in! bih 
two people— a Canadian and a 
Filipino can feet ill touch with 
Haynes at Bazan Bay Bctich i 
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Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club 
will be held 4-6 p.m. Sepl. 27-30 
at the old firchail, 7856 East 
; Saanich Road. Activities include 
: floor hockey, craftsf bab 
;epufses;,. special events;.':;;' More
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Dn you hrtVK* n special tnlent tb 
share with young people aged 
seven to 20 ycnT.s? If so you're 
needed al Centra) Saanicli Doy.s’ 
and girls’ Club. Age imd e,\- 
pcricncc no barrier. For more 
‘ iiirormatidn cnll Marion hi 183-
;'y ’
M’'’:




Real Estate 1 Real Estate 1 Work j
/ Work [ 1
Education
For Sale For Sale j For Rewt 1 Wasited j Wanted
^altora
LOT, 7055 sq. ft. all city service, paved 
road, 2085 Brethour Park Way. 
$39,500,656-6037. 403-39
SALTSPRING — 2 bedroom energy saver 
home, one year old. Electric heat, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher, stove and 
fridge. W/W carpeting, ‘/a acre treed lot, 
on sewer, water. Assessed at $84,000, 
asking $65,000 for quick sale. Phone 
656-3548. 522-38
SIDNEY SAiLVIEW. 2 bedroom condo. 
Fireplace, washer, dryer, dishwasher. 
Adults, no pets please. $550 per month. 
656-2843  578-38
ROOM AND BOARD for 2 mature non­
smoking students in quiet home until 






Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
NEWER HOME. Excellent location to
shopping and close to schools. 5 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, some ap­
pliances, drapes. Large deck, lots of sun, 
double carport, easy to keep yard. 
Heatilator fireplace, electric heat. 
Possibility for suite. Reduced from 
appraised value. 656-7360. 544-37
SIDNEY AREA. Fully serviced lots from
$ 29.900. Phone 4 79 -6058 or 479-898 7.
5 3 8-3 8
ADULT TO SHARE large log home near 
sea. North Saanich. 656-6345 547-37
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO, W/W, 
appliances, fireplace, carport. Adult 
oriented, no pets. Lease to purchase, 
minimum 1 year at $500 per month. 







Complete repairs by European trained 
qualified mechanic to all makes ol 
garden equipment, pumps, farm 
machinery and construction equip- 
ment.
Reasonable Rates Free Estimates 
652-3157
1 BEDROOM SUITE. W/W carpet, 
drapes, hot water, cable TV. Fridge, 








WILL DO HOUSECLEANING in Sidney 
area. 656-4650 anytime. 559-38
WATERFRONT 
ROBERTS BAY, SIDNEY 
Excellent ' investment opportunity. 
Charming 2 BR cottage on sub- 
dividabie 1 acre lot. Approx. 140 feet 
of waterfront, private garden, sewer 
and city water supply.
■ ^ - ONLY $195,000 ,
ADULTS ONLY
Custom renovated 3/4 double wide 
mobile home in Summergate Village. 
Two bedrooms — spacious master, 
I 'A bath, fully equipped kitchen, sun 
room with sky light, carport and, sh­
ed. Low monthly assessment in­
cludes water and lavyn care.
: / ALL FOR ONLY ;
CANADIAN OWNER must sell smalie
rhome and city lots in beautiful, historic 
Port Townsend, Washington. House with 
ocean view, stove, fridge, washer, dryer. 
Total price $29,500.00. Lots totaf price 
$3,700.00. each, $700.00. down, 
balance 10 3/4% fixed interest for 20 
years. Payments approximately $29.00 
per month. Great investment or for your 
kids. Phone Summerland, B.C. 112-494- 
9072. na-37
BEAUTIFUL BEACH WATERFRONT 5 to
8 acres parcel Thompson River. Best 
fishing - Hunting - Swim - Ride. Income 
from your own orchard dr Gardens - ^ 
Trans Canada 30 minutes west of 
Kamloops $55,000.00. Semi-waterfront 
$38,000.00. Excellent terms phone ll2- 
536-1380 - Joe Hess. ; , ; na-37
(TFNjl
ADDING ON? Need repairs or 
remodelling? Guaranteed professional 
quality workmanship at a price anyone 
can afford. 24 hour service. Free 
estimates. Harry Abrams, 388-6275, ask 
for pager6222. 252-37
Classes Begin Sept. 14 
Ih&R Block will teach you to preparel 
Income Tax returns in a special T3'/?| 
week tuition course.
[•Courses cover current tax laws 
'Enrolment open lo all ages 
|•No previous training or experience! 
[required I
•Full or part time employment with us| 
[available to qualified graduates I 
For details and class schedules,| 
please write or phone;
Phone 656-2411
RELIABLE, CHRISTIAN COUPLE wants 
to purchase modest country home by 
"Agreement for Sate" or "Rent-to-Own." 
Call 642-6143, Sooke. 541-37
WANTED TO RENT, 1 bedroom apart­
ment in Sidney, furnished dr un­
furnished, single senior citizen, male. 
References. Leave message at Sidney 
Review, 656-1151. 532-39
WORKING MOM with small girl needs 2
bedroom house or apartment in Sidney. 






Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also ;— excellent crews 






A-4 MARINA COURT 
9843 Second St.; Sidney, B.C.
WHO COUIO BE A BETTES INCOME TAX TEACHES? 3?!
PAUL HYAH 656-3150
UNIQUE PROPERTY — Luxury Condo
near beautiful Victoria - By Owner - 
Guara nteed 12 % retu rn for 2 yea rs. 2 
bed room, \ 2 ba t hs $ 7 4,0 0 0.0 0 -, 
$79,000.00. Call collect 112-943-7160 
or 112-943:8374na-37
WORKING PARENTS interested in 
supervised, responsible and dependable 
care for their children before and/or 
after school, my home. Contact Eva 
Kennedy, 656-1073 after6 p.m. 530r38 
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE has
djjenings for 1-5 year olds. Hot lunches 
and snacks provided. East Saanich 
Road/Wallace Drive area. 652-2472 
^55;5-49;
HOME DAY CARE — Starts Oct. 1st. 
Ages 3-5, in family care environment. 
Outdoor activities well supervised. Small 
group. Creative fun to stimulate child's 
imagination. Located Brentwood Bay, 
both parents actively involved. 
Nutritious shacks provided. Phone Ian or 
Vai 652-4283 8 a.m. -11 a.m. and after 5 
'p.m., .497-38 ■
MICRO COMPUTER PROGRAM Course 
in BASIC. Private evening instruction, 
utilizing TRS-80, level II and disc basic; 




PIANO LESSONS, class ica I a nd/ or 
popular. Register now for autumn 
season. Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching^ experience. Suzuki and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs. Doney, 656- : 
4060^277-41:;'
URGENT
Vendor would like To have someone 
purchase his ::pleasant home con­
sisting of' 4 bed rooms, ; 2 bathroom s; 
gamesToorn, Tariiily roprri;:an attr 
live and pleasant location on a 
spacious corner lot. Best of all, you i 
can assume a $40,000 mortgage at 
10 3/4%, good until the end of next 
year. Asking $82,500. M.L.S.
BILL RATCLIFFE 656-4517
9659 SECOND STREET,, Lovely
SPAC1 OUS ; 3 ; bed room bunga low / 
heatilator fireplace,: " LARGE TN-LAW 
suite, superb park like lot approx. 200 ft: ; 
hear Tov/ni /seashore. Priced; for IM­
MEDIATE saieby owner. 656-5367 571-
.AVON'
To Buy or Sell 
Territories available 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
RUBBISH: GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-
■:4035:.:r;;'' ■■''.■■37-tf
06li-Hl
PAINTING. 25 years experience. 
Interior, exterior: papering, renovations: 
3 patios, cleaning gutters and basements. 
Freeestimates: 652-;2176
NO, 1 BLACK GARDEN TOP soil; $ 2 25 
a bag. 1890 McTavish Road P-37
NO. 1 TOPSOIL and bark mulch; U-haul '
dr we deliver. 6709 Oldfield Rd:, 652- 
;2614-Firewood available alsp.:;;; 535-14 {
PIANO.;; Beginners. Excellent/; adult ;■
course. 656-6058. :
VIOLIN OR FIDDLE lessons. All ages, all ;
/styles.652-9874:after5p,m. ;; 473-39/
PIANO/, LESSONS/ •/■ / Saanichton,/
Register nov/ for, fall/ternrt; and ehjby 
fearnirig to play themiaho. Gall 652-0263/
' ";564-39;/
; ■
/SIDNEY WATERBEDS./ WE / HAVE/
MOVED TO 9783 - 3rd ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL.;;: 
/ GOME IN AND SEE A GOOD selection/ 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
^APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME// 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS:AND MOTELs; 
SPECIAL/ON/ THE/STREAKER, A 
: COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED : 
; IN SINGLE: , SUPERS!NGLE; DOUBLE, / 
/QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $ 197. (40):
MANAGEMENT AND SALES positions 
available now. We offer a generous 
bonus piah ia For
more information call Paula ;656-4472.^^^^ >
. 5 19-3 7 _________
PIANO PLAYERS WANTED: to play sing-
along, rag: time, honky-tonk,: Dixieland 
and traditional i jazz styling. Call 
Yesteryear Music 381-1890 between 9 '





MAKE AN OFFER 2 B.R: Sidney 
Bungalo\w with Fireplace and Double 




' fish. Rate/$6.00; per; hour/ Apply : at / 
10221 MacDonald Park:Rd. between 8-5 
p.m. Monday to Friday. ; / 526-37
POSITION FOR RESPONSIBLE, ex­
perienced reliable; person/in general 
houswork,; some cooking. Recommend 
first aid certificate. For small guest 
home, own transportation. 656-4167 . 
■'/529/-37://':'/;'
SUPER BUY 3/4 Bedroom Split Level,, 
Fenced yard. It has to be seen to be ' 
appreciated, only$80,000 and In the 
Sidney area. Close to all amenities:
Fridge/stove, disihwasher, fireplace, 
drapes,-/Adults only,; no pets. 
References and lease'required.1 & 2 
bedroom units; $475-575 per month, 
'656-4066, /:/ " 39
KAREL DROST 656-2427 656-0131
FOR RENT
i 3/4 B,R. House Available Immediate­
ly. $600, per month.: / : ,
JUDIPARFITT 656-0131
BEACON AVE.
1,100 sq. lt, Rental $965 per month 
:/ 656-3226 / days;::
656-2358 evenings.
tin
BRENTWOOD. Housecleaning person 
required immediately. Approx: 6-8 hours;^^ ,/^ 
weekly; References required. 652-0464 
:■ alters p.m. 539-37
WE WILL TRAIN YOU, help place you,
certify: you, in four different beauty /; 
fields. Sculptured; finger pails, body ; / 
wraps, body waxing, and many different 
exciting ways for you to operate your own , 
business, Jon B Studios; Phone 112- 
463-5025, U2-463-5757 or evenings 
112-462-7774, na-38 ;
Write Out your ad^ mail or bring to The Review^^ith pay
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchcnottes; dishes, cable TV, Free 
parking, maid service, Available weekly. 
Sandown Motel, 652-1551. 4124-tf
^DNEVs'PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
G.M." DEALERSHIP REQUIRES AN
EXPERIENCED BODYMAN/PAINTER. ; 
References required. Brand new 
facilities in the sunny Interior.: Contact / 
Ken Moyer, phone 112-457-9611; or 
write Mayer, G.M. Box 689, Ashcroft, 
B,C.V0K1A0,
reliable BABYSITTER NEEDED, Non- 
/:smoker, my- homo/prelerred, Monday /
olllce space for rent, Reasonable,. sqit^
t 'H
JOHN SALVADOR /: 
NOTARY PUBLIC 





m^lcal, accountant, lawyer: etc. 65f:: 
'/'SaTO::/-//;//'::./' 356-39
ROOMMATE WAf4TED,"Ma7e offemale
/tp.i$harb;3/bodroom/duplcx In Sidnoy. 
Ask tor Borbicc. 656-9462. 479-37
AVAlLAinrb’dF^ OiTFTiO/ory 
:;attracliye;,::/spklous:: :3 
:bungalow,/Sidney, Close to town/apd 
seashore, /To reliable couple only, 
roasohablo^ 656-5367 alter4 p,m. 484'
11th month old child. $2.50 fwr hour. 
Vicinity of Pralrib Inn. 652-9856 556/37
STRONGTJIEUABLE and trustworthy
adult roquIredT day per week for gordon ; 
/ workii;movylng and odd jobs. Long term : 
omployrnont ottered, 656/2319 272-37
additibnal insertibns requested w the initial qrdpr^
no copy change, may run tor only $1.00 each additional insertion. j
COMPANiOhT^^lf / container: suite,, :
shared kitchen in: exchange lor com-;/ 
pimionshtp. Cnr on asset, Roply to Box 
"T'', c/b Sidney Review, P.o; Box;2070,// 
Sidney. V6L3S5 : /^y / 560-37










; 6: acre , I.OT:, overlooking .CJapges,' MBr",,.,, 
: txiui. B'eautiful seaview, easy terms," 
$0 % down, balinee tinder Agreement 
; fot'Sale. 112-65i-739S. ,:;.423-37/
AVAIIABLE December, January
February- No stop, modern bungalow.; 
Fully turnlshod, Brentwood. $500,00 
monthly/ Mature reliable couple. 
Abstainers. For care two elderly cats. 
References required, 652-4057, 518-.10 
SMALL lIJSTfJISS OFFIcr above 
Toronto-Domihlon bank. Downtown 
Sidnoy, Available immediately, Phono 
:656-ll4l,/' |,,/:/'''^''::501.’39;:/
RlfwrWFlCOTOl, SOFsq: ft, 
across from Safowtsy, Sidney. $350 
monthly iricluaivo. 727-2125 or 658- 
:83234tter6 p,m/ /.,/::' ' /, i*/:,
No El<!fRAl:HXRaE8rChBrac7er TbIt 
in-law suite- in/atlracfivOr[quiet homo/ 
with privacy and all utllltlos, W/W 
carpet, mature adults only. Please call 
: 656-6986 botwoon 6-9 evenings, 628-37 
TPARTMENT“flrAII Toy 
Marina, 2 bedrooms, lovqly views,; lots of 
Avail,iLIc Cept, I,'[’$C50, per, 
month plus utilities. Sorry, hochildron or 
pets, Security deposit. Mr. Whyto: 656- 
::.:,0P15/ ■/';:• 446-39'
■' , $17(5"
plus 40% utilities, No pots, 666-3863
;"[569-3 7//;[:"''
babysitting required, 656-6449 580-32
j your best BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS J
B' ^ !





EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 666-5382 alters
DYNAMl'C DUO, Tiporlm^
J Cost Of ad
' ' ' ' - ' ' 5
PRE-PAID WORD CLASSIFIEDS - 20 WORDS FOR ONLY ‘z/oFI
(additional words 10c oach) B
H,'
window cleaning and odd )obs, 656-9462
.:/':'' i '■''''['',:/"[ :"306-43[..,,
liAfjDYMAW'.' I have movedlrom 98T5 
Resthaven to 10018 Chicory (otf Henry), 




I Insorllons of 




wlixlows, 2 men and'/»ton truck for yard 
clean-ups and other odd jobs. Phdna 
Matt or Billie. 656-7776
/ in concrete, or will do any odd lobs. Call 
Norman,682-2218 dayolmight. 425-39
:["■ ^ir""
Painting;' ifence repairs and buildlng.l 












I !». .,-4 V.
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C2 THE REVIEW Wednesday, September 8, 1982
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Crafts
BwBI
r"’. ' . ..................--------------------- ------------------------..................................................... — '
Adams
Mann
2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
l_|- U o 656-5551r!incn6y & Co. certified general accountants
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs, 
posters, murals, illustrations at 
reasonable cost. Water color, Chinese 
drawings. Patrick Chu, 898 Downey 
Road, Sidney. 656-1730. 540-45
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tljes-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
kuU Hefmlshing 




Septemer 19 is the last chance in 
1982 for our White Water Rafting 
Trips! One day of fun and excitement 
and CHALLENGE! interested???





The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
'own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
PENINSULA DIREQORY











“No Job Too Smar
656-5604
Thorne- Lennon Electric {1976/Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6




CEDAR LUMBER CUT to your 
specifications. Gordon Watson, 656- 
4996.
2073 Hendry AVo., Sidney A-Autobody Repairs ★Boat 
656-7135 ★I.C.B.C. Claims Re-finishing
JOHN'S TREE SERVICE -- professionals 
who take pride in their work. Topping & 
falling. Insured and reasonable. Phone 
592-7988. 505-37
SECRETARY — Excellent qualifications,
good worker, 12 years experience, needs 
full time or permanent part time 
position. 656-9408.
FLOOR LAYER, reasonable rates, no job 




. .. , HU. CUSTOM PIPE BENDING







... : ■, .
AUTOK!©Ti¥E
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
. 10134 RScDONALO 656-7144
PAR^ ROAD or 656-3012
‘ 1 ■ ' ■ ■ . ' ---- ------
^M:^rPa4rnt£*i^
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or libreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rale. Try us Once!
2081 AMELIA AVH., Sidney 656-2221
1970 TOYOTA COitONA




$5.00 AN HOUR Painting, fall cleaning,
inside or outside, and odd jobs of all 
kinds. Chainsaw work $10.00 an houror 
contract. 656-1358 after 5 p.m. 
CARPENTER FOR HIRE. Any work,
Sidney area. 656-6578.
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE
















THANKS FOR THE WELFARE! How
about a job. Anything requiring a hand. 
CallTim, 652-0364. Thanks.
1973 TOYOTA CORONA Station Wagon. 
Excellent condition, only 48,000 miles, 4 
speed, radio, roof rack, ideal family or 
second car. Recent overhaul — new 
battery. Firmat$1700. Phone after 6:00 
p.m. 656-6466. tfn
I’D BE HAPPY to supply home baking, 
pies, a specialty, in reutrn for fruit, 













1973 VEGA GT WAGON, 64.000 miles, 
standard, 7 wheels, air shocks, Good 





1970 FORD TON pick-up, V-S 
automatic. vvith camper. Good condition, 
ideal ,starter unit. $2,200. 658-8810 
;.after6 p.m.''':,'.';"■■
ENGINE, TRANSMISSION and: rniscp 










«€eitifled Body Shop ^Radiator Repairs
•Auto glass ®Fra!!ie Repairs :
®lfisur«® Repairs 
•Cdyrtesy Cars Available
HIOBILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE 
WE BUY & SELL USED BICYCLES
Eqyiprrient. BICYCLES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
& PAINTED PROFESSIONALLY
MM
* a M J vWinclows “ Floors * Csri >eis free estimates
• • nOmes Or unices: OFFICE CLEA^iERS Gutter Cleaning
|;iBonded;& insured
S56-1353
’LOGGING AND SAWMILL EQUIPMENT TT: 
SHOW AND SEMINARS, Largest in 
Canada. September 23 - 25, 1982, ; 
Exhibition Park; Vancouver. Admission 
$3.00 at Show door. Phone (112) 736- 
3331 for 2-day $59.00 Seminar in­
formation. No children undr 16. na-37
GUIDES FOR BICYCLE TOURS
BICYCLE TRAINING CAMP
fGontract or Hourly T
Office: 652-2910
7278 Chatwell Drive; Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMG ^
CAT SUBDiViSiON DEVELOPWiENT BACKHOE
-including;
T ‘Sewers •Watermains T:T^T :





-Trijckihg:; Excavating :and;: Backhpe:.'WorkT:
556 Downey Road 
R RtT, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159




DOZENS.OF FORKLIFTS, electric, gas,
. propane, solid’ and pneumantic tires. 
Capacities from 2000 to 30.000 pounds. : 
$2,000.00: up: Pacific Forklift Sales Ltd. 





•Experienced. Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
::*Alsb;:Wihciovy:^Gutter;^C
T.D. 18 CRAWLER DOZER andT1971 
MACK. Conventional McKee model 700 
. Snowblower V-8 Power, as new. For 
- mounting on small front end. Loader. 
















From the Traiiitmal to the Unusual
HARRY ABRAMS
’ ® Alteration & Repair
*» New Gonstructioiv
-'A:
24 Hour Service 
388-6275 Pgr. 6222 
Res. 479-8530
1972 CASE 580B Backhpe;(Rops cab), 
1974 Tandem:/Tilt’: Trailer, Tl^ 
Chevrolet 1 ton flatdeck, good condition. 
$17,000.00. 0:B.Q?T34533 Bateman 
Avenue,; Clay burn::: B.C :T VOXTi EO .T Al 
Dutra phone 112-859 •5734. na-37
7600 FORD TRACTOR 1600 hours 84 
H.P; duals,;;dual hydraulic:: Easy on 90 
loader with bucket. ‘Excellent CO[idition. 
Offers phone 112-846-9227. T ha-37


















:tMASSEY SUPER 92 COMBINE; 14 foot:
; cut 2 seasons, hew motor good condition 
:$6,odo,oq.p:B.O; Phone 846-9227.na-,;
PRINTING EQUIPMENT $ 5,000.00. 
HAMADA 18 inch Offset Press, chain. 
delivery, Rofoprinl 11 xl7 q|fsel. 17x22 
NUARC Plalemaker, Challenge lever 
paper cutter. All in good working order; 
Phono ll2-635T7840 . :: T :
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8:00 am - 5 pm




V LongTIrno Sidney Builder 
Ronovato & Savel FREE ESTIMATES
0811656-4915
Now specializing in Finishing Carpon" 
;iry, CablnelS; and Builhins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Addiiions,' Custom- 
made Window Shutiors. v
: Recreation/
' :'Ycihic!css::'^
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All typesptglass 
at large discount prices. Table tops. 
Repairs Greenhouse Glass, 18"xl8", ; 
75c ea,; etc,, etc. Tempered Glassi 
34'!x6a" and 76". 28”x76'', $20 ea, 
9750 ■4th Sf.:Sidney.656-G656,;: Ttf
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION
.Butler
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER, Cedar:















ICbncreto Driveways Conr'fote Waterprooling /: :T
Fish Ponds Quariy'Tllos Home Renovatinns






Canada's Inrgost display; Wholesale and ::; 
rotair Froo catalogues: available, Nort : 
burn Lighting Centro lnc,, 4600 East ; v 
Hastings St,, Qurnabyi:B,C,: V5C 2K5.‘^ 
Phono299-0666, ; ; t
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road
liopairs to l::a\vnmo\yers,; ; 
Chainsaws/ MoUircycles, etc. 
Husqvarria Pibhfser
^ 656-7714;
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, at the Jumping
Mouse, A groat :se|octioh of good and 
beautiful books lor all, ag:es. Beside thOT* 
Royal Bank on Doacoh: ■;:; ’ ;: :55Z3,f1lri::: 
"’QRETiTffoTJSESRAINBOW G ENHOU * 2070
Keating Cross: Road. 7'xl2'gr^ciciihbusM, :;: 
,$ 180Como and see our; Hydrorwnic'* 
Garden, 652'48R2 ; ; :335-39:
ivATKINS ■ great PRODUCiT^














2387 Beacon 656-7333 
BRIFTWOOB CENTRE
F0R :RENT, Shollcrod winter ihoorage, 
Sidney area, otfectivo Octobor l,,; 656-
ft,®;.-
.. - Subliminal
Suggestion Cassettes, Learn to release 
the Unlimited;Potential of your Sub­
conscious. Become a Happier, Healthier, 
more Self-Confident ' person, Wide 
.variety of titles available; For more in- 
:: lormationcall Brian65i^i4472. 520-37 
: CUCTOM'BUlU UTHJlTtraiiof'FlCT’ 
box, 15'' tiros, Phone 652 '9935, 493-37





24 hr; senrke, call M. Garthwaite, 
656-7474 ^
•VValbr/Soltenors
•GroundiwilbhtiboTpunips:,: MfimiMii Cipuirfii PmffiiiHoiial';; . DrutifrAtihothatmo
Shop Joiner)^ & Renovation Work,
DENIS BECHTHOLD Bus: 656-6721








.CLINIC Maintenance and Repairs, J. f
ORGANIC;,,,'.CORN,/' Iroewngo ;. eggs;' 





:(8-9 a m, or evenings Iwt) 
;pllLE*:''':lAW:“MiLL‘':ihvhmti'"^
;, ope t al,of', . cut s ,i;; .'ICC w I ,a:( e. I urn tre f;,: a H
fiipecies, uTt .;,you( . (uot/ifiriy,,- ■t'r.ee 
::es,tifnates'vTSor'ffhri::';.\y4,ts,oh',':':,;',Ge('ie»-fl^
■ .Oeitver'y, SiOtwy.;:'..;,;■■:
BROiLER OVEN; hoT tTayrTnon's iTwn ^ 
bowls; potioiablosiracouets,656 1382
5,),?. 37:'-,
SIDNEY v^ATlSRBEOS. WE HAVI 
MOVED:TO 9783 - 3rd ST:, ACROSS’ 
;FROM :: THE BANK OF MONTREALvi; 
,C0ME IN Al'IDSEE AGOODSliLECriON 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE;'
apartment. ; mobiCE^^;;h^^^^
TOWNHOUSE, hotels: AND MOTELS, i; 
bHLUlAL:,.gH,,-:IHb:!af„HfcAKfcH,-.:A:H:
; COMPLETE PREFINISHEO WATERBED 
UN SINGLE; SUPERSINGIE. DOUBLE; : ; 
0UEENonKiN0,0NLY$i97,::; HO :
also French Provincial chesieftield. AIMn :; 
;,:!tKe new,condition,:856-6187:,:^ .SSS-JB.-i-
raven recreation vehicles LTD.
4099 TUXEDO VICTORIA
nAirif:l'r"! .vArr WHI/ftCHA'B'lif IS ■ : 
i:,VA»J MJIlMi'i/. : , : ‘ , ,../ z, MANriltArr'tO l)mvir<() AlUfJ ::
- ■ '.f'ARK;/lili.il.
' "'•Hy I'lii^Aict*. "'' ' ' ;.47D*31./6.' .ji'
t
Marine; Aiiln A Salely Glass 
. Window Bias* h-i Mirrors 
Windshields Inslallod
' - Visuraiite Claims'Promptly Handled'
"'''''656-1313 '
10114 McDntM Piih Rd.
. *Repairs;:;'':;,
brokers
Jll UPrili: t» BEACON A VENUE
/:;■;
li.
WEBN^AY EVENING SEPTEMBER 22,1982
7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:39 1 9:00 9:30 10:00 1 10:30y
(D Twteiws Y TheNaten^-iownai vY Y;
m SBfe:tahS^5p^«Al§tadra^E!i«s YYY.Y.,. im \
© TfeafTN:fi^Sb9itT : Y> Yy yY: C^nastf ,Y ' Y-Y, y':.-';Y Y' y.y"
© t«et ■ 1. Ic te . r®M!|l»Y QsEKy, 'Y.' y:
m l3lffCiCS.WSi Y itellyeKSd: The &8 as
m Ifesis Y:; 7 Sf^ 7 Sfsfim y
m jsfwrjss'"’Y Y feiSFs^Y yy: Y j ii» Fai Gej Yi; .YY - ::Y-;;Y;yYY Yi-Yi-
m
------ —"■—-}-----. . - - .- : - . - ~~~X~~~~~X~Ti
Bswe "let s Sc-R .aiasn”
& y: Y 'Y.“y; y y ffews
m '».4S-f“;^YY K-eyl -ftSafeFiR*Mamedatoss" V - Y y.v y
MASil jffewsY Y
S^raiefY': -- YY YjYa,;:; Y- Y.Y.Y .:Y Y-. - (Slsar'Y:,.- ^yYyYY.YvYyyyYY:-;;-
- eHCS@<scrnPiiiiGiews; 
r®cs*sci®?i9 ^
Didc ToSefiewiess z Isol restagact. 
®S®TBSIAa0SEKTTffiS£Sr^ 
® e MS38SGB LASBSeS
(S aSBU-PES^E^SKo Pmaiere) 
Pighr-^t* of the “Tiai Pe<^1«" train trip 
frosa Los Aii*s to Oncago iadwfe risits 
to the AJjaao. pgiffs largest cosastry 
Esaic dito, a^ an Arirsoa town aansed 
"Wfey.{?artlV : : "
® S SSiTiKXai itEE GIST m 
tAI^SSS Carol Bgaett, D«n OeLsuse, 
Jack Lennace. Salter Matlhaa, Ri«an3
. r?l iStS M
®OD0CTQBafTaEaDtBS:v.:.
."®SSA!mS3A!m90ii ■?




® s PJC. mSSEKS W(to& a cstrs
ag^agypwBSCriat^toaw; a.^s9H:»£e:
. ; tasstfciaaaere^rfiy&sa^- :
: ®aK3a®3m*oer =■ 
-."®®Baai®RHiEr ■
s ® C&KtS, BUHKSIT AJ®
■ - '"i
: - m © BASSSAIi l  ̂EXPOS An Pa* 
Oh«^K^ * Jfestreai les Eipi» 
racaPRsaafesPfeiBesfePfci^djSBe. - 
- :: ®©pJtisaKrawsTF(^^ftt3i:' 
- fhm <»css-ri^!«t es^rafe-rf a: krai^
-■ (SOKSS5____^vV :.;.
- ®©TB*S?S^9C»S - - ; i r ' 
® O MMS^SL/
- ®@S3Q&irSH^SS-V:




? tfee “Real Psc|&'“ traia
fcsci Leb Aag^ to Chicago indade 
t»^ Alams^ toe largest coostiy*
Trp*p^ ^id xa Ariaxa town named
'my.{Parti} -
- :®©Q0DCRiFSE^"^ ' -
TrSSQAMSKASADmmiBE- ^ 
t«@ a Ttt® tHS ®Ei> SBE*. 
lEf {Pcsaaere} A r^rederil lafct in toe 
Sosdk IVksSc latrilesf si^a’ Geiaan
- !^)ies£si a Sg^an princess witli toe
of KS oae-^ed iJ<^ tes a
beSsSfd®d»COf«-^-^V;
>edsal^ to fifaacosnsdy. ______
® Q @VSI SBHSS FtH SVBK 
IMJTSaSS (PreasHe) Gane is arrePed
j a wgdkH* wisere thar grain s bring 
brid by toe ssSboritst ^
® © fSS MAKDKS W SCPSKKAK 
TSB MOVIE OsiPE^kri- Heere bests a 
ib^std-tofr«cenes loti at toe 1S78 block*
to accept an naensployrf ■ male who
answers her ad for a live-in maid-
® QTHSFAiXGUY 
® Q NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPE­
CIAL "Dive To The Edge Of Creation” A 
deep-dive expedition off the Galapagos :
" Islands revei exotic forms of sea life 
nonrisbed by bacteria which convert 
chemicals into organic matter. (R) ^ " :J
iS) ® MOVIE **Mt “A Matter Of Time’ -
fiaTS.Drama/LizaMinnelli.IngridBerg- 
' --n. A hotel chambermaid becomes a 
■Y. ivie star shortly after she meets a
ccntessa whose colorful memories enchant ;
^' her. :
8-J« ® © raSTIVAL DE JAZ21® MON- 
y;. ntEim
® @ FAMILY TIES (Premiere) A liberal 
' couple are appalled when their son accepts; ■ 
a sntkbish girl’s invitation to a dance at a
- restricts country club. Y
Ifeee ® © TES NATIOTJAL / JOURNAL 
® © BEAREE, BEAHRS 
® g| ® 0 : dynasty A shocking
Y series of events threatens to destroy the ,
Y Y Carrington family. (R) ■ ^ Y; -s
@ © tj^HNCY QuitKy attempts to prove Y^
^ ; to^ toe death of a young girl who was Y 
attacked ly her guard dog was not an acci- y 
Y- d«jL(H)' ■ ''-YY 'v:Yy,.
® 3 MOVIE ** "Let’s Do It Again” 
(1953, OKUcdy) Jane Wyinan,_Ray Milland;
A wcanaa’s attempt to regain her erraBt ,;




liJS® © LE TELEJODRNAL A 
YY HOUVEUSDCSPORT^^^^
V yY ® ©NSBSy - Y-Y . - Y.' Y .Y
I«8® © jaii. CLAUE®. EMPEREUR 
YY"Empereta’ tnalgre Ini” Claude prononce
- ja srirtencs de roort ‘ de GassiusYakrs y
views with SKIS ril toe Sim’s stars.
® © JS3VS *A3» “Tlse 
O^trV (1K9. Westera) RiAert Mitchuns, 
: Jb^ Lradcxi. Two VS. atheas ynsi for 
apptsiagsides ittsir^ a StericaB upheavaL 
@ ® MOnFS “A Guide Fm- The 
MEiTied YWcmiasr (1978, Counecy) Cyten
vrife wbo fe^ that married life is dosii^ 
' In oQ hg drezms cd havt^ an extraman- 
Y ' talaSair. yy '__2''Y;
M# @ @ MOVIE ”Maid Til Amerira” 
Y {Preoiere:. CsBaedv) Susan Claj^ Alex 
; - Kanws- A proEsiasit female atUffcey, 
acctoediM sex»} iSscrsminatira. is f«Kced
* ^ » BUt i-» J EJ gg *T~ •• •■'• ' ' -Y' -
® O ® © CTV NATI{»fAL NEWS 
...-®®SOAP - Y
(S®Tf?OR{H*NIES Y Y Y Y Y
® © MOVIE *^A“Who Is Harry;
Y Kelleanan And Whv Is Ks Saying Tbose 
Terrible Things About Me?” (1971. Mys-;
tery) Dustin Hoffman, Barbara Harris. A 
SBccessfnl rock composer becomes 
olsessad with a mystery figure who has 
been spreading vicious rumors about him.
- ii«®@js:hs.^ y'
11^ ® ©VAmSlVER BLAND NEWS
.YY®g|NSVS"Y;
IfcSS ® © EAENETMILLSR ^ a 
11:58 ® O ABC KEm HIGHIUNE
(1) 3 TtKGGHT Host Johnny Carson.
" Guests: Richard Ecnjamin. Maureen Mar-
Y ^y, toe Manhattan’Transfer. Y
Y y:® ®cL(KB-UP. ■ Y ' Yy :
(n) ffl MADAM’S PLACE
(g) © ARCHE BUNKERE PLACE A
businessman takes over Harry’s interest in 
the bar and becomes Archie’s new partner. 
.Y'Y(Part2)(R)'Y: Y■ yyyy, y:yy.Y./y.y:
11:85® © CHARLES M. SCHULZ... TO 
BBangMBgR Charles M. Schulz, creator 
of the famous coinic? strip ,“lkanuts,’Y 
Y discusses his: life experiences y andtheir 
relationship to his work.- Y : y yy 
11:45 ® © ARCHE BUNKERS PLAC® A
Y businessman takes over Harry’s interest in 
the bar and becomes Archie's new ^rtneri'
Y (Parti) (R)
1155 ® @ yMOVE * * * y “The Horse’s 
Mouth” (1959, Comedy) Aiec Guinness; 
Kay Walsh, An eccentric British artist 
lives in self-imposed poverty, iiiYprder to 
Yy afford the finest in art supplies.
1858 ® © LO’S/E K)AT A man convinces 
Gopher that a female pasMnger is from 
outer space, Captain Stubing is seduced by 
; Y a former girlfriend, and a model pretends 
to be married. (R)
(0) © ?(^CLUB 
12:^ © © WEBSTSSl 
- ® O ;MOVE *^Framed” (1974,
- Y Drama) Joe Don Baker, Conny Van Dyke. .,
® © MOVE *A ;‘;Mr.YBilH6n’’ (1977,
Y Adventure) Terence Hill, Valerie Perrine. 
liie ® © CINEMAy* **y “Femmes-
: femmes” (1974, Comedie) Sonia Saviange,
Y Helene Surgere.
1258® © MOVE ** :‘'The Betsy’; (1978;
Drama) Laurence Olivier, Robert Du vail. ;• 
1&S8® © LATE NIGHT ’WfH BAVID 
YY LETTERBiANY Guests;. ; author YFran. 
; Lebowitz, Merv Griffin, Pee Wm Herman. Y 
1:10® ©NEWS 
ODQIBOBNEWEART 
150 ® © NBC NE^ OVERNIGHT 
1:S5 ® Q ^VE * **35‘.‘The Effect Of 
Gamma Rays On Man-In-TherMoon Marl-Y
Y YY: golds” (1973, Drama) Joanne; Woodward,
Nell Potts.
255 ® O MOVE * * Mi ;"The Awakening’.’
Y (1971, Drama) Louise YMarlow,YJa(^ura; 
Riberollef.
250® © ALFRED BnrCHCSXaC pre­
sents
£^ ® O B^VlE ****Y‘‘The Conversa­
tion" (1974, Drama) Gene Hackman' John-
Y Cazale.
; 251 ® Y © MOVE YAikfr YY’TheY Glass
House” (1972,:Ih-ama) Vic; Morrbw,YAlanY
Alda. ___
350(ID©NEWS
® O MOVIE * * •■TheHatfields And 
. ’Die McCoys” (1975, Drama) Jack Palance,
- Steve Forrest. ."
«:» ® © MARSHAL DILLON
'4:35® ONEWS ; yY:-y;yYyyyyY;'yY,
By STEVE K. WALZy
82 Enrimys; ‘Hilt SI.,’
I
5
Ylhe 34th Emmy Awards, 
TV’s version of the Oscars, 
willYair on ABC, Sunday, 
YSeptv19,frdmthePasade- 
itnaYY (Calif.) .Civic AuditoriY 
urn.
: Co-hosts are John For-
Y sythe Y(Blake Garrington on
’’Dynasty”) and Mario 
Thomas (‘‘That Girl”). 
Among the highlights of
Y this year(s nominations;
Y NBG’s “Hill St. Blues” 
’ received 21 Emmy nomina­
tions. The police-action 
show, which struggled; in 
the ratings when it debuted 
in 1981. won many Emmy
^ awards last Yyear.'Y The
VYShow’s impressive Emmy 
. showing helped boost its 
fortunes in the prime-time 
Y-wars.
’ “Fame,” another yNBC 
; entry, has been nominated 
tor 12 Emmys, despite the 
fact that the show has yet 
Yy to lure) a sizable audience.
■ BpthY“Fame” and ’’Hill St: 
Blues” were nominated for 
Cutstan'ding Drama Series.
Y Ironically,/;^^^^ which 
was canceled by ABC and 
; subsequently picked up by 
" NBC. has eight nomina-
Y tions; If the show wins a 
’ Y few Ernmys, NBC’s deci-
Y Sion will seem justified, y
Veronica Hamel and 
Daniel Travanti of 
“Hiil St. Blues”
Prime-time’s two hottest 
serials, “Dynasty” and 
CBS’ “Dallas,” each have 
two nominations.
ether canceled shows 
that have not escaped the 
attention of the Academy 
of Television Arts and Sci­
ences include ABC’s “Bar­
ney Miller” with five nomi­
nations, CBS’ “WKRP” 
and ABC’s “Police 
; Squad,” both with two.
Gff-network shows did 
well. “A Woman Called 
Golda” which was telecast 
: on the Gperation Prime 
Time network, drew seven 




tation of “Ain’t Misbehav­
in’ ” obviously piqued the 
Academy’s interest, since it 
received eight nominations.
Jane Fonda Helen Hayes
FONDA RETURNS — Jane 
Fonda, who also serves as 
the show's executive 
producer, will make a guest 
appearance sometime this 
season on ABC's "9 to 5.” 
She’ll play a night security 
guard. Miss Fonda played 
the role of Jud.y, a secre­
tary, in the 1980 film ver­
sion of “9 fo 5.” Valerie 
Curtin plays that role in the 
TV series.
LOVE, HELEN — Helen 
Hayes, doyenne of the
American stage, will guest 
. star in an upcoming epi­
sode of the NBC sitcom. 
■‘Love, Sidney.” In the 
episode. “Pros and Cons,” 
Miss Hayes plays Mrs. 
Clovis, an elderly but 
sprightly woman who 
appears at the apartrnent 
of Sidney Shorr (Tony 
Randall) claiming fo be his
childhood babysitter. .
THURSDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 23; 1982
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IS) SSsf-iYiYY Y AtetsEY y;-
pREwrw YYYY'j saifcae'Y “ j E«!^SiP^.:Y.Y“, Yy,^ lfe«:*lkKkS(B!p"Y Y* .yY,Y:
im
f^fslfeaes ;'Y' lfeWE;^REli^AtolJ”YYY YY' YY-yYssY = yY’Y.Yy . fSewsY 'Y yYyy y.yy "Y-Y;yy Y.y;« y
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Y@SSA*®irsmHDSt» y
Y Yy@ S SJGAS? HKaPES ,
: Ya$3<3EABta:SAS@I£ -y -y..; ;
Y15*m© 1«»S3ISISMINS1^ST^
- Yr'aiif^stSafc-gaeY YyyY ;;; --y
■i )'®03j©IO^ yyy yY ,;;Y
'-W & Wi. 16A3A3ECE A pr^k M-TV_
Y YcssEsstJta^ Iferrfe'toe rat: .see bef;




m rssK!CWM&ws3mjSi. y. 
® s F0CISii*. .Mia^ Fadraes 
YjSl^sCajf€3Yie*St3 'Ysy YYY^. y-y-y"y
Y® B sessYi3jg®»’nsaar y,yy
toe*ag»eetsidbriugaari«ny-Q Y yy:yy 
©OREMSyy. ' Y -Y...,2-Y;^;;
® © acsil TO miN Aa EwJriSS look at 
fctfccdgeg iadatssjy
&i»3sb Calund^ toct^sg sriectiOD of Y 
Y; sta&xs ±ad msres aad earlv^gs;^ Y
Y tTan:^.isDf@eacd-___- - ■ Y__. Y:-
® Q / ISHH  ̂RSPC^
-Y gpsajGAJ«Ha6CES-.Y
Y (®®IPA*S^ Y -Y' Y;Y.;-Y;Yy-y;Y
- m ® VAfaaxjvmy - y,,y -y.::y,=:.:yy;
)?J»® © TB2TiK}0PISNanr«sasil--Y 
i. ..€«.pva^ A.testaisxsal »:Brrat*s»d at
Y aaawanfeiSiaig'vtoeasbeaagectsbka'irf:,;: 
jfgvingYka aSair trito Ifee aast «rf a rival
. Y: ta&sba9.iH}‘ Y.yyy .-Y;
®©TlS2ilHISSAL 
y) ®sTicT«:DO0ia y.-v,y;;y:y:
©SOVSg^M Y YYYYyYYYY : y.Yy yyY 
X ffjSS FAMSS’FSHJ - Y:
®Y@ iSmST SBO Afttt rtoBJmg 
■j:isxzj JreEis;,i detratoto teerageY
Y priteiestosv^stoeariiialHeba
YY toe aglets afli<toqi^ raBn?.p 
"YY; o® Q»€XJOT1E yy;
YY @@HAKrra®ie6SE_Y_
® Q AtfBByAS AmtarNi^ ^
15t® © J3^ PLACE A teraage g^
YY Fkawts) Itoes a
Y lawerisaa ^srt to deride bwfistise tor
Y bes^ adtor Lrid^c, Y
; l£cb^.iQz^> filefcFai^al*p^to®-
® ©YLES 4SSAK3S FIUB ***H 
"CsTrie"; (197S, Draise) Si^ YSpas^ 
l^psr Lawto: Uaeadf^soKSte soHtaire se 
decuBvre ga dsiK de tdriaasie
IsB petaeSa^ de di^Bacer des objeB par 
; la force desa pesce-YY: .y;:Y YY'y 
Yf»?* £^Y. gang ^tsaae toe stoool adzniais- 
Ytratita! ; deals Y^tii YBcaid "of ’ Sdocat^ 
;is^)e£ti»s. Lesay tries to get rid >rf agaa
S50® © MUSIC AND MEMORIES OF 
;: -BUtSKF ;F11IML‘ The late composer 
: discusses his career in an interview filmed
Y a decade ago; several of his classic songs Y 
from; stage musicais - including “RoseYY 
Marie” and “Indian Love Call’’- are per- 
fonned Y by Anne Linden and Roelof
Y yY Oostwo«l. (R)
® @ GBfllE A BREAK When the Kani- 
sky home is robbed, the Chief is unable to 
handle the situation bat Nell saves the day. Y 
YY:)(R) ; )Y yy .,.,;;;:^
© @ FAME A magazine wri ter poses as 
a teaching assistant to get information for 
an article he is writing. Y y ; Y 
® © SMON & SQiON Rick and A.J. ara 
hired by AJ-’s old girlfriend to recover ; 
some stolen antiques. (R) Y Yy y yy 
© Q CAS SSALLOY A young mother 
(Caroline McWaiiams) is appointed to fill Y
Y oat !«• deceaMd husband’s, coespiied
Y Y.. tma'assbaift y. - y y
Y ® ® svsra® AT P<S>S “Old Tiroers’ 
Night” The three Mills Brothers join cobt 
doctor Jolm WiDiains and the Btston Po|B
; Orchestra fsar aa eveniag of heartwarming;
music and flawless harmony. (H) Yy
® ® MOWS *** “LocAieg For Mr. 
Goodlsar” (1977, Itearoa) Diane Y Keaton, 
Tosday Weld.Y A stooolteacher searches; 
fra- low by fn^uenting singles bars at
nightwitotra^ resclts. Y Y. , Y Y Y y; ;
858 ® © TEASERS ONLY Diana’s 
remarks on pre-marital sex are quoted out 
of awteit in the school iiewspaperY(R) Y y
" YtR) yY";;:Y,yy;; Y;; Yy. Y'--. . Y Yy,Y. YvY
Y Y@ © HASTID HART JoaatoaB and Jai-
Y nifer try to ^tKeet a gmferem^Ywitness 
Y YaodJsaccver * kiDsr while vacationiag
Y abcaBdafag3CT jgss8s^train.(R)qi YY
Y © S ® © MAtaSUH, Pi A ee« cw-
respcadgi^ arrives ia HawaiL sq>pase<%
; to Ycevra a nxsttne story; bsit actraDy is 
ssarto irf aaksensattorel assas^ (R): 
ffi O SOSAS FRSWESS Rs^ra Ebert 
aad Gene Ssdkd iKBi 7B E^Kinati 1^ 
=Y.-atwhafsoewattbemovtos.
Y®® MDWE**"iaackisotoAad’TJY” 
<1975. YAavsacre) RqyY Rogers, Clay
Y OBrtoaYA AifterYia toe mosSesc-West
a yciag roaaway bt^Y;Y-;Y- 
® © M3WS **» “Prsdske AsKi The
Y pai”<l9S8.0aaa!5y)I>ebbfab&rT.i:^vid
feven. A woesa} becanes ctegnaal wt^
isY^ttoeB isstcadYiH: tertk YcGStrcI;
f*®Y© 5^ aUt ao^ss ^;VBa
Y tostaDs toe aew kitefifia a^ltaaces and
Y Jktai Abram baiJds a new rear patkx. (R)
— ^ ___________ 5naL/JOURNAL
■: YgjggpnsoCJFME YY-Y.YyYY'Y ■=;YY;Yr’';YY
Y Y ® O JOAME LOVES CHACEI Cbachi
soon regrets his suggestion that Joanie
Y yy spend more time at the college to help
^yjateber homeackness. (R) q" Y Y Y Y 
® © ® © HILL STREET BLUES Die Y
Y Y body of Eeako’s deceased father is stolen.
Y aad Joyce regains some of her faith in the -
Y , criminal JiBtice system. (R) y
Y ® S ® © SNOTS LANDING Karen ;
Y Y and liiiinae spot Gary and: Abby in a’,
iosebtime assignation, and Laura returns 
■ to Ricbarii (H) Y:
Y® © YMOVIE ***% “DuckYSoup"
? Y{1933. Ctensdy) Marx Brothers. MargaretY
Y IksnostY The tyianmral leader of a mythi- 
Y;" caj kiegdraa must deal srith spies pc^g Jis
Y Y Y peanut vratows. .■
® ®NEWS
1050 ® © LETEKPSI^SCHOIX Y Y
Y Y @ © PJt NJWTHWEST Fratared: Fits ;
; Salva^ Yard where old auto parts are big
Y business; Paul Ryan meets a diampion; Y
Y pool playM-. race walking at Green Lake Y Y 
■ 'Y''@(aREira ‘.yy
1150 ® © SeCLOUD ‘Tlien n’esi trop beau
pour toi" A New York, aide d’une jeune y 
femme mannequin, un joueur de football ;
espere retrouver un influent criminel qui
iui doit de I’arger.L ___
; ® ® ® © ® @ NEWS 
© ® ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS
Y ®®K)AP
® © TWO RONNIES 
n55@®NEira 
11:10 ® B EVENING EDITION 
1158 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
: ©©NEWS Y '
1155 © 0 BARNEY MILLER 
ILSO ® O ABC NEWS NIGRTLINE
Y Y ® © TONIGHT Host: YJohnny Carson.
Guests: David Brenner, Bob Uecker.
® @ CUSB-UP
® © THE RIVER INTHE DESERT A 
film abcTt the Colorado River examines
Y : the water crisis in the Southwest and the:;
attitudes and historical forces which have 
precipitated it.
® m MADANTS PLACE
Y ® CS QUINCY Quincy discoversYthat a , 
surgeon’s inadequate': facilities were
Y responsible for the deaths of a prizefighter 
and a chef.
® ® MOVIE * "Amazing Grace” (1974,
Comedy) Moms Mabley. Slappy White. A
Y pious black woman takes on corrupt Balti- 
Y more politiciais.
11:45 ® ® QUINCy Quincy comes to the ; y ^ 
defense of an old friend and politician who
Y T;vas at the scene the night of a movie star’s 
death.
1155® © MINraS Terry is sent to'ind 
out wbo is threatening a minicab firm in
which Arthur has an interest: <R)
15t»© ® MOVIE *W “The Hunting Par­
ty” (1971, Western) Candice Bergen, Oliver 
Reed. Rape and adultery abound on a bor­
dello-quipped train.
(0)® 700 CLUB . .
TtJ» ® © WEBSmi
® @ MOVIE ** ‘-The B^” (1978, Sci­
ence-Fiction) John Sasdn.Johnterradine.
1250(1) © ' LATE" NIGEfT Y .WITHYDAVID gyS Ys;: s
Y Y LBTTERMAN Guests; actress Divine,
comedian Don Novello.
12:40 ® ® MOCIAHJD A small-town sheriff
Y ; holds McCloud iqpoqsible for the escape 
J of a cattle rustler.
1255 @ 0 MOVIE ** % "Pickup On South 
Street” (1953, Mystery) Richard Widmark,
Jean Peters.
159 ® © SiOCLCHJD McCloud uncovers a
Y unsuspecting Central American countries.
; PHILADELPHIA Winners of the Opera 
Company of Y YPhiladelphiaY / 'Luciano 
Pavarotti International Voice Competition 
join the celebrated tenor in a new produc­
tion of Puccini’s story of love and loss, 
stag^ by Gian Carlo Meriotti: : Y- v
2:80 ® © PLAODOIWMINGO: BilASTER
CLASS The great tenor works with up-and- 
- coming singers from the Philadelphia Col­
lege for the Performing Arts. Y YY Y ;
L^© © NBC news OVERNIGHT . . , ,,
OSTOBNEWHART 
155® © MOVIE ** “Claudine" (1974,
Drama): Diahann Clarroll, James Earl 
'y-Jones.
xpArms&mms vy
150 ®: ® : ** “Jaws Of Death” (1975,
: Adventure) Richard Jaeckel, Jenifer Bish-
Y bp. An ecology-minded fisherman tries to
Y Y protect great white sharks from hunters. 
5.-W(B © Y **%Y!‘Newnian’S:Law’’ (1974, 
Yi Y Drama):Gebrge Peppard,Y Abe Vigoda. 'An
Y Y honest detective is-set-up for a narcotics 
' ; bust in his apartment and suspended from 
YYYtheforce. ■ .
EVENING
8.-(» ® © C®C EVSHING NEWS Y 
® © LTNCROYABLE HULK 
@ ©ABC NEWSg Y." ;y 
:y5yy-Y© ®NBCNEWSYyy-Y-yY;Y y:
(S O (S O NEWS . ,Y
■yT 5 Y..: ® ®| CSSNEWSy' ■: YY
® @ OJCTOR INTHE HOUSE 
y:Y“ Y 'Ygjj jjj SANFORD AND SON 
® ©HOGAN’S HEROES 
yYyy yY y (j3) ® THATSUFE Y 
8:80 ® ©.© © NEWS Y Y 
YYyyYh © @ ®: © CFL FOOTBALL Toronto 
ArgonauU at Calgary SUmpeders 
® 0 P51MAGA2NE A look at the pw- 
XXX- sible existence of extraterrestrial life 
forms; meet Bud aiid Thelma Olsen who 
collect rocks that look like food, 
ffl @ BIKHNESS RSyORT 
YyYsyK® ® BOB ?JEWHART
@ ® CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENC3
® ® WHAT WILL THEY THINK OP
NESDyY-YyYyyY'yJy-
7;©9 @ © DO YOU REMEMBER Y y : y 
® ^ TELEJOURNAL R^IONAL 
® © PJH NORTHWEST Featured: 
Y ; |Y?rejX)2te ftom the Puyallup Fair; a feature 
■YY on a local film maker who is producing an 
■ animated version ofTheY Wizard Of Oz; 
SiY;Y Geoff Smith recalls his travels in ThailandY: 
® © EinERTAlNMENT ■TONIGHT Y
. ®©NEWS
® ® MACNEEL / LEHRER REPORT 
dS ® HOGANS HEROES
Y ®®M‘A*S*H
(j® ® VANCOUVER
7:50® @ THE FACTS OF LIFE Natalie 
: vows revenge when Blair reveals some 
: embarrassing information about her. (R) 
©©TELEJOURNAL 




{g) ® MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:85 ® © AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:60 ® @ ® © THE FANTASTIC MISS 
: PIGGY SHOW International superstar 
Miss Piggy is joined by George Hamilton, 
John Ritter, Tony Clifton and a cast of 
Muppet characters in her very first varie­
ty special.
Y ® © DIAMANTCSE
® ® THE POWERS OF JdATTHEW 
STAR (Premiere) A super-powered teen 
faces danger on Earth from assassins sent 
from his home planet of Quadris.
® ©THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Daisy 
gets the opportunity to become a NASCAR 
driver. (R)
Y O ® MOVIE **% "The Kentuclcian” 
(1955, Adventure) Burt Lancaster, Diana 
Lynn: A man and his son fight their way 
acrc^ the Kentucky Territory into Texas. 
® £0 MOVIE *** "Night Watch” 
(1971, Mystery) Elizabeth Taylor, Lau­
rence Harvey. An attractive woman can-
'not convince her skeptical husband that 
she has seen a murder taking place in the 
deserted house across the courtyard. 
855® @ WASHINGTOrf ' WEaEK IN 
■ review^ YY Y , Y..: ■ Y Y'. . -
8:^ ®© GENIES SN HERBE 
8:40 ® © WALL |TREET WEEK “A Fall 
Of Profits?’;’ Guest: Barton Biggs, manag­
ing director, Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc.
050 (® @ (T) © DALLAS Cliff’s mother
Y asks him to resign, Bobby contacts Farra- 
day’s underworld connections, and Mitch
Y leav^ Dallas and Lucy. (R) __
® © HORS SSRIE; MATTRES ET
Y VALETS“Porte disparu” Porte disparu, le 
major Bellamy est finalement retrouve
Ygravement blesseen France.
(i) @ im GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO Ralph and Maxwell investigate the 
disappearance of a clown from a traveling 
YY circus.(R)
® © MOVIE *t<i “The Martian Chroni- 
, cles: Tae Settlers” (Part 2) (1980, Science-
Y : Fiction) Rock Hudson, Gayle Hunnicutt. In
FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 17,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 1 10:30
(2) Remember Facts Of Life Fantastic Miss Piggy Show Dallas The National • Journal
(3) Regional Teleiournal Vendredi Genies Maitres El Valets Reperes
® PM Northwest The Muppets Fantastic Miss Piggy Show The Greatest American Hero Strike Force
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Powers Of Matthew Star NBC Movie: "The Martian Chronicles"(Pa.d2)
CfL Football: Toronto Argonauts At Calgary Stampeders Confri Fast Company T.J. Hooker
(7) News Family Feud | The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
® CFL Football: Toronto Argonauts At Calgary Stampeders Cont’d [Fast Company The Dukes Of Hatzard
® MacNeil Adventure Wash. Week Wall Street The Great Radio Comedians
m Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie: "The Kentuckian" News
m M.AS.H. Mary T. Moore Movie: "Night Watch" M.A.S.H. News
m Vancouver Movie: "Maid In America"
the year 2004, the rapidly growing human 
population of Mars learns of the presence 
of other beings on the planet, and of an 
impending war on Earth. (R)
53) @9 MOVIE "Maid In America” (1982, 
Made-for-TV) Susan Clark, Alex Karras. 
After applying for a position as live-in 
maid to a prominent Boston family and 
being denied the job, a man goes to court 
and sues the clan on a charge of discrimi­
nation. __
9:15 ® O THE GREAT RADIO COMEDI­
ANS George Bums, Grade Allen, Jack 
Benny and more reminisce and re-create 
the golden era of radio comedy during the 
’30s and ’40s.
9:80 ® © ® 0 FAST COMPANY (Season 
Premiere) Alan Thicke starts a second 
year of hosting interview and entertain­
ment highlights; opening gu^ts include 
Susan Jacks, Tom Levin. Brenda Vaccaro, 
Martin Mull, Leslie Nielsen, Phyllis Diller, 
Arte Johnson, Ryan Styles. Jerry Seinfeld, 
Tino l.ettieri and Lome Greene.
10:00 (I) @ THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
©©REPERES
® @ STRIKE FORCE Murphy and 
members of his special team search for a 
woman who is killing conventioneers. (R) 
® ©TJ. HOOKER Officers Hooker and 
Romano accidentally discover an illegal 
weapons operation. (R)
® @ FALCON CHEST Angie uses her 
late husband’s newspaper to defame Chase 
and protect her empire. (Part 2) (R)
(1) o THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Boss 
Hogg pins an illegal gambling operation on 
the Dukes. (R)
(D) ffi NEWS 
(S1©M»A»S‘H 
10;a»fi3)©NEWS
1150® © C3NEMA **t(i “Un homme est 
mort" (1972, Policier) Jean-Louis Trinti- 
gant, Ann-Margret. Ayant abattu un mag- 
nat de la pegre aux EUts-Unis, un tueur a 
gages francais se voit poursuivi par un 
autre tueur.
® O ® O CD 0 news
@ 0 ® O CTV NA’nONAL NEWS 
® m STARSKY AND HUTCH 
(J2) (EJ TWO RONNIES 
dD ® MOVIE **ti “The Raiders" 
(1964. Western) Robert Culp. Brian Keith. 
Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane and Buf­
falo Bill help to get a railroad extended to 
Texas when a group of Texans driving 
their cattle to Kansas are bushwacked. 
11:05® ©news
11:10 ® O masterpiece THEATRE 
“Testament Of Youth” Vera, inspired to 
become a wartime nurse, survives the 
drudgery of her training and looks forward 
to a Christmas reunion with Roland. (Part
1150 ©0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(SQNEWS
1155 ® © BARNEY MILLER 
11:80 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE
® 0 ’TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guests: William F. Buckley Jr., Tony Ran­
dall.
®0 CLOSE-UP
® (B MOVIE * * Mi “Hardhat And Legs" 
(1980, Comedy) Kevin Dobson, Sharon 
Gless. An amorous construction worker 
begins a complicated and humorous
romance with an attractive sex education 
teacher. (R)
11:45® 0 MOVIE *** “Jackson County 
Jail” (1976, Drama) Yvette Mimieux, Tom­
my Lee Jones. A young woman’s cross­
country journey becomes a nightmare of 
imprisonment, rape and murder when she 
is detained in a small Western town with 
no identification. (R)
11:55 ® 0 MOVIE * * “Bad Men Of Miss­
ouri” (1941, Western) Dennis Morgan, Jane 
Wyman. The Younger brothers find them-
selves on the ether side of the law when
they resist carpetbaggers seizing land to 
make way for a railroad.
12:00® O FRIDAYS Guest hosts; Tony 
(Jeary and Genie Francis. Guests: Devo.
(R)
om SOLID GOLD 
12.55 © O WEBSTER
© o MOVIE **% “Kid Blue” (1973. 
Western) Dennis Hopper, Warren Oates. 
12:80 © O serf NETWORK Guest: coun­
try-rock singer Carl Perkins.
© BOB NEWHART
12:55 ® © CINEMA *** "Valdez" (1971.
Western) Burt Lancaster. Susan Clark.
1:00 O ® NEWS
1:30® O MOVIE **14 “Kiss, Kiss, Kill, 
Kill!” (1974, Suspense) Michael Jayston. 
Helen Mirren.
1:85 ® O MOVIE * * * “Fraternity Row" 
(1977, Drama) Peter Fox, Gregory Harri­
son.
1:45 ® O NEWS
(ID © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE- 
2:00 © 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT
SATURDAY EVENING SEPTE]MBER18,1932
7:00 7:30 8:00 3:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
f2) Raffi’s Really Bi£ Show Be Brave Going Great The Hawk
TBA
(Ti FilmO'Arl Cinema: "Les Dents De La Mer”
Telejourna!
f4l NCAA Football; Michigan At Notre D iitie Cont’d Lawrence'Welk T.J. Hooker
(Ti KING 5 Magazine Diffrent Strokes NBC Movie: "Meatballs"
(T Bizarre Circus Alice Movie; "Silver Streak”
(Ti
— —I—----- - - —H
Donahue Walt Disney CBS Movie: “The Shootist"
(T Dill. Strokes Circus T.J. Hooker CTV Movie: "Meatballs”
(T The Making 01 Si perman Movie; "Duck Soup” Fawlty Towers More Country Classics
(H) Buck Rogers
Movie: “The Ugly American" 1^®'''® :.
(i2) The Avengers Jerry falwell Special Movie: “Can-Can"





® Q NCAA FOOTBAU Michigan 




® O NATIONAL GBOGRAPfflC SPE­
CIAL "Dive To The Edge Of Creation” A 
deep-dive expedition off the Galapagos 
Islands reveals exotic forms of sea life 
nourished by bacteria which convert 
chemicals into organic matter. (R) 
dSflO STAR TREK
O © WEEK'S END ___ ____
WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
NEXT!
8.-a> (S O THE FRIENDLY GIANTR SPE­
CIAL SURPIUSB Friendly (played by Bob 
Homme) and his puppet friends Rusty the 
Rooster and Jerome the Giraffe plan the 
biggest music concert ever performed at
their castle. Q ___ _
® S JACK PATERA The head coach of 
the Seahawks will discuss tomorrow’s 
game against the Houston Oilers. 
®0NOWPLAY!NG 
© 0NEWS
® ® UNTAMED WORLD A Belgian sci­
entist and his assistants learn new facts 
about the life of the chimpanzee. (R) 
dD© PINK PANTHER 
(Q)® WORLD ALIVE ' '
TKW ® © RAFFTS REALLY BIG SHOW 
The popular’ children’s entertainer 
highlights the fifth annual Vancouver Chil­
dren’s F^tival in a program featuring 
comedian Al Simmons, the Canadian 
Opera Company Ehisemble and numerous 
Festival acts.
® © FILM ITART: L’AVENTURE DE 
L’ART MfffiERNE: MAX BIIL 
® 0 SING 5 MAGAZINE "Our Ethnic 
Connections”
® 0 BIZARRE (Season Premiere) Host 
John Byner and a repertory company of 
players begin a third season of comic luna­
cy spoofing popular people and topics; 
skits include a visit to a cheap plastic sur- 
■ geon and an unusual attempt at escaping 
fromjprison.
® O DONAHUE “Trident Nuclear Sub­
marine Controversy” Guests: Donald Hell- 
man, Ph.D., professor of political science 
and international studies at the University 
of Washington; Charles A. Meconis, Ph.D., 
of the Seattle Religious Peace Action Coa­
lition.
® 0 DIFFRENT STROKES When 
Arnold and a friend are terrorized by bul­
lies, Willis comes to his aid and is beaten 
up so badly he lands in the hospital. (Part
ffl*® THE MAKING OF SUPERMAN 
THE MOVIE Christopher Reeve hosts a 
behind-the-scenes look at the 1978 block­
buster with film clips, outUkes and inter­
views with some of the film’s stars.
Qj)® BUCK ROGERS 
® © THE AVENGERS 
(S) ® ^VIE * * * “The Children Of An 
Lac” (1980, Drama) Shirley Jones, Ina Bal- 
in. The true story of two American wom­
en’s attempts to evacuate a large group of 
war orphans from Vietnam during the 
communist takeover is told,
7:M® 0 ® © CIRCUS (Season-Prem­
iere) Cal Dodd and Sherisse Laurence start 
their fifth year by welcoming trainer Lee 
Keener and North America’s largMt per­
forming elephant, rolling-globe artists Los 
Dubans, clown Emmett Kelly Jr. and the 
Great Tarelbas on the flying trapeze.
8.-00 (S © A TIME TO BE BRAVE A timid
young girl (Cynthia Debassige) finds her­
self forced to confront and conquer her 
greatest fear to save the life of her father 
(Ron Cook) after a freak accident.
(©© CINEEIA *«*% “Les dents de la 
mer” (1975, Drame) Roy Scheider, Richard 
Dreyfuss. Sur une ile cotiere, un requin 
d’une taille gigantesque et d’une grande 
ferocite fait des ravages p^ toj^ages.
(i) 0 DIPF’RENT When
Arnold and a friend are terrorized by bul- 
li^, Willis comes to his aid and is l^ten 
up so badly he lands in the hcspital. (R)
(f) 0 iOJCE Mel’s mother comes to 
Phoenix to invest in real estate and pro­
mote her new cookbook. (H)
® 0 WALT DISNEY “Gus, The Pigskin 
Mule” A Yugoslavian mule, hired by a los­
ing football coach, helps the team begin a 
remarkable winning streak. (Part 2)
(S © CHIPS Jon and Ponch try to stop a 
gang war from erupting in Ponch’s old 
neighborhood. (R)
® © MOVIE “Duck Soup”
(1933, Comely) BJarx Brothers, Margaret 
Dumont. Tlie t^annical leader of a msdhi- 
cal kingdom must deal with spies posing as 
peanut vendors.
(D) © MOVIE if** “The Ugly Ameri­
can” (1863, Drama) Marlon Brando, Eiji 
Okada. An idealistic ambassador to a 
Southeast Asian republic is confronted 
with hostility in his host nation.
O ® JERRY FALWELL
8:S0® ® GOING GREAT Chris
Makepeace hosts a preview of an upcom­
ing series for teenage viewers that focuses 
on the lifestyles and accomplishments of 
youths across Canada.
(® 0 MOVIE •*** “Silver Streak” 
(1976, Comedy) Gene Wilder, Jill Clay- 
burgh. A mild-mannered book editor acci­
dentally becomes entangled in romance 
and the bizarre plot of a cunning art thief 
during a cross-country train ride. (Viewer 
Discretion Advised)
0:03 (® © THE HAWK The personal life 
and career of Canadian “rockabilly” music 
star Rompin’ Ronnie Hawkins are traced. 
® 0 MEMOKIBS WITH LAWRENCE 
WM . .
(I) 0 ® ® MOVIE A “Meatballs" 
(1979, Comedy) Bill Murray, Chris 
Makepeace. The head counselor at a sum-
J mer camp for underachievers inspires his 
charges but strikes out when he tries to 
impress his female counterpart. (R) .
® 0 (H) ® MOVIE *** “The Shoo- 
tist” (1976, Western) John Wayne, Lauren 
Bacall. An aging gunfighter seeks to live 
out his final days in peace despite persis­
tent challenges of would-be successors to 
his fame and respect. (R)
(S) © MOVIE “Can-Can” (1960,
Musical) Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine, 
Score by Cole Porter. A cafe owner 
defends her rights when her dance hall is 
raided because of “lewd” dancing. ;
8:89 ® gl FAWLTY TOWERS
1&90 ® 0 TJ. HOOKER Sgt. Hooker’s only 
clue to the identity of a psychotic preying 
on females is a new Bible left at the scene 
of each attack. (R)
l&OS ® © MORE COUNTRY CLASMCS
SUNDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 19,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 i 10:30
(2) Emmy Awards Cont'd Keep In Fam. Unexpected Monte Carlo Arthritis: A Dialogue
(Ti Metro Les Beaux Dimanches Telejournal Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches
® Code Red Emmy Awards
(T Sleeler & Pittsburgh Kid CHiPs NBC Movie: "Men 01 Steel"
® Dill. Strokes | Day At Time Quincy W5
® 60 Minutes Computers | To Be Announced Trapper John, M.D.
(T That's Incredible Quincy w5 :
(T The Fred Waring Show Cont’d Gala Of Stars 1982
(Ti) Solid Gold Laugh Trax Probe Contact 60M.P.H. 1 Collage
(12) Streets 01 San Francisco Movie; “Goodbye, Columbus” 60 Minutes
SD 60 Minutes Classics, Dark & Dangerous Movie; “Men Of Steel" -
This special rounds up more than a dozen 
memorable highlights from the long-ruh-r ; 
ning hit series Austin City Limits. „ 
ie-J8 (i) @ TOBS AKNOUNCSi®
® © LE TELSJOURNAL x/
-. NtHJVm.^ mi SPC®T^
(0 ® MOVIE **Vi “Arena” (1953, Dra­
ma) Gig Young, Jean Hagen. Suct^x 
almost ruins the marriage of a rodeo cow-r ; 
boy.'.-:'
11:19 ® © THE NATIONAL
' ®0®©C1WNATIONALNBWBC -x
(OD © CANADIAN MUSIC The group 
Streetheart performs. (Simulcast with; 
CFOX Radio.) ■■■v;,: '-.
im ® © dNiSiA **yt “O.K. LaUberte'^:
(1973,Comedi8)Jacque8Godin,LuceGuil- 
bauit. A 40 ans, Paul Laliberte perd son; 
cmploi en meme temps que M femme ne 
- veut plus vivre avec ltd.
11:16® ©NEWS
1139 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS x 
'..::(!)© NEWS -
11:19 ® €9 MUSIC MAKSaS IN CONCERT 
“Peter Allen And The Rockettes’’
® 0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host: 
Danny De Vito. Guests: The Sparks. (R)
® 0 movie Vi “Crazy Joe" (1974, 
Drama) Peter Boyle, Paula Prentiss. Joey 
Gallo reigns as a Mafia leader unUi he is 
shot down in 1972. ' x"
(@ © MOVIE ***^ “The Russians 
Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming” 
(1966, Comedy) Carl Reiner, Eva Marie 
Saint. Cape Cod residents become involved ; 
in an international incident when a mis- :' 
directed Soviet submarine appears in their 
'‘V■■:'.'waters.^■v.:'-' -
1136® © IRA ALLEN: REAL LIVE 
COUNTRY STAR This special showcases : 
the award-winning entertainer performing 
on stage and captures his thoughts about 
his work and music. ,
11:66 ® © WEEKEND IN SPORTS ;
1230 @ © MOVIE ★*ilrV4“The Hustler’’ 
(1961, Drama) Paul Newman, Jackie Glea- > 
son. A pool shark loses his girlfriend and 
his self-respect, but regains his pride after 
beating the man responsible at his own; 
game.
OD ® MOVIE ***14 "The Romantic : 
Englishwoman” (1975, Drama) Glenda 
Jackson, Michael Caine. A writer’s suspi­
cions are confirmed when his wife’s lover 
appears at their home without an ihyita- 
'■■.■■tionx:..';'-'’''''..
T2H^ (3) 0 MOVIE **V4“Last Of The Red 
Hot Lovers” (1972, Comedy) Alan Arkin,,
Saliy Kellerman. ; X ; ;
® © filOVIE ***Vi “It’s A Mad, Mad. 
Mad, Mad World" (1963, Comedy)^^ Vx ^
. -X -X ■ . x;-... XV X. ' x - . x x ■ , - - ; . X.-x- ^ ,x-- ■ x .
! MONDAY EVin^G^^^^ x^ Sii^pTi!IMBER20,1982
--- ^----- --- ’Y------ ■
7:00 7:30
8i00 8:30 9:00 i 9:30 i 10:00 1 10:30
:® Our Way X x- X Archie Bunker Thirty Yeats Plus One ; :
The - ks^nal X;
-------- """I"';—“
m Regional; Telejaurnai Tele-Selection; "Grands Romans -.ITHomme En Cotere"; x ::
x; xv. i fetoiMs ; x.;
® NFL Football: Green Bay Packets Al New York Giants X X
Oies Ctopb^ j tows ' : x
M Entertairiment TfcTac Dough Little House On Waitie :
NEC ilfcvie: "Coming Home" x v ; x
:® Thrill ieffersons: Little House On The Prairie
CTVSfovie ; ■' . x xxl.;;: x.:;: :xx;--r :X:
X® Nev« : x; Family Feud; MAS.H • WKRPlnCin.
CSS ^vie: “Maid In America" X x ; x
:Sqap-;x:xxx Thrill :X Benson /V Bizane
CTVHavie’ x x.x; . xxX-XxX.x v-x- ;■ x.r x
® MacNeil' Adventure; Numero Uno Unexpected ^
Tonight. ScandinavG! ; ; x x . Doranentary .
m Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple - ;
1 Movie: “Last Summer" ; x x;x .. News —
MAS.H, ixx Mary T. Moore
1 Movie: "Guess Who’s Coming To Dinner” . ::|aAm jtess
m VancouverX --x-x::.::x:
• X . ; X1 jjQyie^-Coming tone ■. ,
Te I&aer” (1967, Cesae^>
Pettier, ^thariae ^ieia. A Seal 
yam* fcer fisscc feexsse to
bir&day, Les that he’s gomg to
Ne» y«t to Ufe a st» «tdevMe
X ®©S2aSSBF^atsre!tag!sa«Btar-
i- eet^erisriarxaeesea-
® ©TAISOFTSS OIQSPSCB® 
9:39 ® 0 @ 0 MDVIE **** "Canh^ 
&s»" (137*. mama) Jane Fooda, Jsb 
Vd^ T^mte a a Maztoe captas falls 
m lore wSi an eaKtteel
: Vaetom warvetHaawSSeBerta^asdis
owiseas. fB) (PsPEtal a
■ : advised) " ; -
® e ® Q ® © Msms *ta«ksAnd ISaaa: A Ht^al Bamaace-{Rresaere,
=; Rccance) Cstberiae OAts3jer2.^<^isto-
^clsr kola at wok mi m:
e^ikrisg toe trakmg aad 
li apBTmts aemeaaagy ler hsr_sse:t&
m - ' ■ ■' ' " x^'-'
ifS® MADAMS PUME 
® © TSAI7SS XJiaL MIL Trapper 
Mxt nwersTi try to ksep a Vltisaai wks
ea ks ^ R-
s @ MCVS ** -^Se- Eed Stt^?
Enoe^ (19@. Ce»edy) RRa
Sb-Ra^ KeisrdaoB. Stas^ eSeets |Aa-
gae toe S sauisore sastsfy's
5^^8:W®©CBC‘eVENINGNSWS;:;;x
® © LE VAGAm>NDSTC “Le5 feui de
Ia’rampe”-.xX x- xx.-x:
® © ABC f®WS gX :x..
® 0'NBC NEWS X X X.
®0®ONEWS
“x®0CBSNEWS.“_x;-- ..X ;■ x:
X i ® © DOCTOR IN THE HOIKE 
Wo © SANFORD AND a)N - x- .
©■ HOGANS HEROES- ■ 
o 0 CHARLIES ANGELS 
6:83 ® © 1SSRS HUMAINE STC
■ ®il®0NEWS: X
X ® 0 PJg. MJUJASNB A German wom­
an who came to the U.S. to find a husbM^
go to a Barbershop Harmony sing-off. 
^ “ BUSINESS REPORT®®-------------------
03 © CAROL BURNETT AND
““FRiEND8“xxx:.;X-v ..x;
7^ @ © SESINQ IT OUR WAY 
“(3) © TELEJOURNAL RBGKHfAL 
: ® ® NFL POOIHALL Green &y Pack- 
. ers at New York Giants g , :
® 0 BN^aWAIKMSNTIXOTGHT 
(t) 0 THRILL (»■ A U^niBSE Fea- 
tur^: a fireman Mts off the cannons in a
Toronto Symphony performance' of “The
1812 OvKtare”; playmate Sbans<» Tweed 
/ returns; a schoolteacher gives scries host 
Doug Paulson a surprise, g
®0NHWS;x :
®©a)AP
® © MAQISIL / LEHRER RS=<Ha'
© ® HCKSAHS HESfSS 
”(11)©M*A'’^H :
©©VANCOOV® _
7:^® © ARCHIE EUNKSiS PLMS 
Stephanie tries to capture the “real" 
Archie OB film for a photo contet.
®©TSEJOURKAL 
® © THIIVKIIKKIGH 
® O TBE JEFFBISCKiS 
X ®®FAMILyFEUD
ij) © TSEEL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured: a fireman sets off the cannons in a
Toronto Symphony pefiamaiKC of “TSse 
“ T812 Overture”; playmate Shannon Tweed 
returns; a schoolteadjer gives safes best 
Doug Paulson a surprise, g
P©<fflD(XKJHS 
03 © MARY TYLER SHXfflS 
7:S ® © AMSaCAN-ADVSmJHB 
5:69 ® © THIRTY YEARS HJ3 ONE 
Patrick Wat^ hosts a review of CBC 
Television’s past three decades and pre­
laws the network’s upowning seasos^ 
among the highlights are Lome Great's
icstalteent and toe recdlectiaB <d g<asts
inrfratjng Gedoo PinseK, Jifes VemoB, 
Roltat Goal^ &san dark, Barry Mosse, 
Juliate, JtAasny Wayoe and FYaidc Shsta-
a^d pro&iccr-dircctEffNcxnttc JewisoiL
® gg “Les graefe
rtanans: L’Himime ai cs^re" {19W, Poii- 
cser) Veotersv Ar^ Diekirg^ Aa 
Canada. SB teetga de tetro^ter
SO! fils n’ayaut pa idefiftor te
; davaitetrelesiea.;:'x'..; .';.X;:-’'x; ; ;
® S ® © iimz BOOS f»i THE
ppimm Isaiah Edwar& seeks 3^^ 
with the togafis when h» atassaism naK 
his marriage and his frtonds torn tiser
badsoahint'IH}''’': ;-x-:-x-"X;XX-..
CD © Wlsito^ work^ in the
iewabat zKie, I&wkeye eoGsss ssitor ^vy
ifire ami begha drawing his last wiB and
- testament (H) x-,:xx:"-;X;
(gy g} BeMoa encourages the
; roembets of/a street gang who toe
fsHtned a maistenata* c«3pai^ to h«i OT 
a gov«nanad««tract{B)g :
® @ MUMSiO UNO Ameicaa dsccs
thrower Al Oerter, toe ody track and 
athlrte to win gsW medals at foor siXMs- 
sive (Hvn^sas^ »
{Q) si SS3VIS *** “Last Sammer*
(1989, Drama) Bartiara H«^^, Rtoa«d 
xlteKME. A aewcoBB- dsar^B tla Aarm-: 
ter rf s snsaB. ckae groep of SM&agers 
vacatmoc^ oa Fire Island.
03 ® 9gigTg **★* “Gaes Who’s
: brtwen Lady Kara peaces as>d ftface
Qaries is dramatized.
® © TCSCaST, SCAHMSAViAl Tbs 
leaders cf five ScasSaaviaa eosAms 
attend a n^^al tiin!^ to the ralteral 
toacyt^Scaafe^iah^attoeieia^ 
^ Orrts  ̂Halt Nsvi& Mamner hosto 
frith ^isst perfoRisers iariuiliflg Brr^t 
fSbsoB. JaSto^^sa aodVklsr Borga 





® @ © HESS
X ® Q MASERPIES DQC3IMES7A-
/; EIES -X ' xxx 'x. . . -xx
I19e®@SBiO0ieT^S_ X
X ®SASCKEWSIOtSnJSiB_x_
® © ® © CTV 
X : (BQSSSSx. - 
issmsoAP ^x-
@®TWOKatHlES x= 
xli^®QNSWS.. " X ;_.x^ 
lldS ® O^KODUVSI SSAKDKE^
;x - ®©SEWS. 
lia ® © BABHEY HHISS 
11:38 ® © lES JCSDACHE Les dax SSs
d’BBe famiHe dTmnagratds asx Etate-ISss
se ^^y****^^ gaas aiirt TattesSisai«leisr 
pere. - ' ' '
ll5»(f> S SIAI^SS xm. MJD. G«to 
X.G^e^ a VktsKB vrterssi asj^Bes for *
poK sta iKSefce^stolizrtaieaiegeacy
cases to fnac a held fire, i E)
ms® © MOSIS **i* *Ti»a”
Drama) Abh Sta:^ lioot AiwSL A
iA »S mataaliitic wssam Seami tte 
. of titortacbe. v'sei to hecexnes :.
x= isvsIvrtlwaiiatoiBancBesSes^rt: ; x 
HM® Q TESSSTC^CiBS^ Eoit:
Carson: QmEs Cfowies Nelsra 
Regfo. I%te Barisetti. V stor feoMi. Tto 
Brdav.m /x ; '.X: -:
: (saasGia a x'-x'-'/
1166®©WmSSB 5 4-: X : -X' ■
- ® o Meryls **:“r&e Last-
(197^ lte«Ea> Ssazt Waitnas. Jto 04- 
Be. ; = X
1339® O M3VIS **H“StoJa“ r-««. 
WesteralLee VaaOeef.
© ':C!X2IMSO zs^story. Wfster -
■“ sses6at^t«rowafirt;tol ts^tor^cts 
:: X toasenfetoedeatorfhertoece-x
HM® O 0*2100 A WK&@ ato for 
ClsBEto^ to seq^ects tost to
1^® @ tABI WET WTEH DAY©
X lETBSMAN Gaetix eeeaeSsis^ Bsto ;
ESiost'aadfti^Gadtog;*to»artjsi&E i. 
X :7fajgg^tofeato^Ma3Big.(R) x 'xX.
x.ldaQ©B^SBWB*I^ . x;:-;
- 135® O JSIVIE *■**■ "E^ Fas^:
: <1915, Advetore) . Mstotoi. ;
-X AfogBates. :r .r x.,; :::x.,x.. ..x
258® © i®csaramiffiSS®T 
2.56® O MOVS LsgeEd CS
HeQ feuse" asn. Hto^Paseia F.-ato
to,HaddyMtatoa2. 
m m Mjssi m3K23503
®© TSATS WCBSSSSSM Fatead:
aa erpat hatchet ttowen Siamese twsss
are SBceessfeHy sqsratod; a jssce of a 
ria^hdpssolveabrstalsaader.®
®0 K1SS X X
®©CICS&CF 'X “x --x._x^.^xx^
(1) © t» SIMS WITH
GIA pre^ this jomi Abssxsh
X 6 SEWS :.X-:X ^ x:. “ ^x
xmm © MOT2B
-- Drama) EShoeCGBlCRjtottoke; X-xx
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® 0 ® © QUESTION PERIOD 
Moderator Bruce Phillips and a panel of 
guest journalists interview top newsmak­
ers on current domestic and international 
issues.
03 © I DREAM OP JEANNIE 
5-(M) @ @ EMMY AWARDS John Forsythe 
and Mario Thomas host the 34th edition of
these awards honoring excellence in tele­
vision programming, to be telecast live 
from the Pasadena Civic Auditorium, p
(1)0 NEWS 
® 0 FOR THE RECOW)
® O ® © UNTAMED WORLD The 
interdependent system of plant and animal 
life on the plains of southeast Africa is 
examined. (R)
(T) 0 P.M BSAGAZINE SPECIAL EDI­
TION
(D) ffl INCREDIBLE HULK 
ODOBUCKROGESIS 
dD © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK ___ 
5:10® O A LOVE CLASS: WITH LEO
3USCAGLIA One of Dr. Leo Buscaglia’s
famous “Love” classes at the University of 
Southern California is re-enacted.





850 ® © SCIBNCE-REALITB 
(1) O TOWN BfEBTING “Dixy Lee Ray” 
® 0 KLINGER AND COMPANY 
® 0® ® NEYra 
® @ FACE THE NA'nON 
® © THE FRED WARING SHOW Fred 
Waring and his Ulented young singers per-
form classic tunes, contemporary hits.
movie and Broadway themes and patriotic 
selections in a concert taped at the Her- 
shey Theater in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
(0) © STAR TREK 
QD ©M*A*S»H
0D © EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS 
8:30 ® as LE TEMPS PASSE 
®@ HOW COME?
® 0 ® © FOR THE RECORD 
® @ NEWS 
0DffiM*A*S«H
0D © LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: Keith 
Lynch.
7:00 ® © METRO-BOULOT-DODO STC 
® @ SATURDAY MORNING PAC PRE­
VIEW PARTY Dick aark hosts a preview 
of ABC’s new Saturday morning line-up, 
with special guests Henry Winkler and 
Marty Ingels. '
(1) © THE STEELER AND THE PITTS­
BURGH KID A 9-year-old boy learns
aUOUt values aiiu s»'w •<.>
temporarily adopted by the Pittsburgh 
Steelers.(R)
® 0 DIPFHENT SraOKES When 
Arnold and a friend are terrorized by bul­
lies, Willis comes to his aid and is beaten 
up so badly he lands in the hospital. (Part 
2)(R)
® ® 03 © 60 aSNUTES (Season Prem­
iere)
® ©TEATS INCREDIBLE Featured: a 
pilot attempts to fly a plane through the 
Arc de Triomphe; a New York City wel­
fare recipient becomes a multi-millionaire 
and pays back all the money she received
from welfare; . a stilt. walker on 41-fMt
high stilts; a robbery is re-enacted on Loui­
siana television. (R)
(n)® aiUDGOLD 
02) © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30 ® © LES BEAUX DDiaANCHES 
"Serge Lama au Palais des Congres”
® O BANJO THE WOODPILE CAT Ani­
mated. A spunky runaway cat finds excite­
ment and friendship in the big city. (R)
~ “ ay AT A TIME Barbara® 0 ONE DA’._________
and Mark decide that they want a quick
and easy wedding ceremony. (Part 2) x 
850 ® @ KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
@ @ EMMY AWARDS John Forsythe 
and Mario Thomas host the 34th edition of 
these awards honoring excellence in tele­
vision programming, to be telecast from 
the Pasadena Civic Auditorium, g 
(I) © CHIK Jon and Ponch try to stop a 
gang war from erupting in Ponch’s old 
neighborhood. (R) ;
® 0 ® ® QUINCY While aboard a 
luxury ship, Quincy tries to determine the 
cause of a series of violent deaths. (R) ;x-';_; 
® @ (XiaaPUTERS; MATTS BEST 
FRIEND? : x.:"x'
(® ® GALA OF STARS 1082 Beverly 
Sills hosts an evening of performances by 
top stars in the worlds of opera, dance, 
symphony, chamber music and the theater, 
James Levine is music director for the 
. ■■ gala, x- ■ -x^-- -X
(T5® LAUGH TRAX 
03 © MOVIE * * * (4 “Goodbye, Colum­
bus" (1069, Comedy) Richard Benjamin, 
All MacGraw. A young man vacationing 
with the family of a wealthy businessman 
has a secret love affair with the tycoon’s 
daughter.
03 © CLA^CS, DARK AND DANGER-
8:K® @ TAL^ OF THE UNEXPECTED 
® © LS TELEJOURNAL 
® @ TO BE ANNOUNCED 
8:66 ® © LES BEAUX DIMAKCHES "Les 
Grands Esprits" X
959® @ MONTS CAMX) SHOW Guest: 
Juliet Prowse.
® 0 MOVIE * “Men Of Steel” (1980, 
Drama) Lee Majors, Jennifer O'Neill. A 
beautiful woman is assisted _ by a tough 
construction foreman in running the com­
pany she inherits after her father’s suspi­
cious, “accidental” death:
“ (n)®PROBE , X\“x ; .x: “ XX . :
03 © MOVIE * “Steel” (1980, Drama) 
Lee“Jajors, Jennifer O’Neiil. A beautiful 
woman is assisted by a tough construction 
foreman in running the company she 
inherits after her father’s suspicious, 
“accidental” death; •
9:30 05 ffl CONTACT . “
950 © © LES BEAUX DMANCHES “Les 
Cboralies”10:00 C2) ® AHTHRmS: A DIALOGUE 
WITH PAIN The disease that can ateck 
any joint of the body at any age is exa­
mined through interviews that suggest 
one's state of mind may have a i direct 
bearing on one’s physical condition. ; x:
(S O (1) © W6 (Season Premiere) 
Dennis McIntosh joins Helen Hutchinson, 
Henry Champ and Jim Reed as a regular 
as the public-affairs series begins a new. 
season of investigative reports; opening
topics include Canadian foreign aid for a 
project in Algiers, a mysterious disease in 
Banff, Alb , employees who sue over their 
wrongful dismissal and the comedy publi­
cation Mad Magazine.
® © TRAPPER JOHN, MJ). Stanley 
cracks under the pressure of being desert­
ed by the rest of the hospitel gang. (R)
X :-0S ffl SoatPH.. : xV’^x-.:^x::-.
® © 60 MINUTES (Season Premiere)
1650 05 ffl COLLAGE 
1050 ® © SPORT-DIMANCHB 
1156 @ © THE NATIONAL
: ® El ® ® ® X *
® 0 ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS
0Sffl7eOCLUB _
; 02) © PAWLTY TOWERS 
: ‘03 © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK
1155 ® © CIN&a2B * * M. "Quartorze; 
Juillet” (1932, Comedie) Annabella, 
(Jeorges Rigaud. Apres bien des deboirra, - 
le destin reunirs a nouveau deux^ “ 
d’enfance, deja ^ epris run ide Tautre. ;-
(Precede de “Presentation du Cme-club”)
11:15® ©NEWS 
®0 ABC NEWS
1156 ® © ® © NEWS ^ XV x. 
!!:«> ® ® !^VIE **% “Blood Feud
(1973, Mystery) James Stewart, Sirpther 
Martin. A small town historian become 
involved in a murder that is linked to a , 
century-long fight between' neighboringx
'■'..families.: ■ '■'x''':'::’x::^'Xxx
® ® &H>V1E **(4 “Your Money Or: 
Your Wife” (1972, Drama) Ted Bessell; 
lEUzabeth Ashley. A writer plots to have an 
actress kidnapi^ during a scene he wrote. ( 
©fflCBSNBNra
® © BfiOVIE *-*^! “Dan Candy’s Law’“ 
(1973, Drama) Donald Sutherland, Kevin ;’ 
McCarthy. When his buddy is slain, a mild-: 
mannered Mountie t^mes :a desperate;: 
banter, out to get the Indian he feels is. 
“^sponsible.
11:65 (2) @ WEEK®® IN.SPORT8 
© £i ALL IN THE FABIH^V 
IL-f^ @ © MOVIE * **; “Mr. Denning 
Drives North” (1953, Suspense) John Riills, 
Sam Wanamaker. A corpse (disappears ; 
when detectives try to prove that a murder ;
' has been committ^.
X 03; © CAROL BURNETT“ANp: 
FRIENDS ^ ^
^ X12H» s ® MOVIE ; * * * “Such; .Good ;
: Friends” (1971, Comedy) Dyan Cannon.
; : James Coco.
X ® @ MOVIE ** “Adventure In Venta-x 
na” (1974) Documentary. Narrated by 
■ Doug McClure.
I&i5© ffl MOVIE *** “Billion Dollar;;
(1967; Adventure)(Michael: Caine,:, 
Francoise Dorleac.
12:36 03 ffl NEWS
(13 © BOBNEWIHART 
1:WI® ©NEWS 
1:16 ® © NOTE OF FAITH 
1:30 03 ffl NEWS
2-e5 ® 0 MOVIE * * *“Dirty Mary, Cra-; 
zy Larry" (1974, Adventure) Peter Fonda, 
Susan George.
® © ;MOyiEx*;“99:andi:44; /.; 100%;S 
: Dead”:(1974, Adventure)’Richard;Harra3
Eldmond O’Brien.
: ; 2:ie© @NEip " - ' :
|iT§ESDM^EVENmGxxv!;v: r. ............ . . . — SEPTiUMBERSSi, 1982
7:00 7:30 8:001
8:30 j 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
x@; Jimmy Ph air; Yes Minister: x fifth Estate X; 3's Company TooQose [ Tfeflatioto-loernal; x x |
m Regional.; ;xx Telejournal : Par 27-:- ^?x':.v; 1 Quincy | Premie Fa^i X ' X ; i1 AfSSiSfe X 1
f® PMNorthwest 1 The Muppets Happy bays
\--- ,..... ......
t Lavernc ; 11 3's Company - | Too Close HartToi^tv vj T j
X® Entertainment :x Tic Tac Dough I FatherMurohv V ; ’ i fffiC’WhaeParef
X®: Wilderness ; ieffersons Alice! xxx :; i Rhoda -X 1\ Day At rnne 11 Cttor Fame x |I JoiinJM.
News; ;X x; Family Feud! ; Bugs Bunny-Road Runner • Movie; "too At Urge" x;
; xx; : -x
® ■Soap X X : Wilderness To Be Announced
10^ Fame j Harlla Hartx .; x.;.xx;; x. ;X fXx.
MacNeii ; ; ;::; Adventure X; Hard Choices' [Kystety'x/ :xx.X.: vx '
NBM:!“llteds"XxxX:;x XxXx
03) Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple Movie: “The Babe Ruth Story" ; tows. .'X'xx.,
0i: M^A.S5. x: x X Mary T. Moore 1 Movie: "A GuMe For The Married Man" MASJirxxx;!-
Hews 1
■(H: Vancouver 'xx'-"x-x X X 1[ Movie: "Rape And Harris • The Bdeost Cse“ xx . - ; x :. |' ■ ■ *--------- ----- Xr-x.y-
: ; X. :
i5e®©QCE*cy x=. ;
® © LAVISNE iJSlBUSY Csnsase 




yacfc tsm irta an aacactronable faaetaia 
eaergy wtoi^ e«Ks toet ta a 
:x^aasoroo^rty-(R)g: 4
® 0 OHBDAYAT ATSMSTte^^
: ss a saswrtjsia assd to wonsee are
X foRwaitii^aitoDeCIQ
; ©ffl MOVIS **44 “Hew At Large 
(1979^ Cajasd^ ton Ritto. Aase Anfer. 
S A yoa^ *5**" gto *4
2 j- ' — - - — - I hr fo* jkiijrwBeg
^^ .rt 'Beaoa, j^esz fsaresKs sit ^ 
r/-; tones B to* S® tot.
..X *ts8S. ;
“x SSKZKS (x x: xx;
IL-iO © @ ^EASS-MOSa^CE
®®®OCTYHAOSttLfe3Sx^ 
; : ; /g 0 OK €S3aeBCL* *H^_SriiM4’‘ 
-lisw. ’toKaSad: tsdxfs
gee^Ktes Fcal  ̂xre B ez^^sed.
gSfflSDI
®©PAB27
® O HAraYI»YS Hc^s irrespocs-
ble ywE^ bnSto nsoves ia^Ji lasitfR)
650 ®©CKEV)ENING NEWS
(3) ffl GRAND-PAPA Charles-Henri n’ac- 
cepte pas la mort de sa f amme.
(4) ABC NEWS O -
®@NK;NBWS.x:x .^-.; ; X.:.
® © ® ©NEWS
(© ffl HEWS
® O DOCTTOR IN THE HOUSE
05 ffl SANFORD ANDSON
fiS ® HOGAK« HEROES .x xx;..,: : ;
03 ® CHARLIE’S ANGELS - x
8:80® © LBS GIROUETTES STC Henn 
Rouillard faiUpart a Yvonne d’une dcci: 
sion qu’il a prise coheernant Gilbert.
' (3)'©'CI)'@'NEWS;x:::::."“'
®:@ PJ3. MAGAZINE Watch a gorilla
that golfs; a periodical for hog fanciers 
called Playbtar Magazine.
® © BUSINBSS REPORT
05: ffl BOB NBWHART.;' , ;;,x; ;x^,.
' 03 ffl CAROL BURNETT AND
FHIENDS7:® ® ® JIMMY PHAffi X
© ffl telejournal REGIONAL :
® o P-M. HORTHW^ Featured: 
behind-tfoscen«; of Ringling Bros. Bar-
num And Baiiey fCircus; English Cocker 
Spaniel dog show in Seattle; Seattle Art 
Muscuin’s xCerantic’: and Silver exMbit; 
cameras tour Gig Harbor. ;.
® @ EiT^TAINMSITTONl^^ 
® @ LORNE GH^HES NEW WIL- 
y^gRhngak The Ca)Bada goose’s persistence 
in surviving various threats frofii other 




05 ffl HOGAfTS 
X: 03® M*A^H x^
03 © VAfKXHlVSa
750 ® ffl YS MHGSTEB The Min^r IS
shocked to find that his: ds^rtmeit is
ment’s electronic surveillance equipment.
© ffl TaJSJOORNAL 
®©THSMUPPETS X X 
® © TICTACBtRlGE 
(£) 0 TEE JEFlERSONSx
x:X©fflFAMILyFEUD x-.Xx:;':.x :
® ® LORNE GREENSE NEW WIL- x
E^NSSS The Canada gooseys persstence ; 
: in surviving various threats from ether 
’'ppimals and man is examined.
01) ffl (HS) COUPLE “ “
03 ffl MARY TYLER M0£H1E 
r:K ® © AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
856(1) © FlPra STATE (Season Praa- 
iere) Hana Gartner joins returning report- 
os Eric Mailing and Bob McKeown as the 
invjstigative seies begins a new aasen rf 
probing behind the neadlins «as brth tte
® 0 FATHER IflIHraY Jam saiaei 
Mnrphy tn teatto Mae Wort-
:; ward, enaware that a nejtoed yotasg 
is i^citiEg revenge and a tyrant is o«jt to 
destroy to CTphaaage-(H)x; . X
® 0 ATHTR Vera cooviaces ^ to kave
her in diarge eJ to too-daring to :
.X absence(R) X :v.-. x : : _xx_
© © THE 32KSS BONNY / ROAD
runner SMIVIE Ammated. ^ adyen- 
tares shenanigans rf Buflay are^ 
and vintage cartoons fsaluricg; 
; the Htiad Hms^er are presasted. <R) . .- xx
@ © FtiE Wsae to srtKxa atoans^ 
xtratioD deals with Board 
- iascectxws,'tries to get rid c€ a gun 
bn^gitt fctoe frisn jwisce to tosher. 
:X(R)
® © HARD CmMBS “Hggaa Expgi-s
meats:' The toke Of j Knowiedgc’^lhe
- dkolds&iH}
® © SIS’EAISE A Sehbly tato-tos*
; fcnet (geafeasie F^ias^) pr^cts a rmf 
X isaast, to toe ds^rar rf to strait-
X lacadprofeeg-iBet^Whitels ^ _
X ® ©MYS!aKY“SerfetoCt2fe H3r*- 
scrtal TOses^’An tssforwsrid haetoia s
- X fsBS aacootoss aad badly beato
triweg Scrtlaad Yard he witossed to
X siEwtorfto^:^tobQB.aiig x ^
03 m wms **^ “Bape And Mar- 
^ - The Rideosd Case" (ISSO. Drato) 
iSa HamOto. Msdo^ Bceria- An 
enraged wife and
X Sotoborslentoaess.
*:» ® O ® O TOO €XtS FOB CSSI- 
FC^ The Rctos are visted 1^^ Hseyrs 
nenjeto Charliev a reBowced 
ieto.'(R) ' x
® ffl Huacigs PASS „x,
® O ® © C2«3IM TO FAME Fea- 
X :’ tared: a man wto coeld be a jdly-b«n art- 
Ssr: a fire-hydrais detiwator, a resl|Sc»' 
who dd as^ parts tw an artist who
X works with spa^ttL- xx;;
’850 @ ffl THE NATHSiM. / ,HWEiAL 
® S ® O east to HABT Jgathan 
; X Ipcnifef try to fgoteei a gavgmigct 
: witaess and a Idller wlnle
¥ tinnww aixard a ieiEry passsi^ train.
X X;(5J»Q.. X ;^; r; ;; ____'x-
- ® © NBC wans PAFSS “tto Man
WhoStoTJse Pope: Aaody fit Tarorisa”
X Marria Kalb examiaes to «saj^ ito- 
ct modera-day; teritnbo.
03 @ MOVIE *% -E.-^ Me The Ssd
« Ateeao Garcia” (1974. Deaato Wwita
XOatss^ f^ Veeg. A l^arf
arts cot CE a kz( ®sd iias^ tra3 at rfexi- 
X fgt to iwiriaae a ^
1. $16jW8reward. :-:x.' t:xx.:x 
1156 ci} ffl MEWS ; x x x x x 
11S8@0 VAStBCVS SLAJSJKESa 
®©S5WS-:: xx ; x ^
115S(DaBA3NEY2tgJJB 
ILMSS
(S ffl TDfO^T asKT
..:x GeesfcBEssi^gy.'. :x 
■ {7)BCLD£S4IF x:x x -.x
® O S®AE £tot
X aad Gto Sisto host a: tow ■
X’ atwtosae^attoto^to' ;x-
(05 ffl KADAIRPIACS01 ffl QiEC«y Qtoey cto to vatatot 
. shert vtoa to badt-«q> laesvax evfoes*
x--- iatoM^iatodeatorfapeiiticiaaxx.::
aSfflfflOHaiA *** “LeMaieda to-
(IS75-Cptodsej JtJet Berte.siLdx»t
: Desrihanqs. D^:^wse'eialaSvaito^ 
ceataaercast esi ebaefo par lTdee.®^ s» 
'fiimme''passe te’greater totsd fe'es:' 




Sh- ■ to; :
■ 1155 ®- ^ 3 ’ - '■* * - *‘Sad- hfilltoS':
:■ {iSH, CScKcfoj XxmK,. Etoi Mer- 
i.'x Bsao- A.
x ia expgjnwsts are: er^mtog.
(l5 © 3®yiS * *(h ‘•The EaJse Satis Ko­
ry” (1948;; Ss^?api^:lK5fiaai:Stoiis;; 
Cltoe Trevor. A boy 6^ *a:€Sj*aBa^;
.X- becomes a faakKsand weSToven^sebatt.
'':star..-; ■ ' _ XO ffl MOVIE ***ts “AGiBiSeFa-Tte
X Harried Man" (19S7. Comedy)^Walter 
Mattoa. Rtost Sfeist Aa spaieaced 
fJjiiandBrer takes OB to ta* cf etoajfog
jcamfosted SJ to attasipt oa to life etf
X Pito JtoiPariiLg .® © THAFP^ -KeN. MB. asnley
; cracks ssjder to presame *d bci^ tocK-
- ^Wtorestctftoiagutal^i^fHi 
(Tr © NOVA "The Srtsice Of Misto"; 
ScHstort, law edoreaisast pnrfessto^ 
X dortsfs at^ conristrsl Bsrdeers cs«^ 
;^tsgr^iitig^cfHHtrder.tRlw
■0SfflKSWS X',
ii^Q) ffl lA sms AvaaroBs sre
1250® O FANTASY iitol© An unto- X 
. paid Wall Sreet sislyk aad to .riih. rilto .; 
: eEtosge fci8asto,' .^:>'-doetS" re«;te ;
X;brK§lssckl2e<fe^W x x ,- ': ;::x ;x
..
© O wssisa X
XX®;© iK3VIE'**» "Ths L®:^^-' 
:PrticeBto" ;(i9TS^ . AdwertsirK Water ;
12^ ©iffl LA3S moM mm dave)
X : ;I£TTEEMAN Gresto: G- GorAai l^^
""-f .Swoeaie-KKtz.fBV;;x:; ;x,. ;:wx
■^i2«@"^iecsiaaukH:*;WIFE White; 
X; ..asMsS^ag a BHBto,:.Mac ara»sess’a; 
contotaoa betwees V Sataiawn ■ tot ^ to{ 
aaae^^Bem ^s Sa% reetoes eato Hal-
isssa
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DAN & JOHN’S NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC.
LANDSCAPE GARDENING "IVs-Sm'





3 ITEMS WANTED. Small boat trailer; 
lawn ornaments, any condition (i.e.) 
wishing well, windmill, animals, dwarfs, 
etc.: tu na f ishj for ca nni ng. 6 5 6 -2 226. 
527-3 7
WANTED: OIL SPACE HEATER, in good
working order. 656-6313 546-37
Dutch Lauidscaping 8L Co.
2 PAIR GIRL'S FIGURE SKATES, as new, 
Daoust $25; Bauer $30. Both size 4. 
652-3453 561-37
HYDROPONICS IS HERE TO STAY, start 
your own store and have your area ex­
clusive. Buckerfield's Stores welcome. 
Full training available. Our line includes 
inexpensive high quality greenhouse 
kits. Western Water Farms, 1234 
Seymour Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3N9. Phone 112-682-6636. na-37
DOUG GEORGE will instruct you in 
modern square dancing, starting Sept. 
21.382-1102;478-5642 37
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.





Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rtl. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
BOY'S SKATES. Bauer Supreme size 4, 
$30; Super Tacks size 5Vz $40; girl's 
figure skates size 1 $15; girl's Wifa 




VICTORIA PARENTS of twins and
triplets Assoc, is holding a used clothing 
and equipment sale Sept. 18, from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m., 470 Walter Ave. Good 
selection of children's clothing, toys, etc. 
Cashsalesonly. lnfo.478-7732 37
Personals






YARD SALE, Sunday, Sept. 19 from 9 
a.m. to 2 p.m. cameras, light fixtures, 
1970 Pontiac Tempest, trailer mirrors, 
books, games, misc. items. 2506 
Shoreacres Rd. 563-37
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting’ COMPLETE SEHy[CE
Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Waiks, Driveways 
Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
» Pruning & Spraying 
» Fencing, Cement Work,
SMITH CORONA ELECTRIC 
TYPEWRITER. Coronet Super 12. 
Chromatic cartridge, excellent condition, 
$200 o.n.o. 656-6764 566-39
1943 CULTRA AVE., Saturday, Sept. 18
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Swing set, some 
furniture, etc. plus some junk. 558-37
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT. Musicals 
"Evita" (Eva Peron story) September 
26th; "Showboat", October 16th, 
Seattle; Roger Whittaker, Vancouver, 
November 13th. Bustrips, reserve.477- 
5259 551-38
INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER St. John
Ambulance first aid courses are now 
available for registration. St. John 





ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD. “ Industrial Area
QUALIFIED WARRANTEED EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP FREEESTIMATES
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Gall 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store. 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
SEPTEMBER 17, from 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
Large B-B-Q; lady's bike; books; clothes; 
Brownie uniform; tires; outdoor 
Christmas lights; tools and misc. 2255 
BradfordAve. 557-37
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid­
ney.
THE CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP meets 
Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m. Royal Jubilee 
Hospital Board Room, Memorial 
Pavilion. Cesarean film followed by 
discussion with an Obstetrician and 
Anesthesiast. Everyone welcome. Info. 
479-6837 . Babies welcome. 37
Births
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS. 
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266-1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-9714, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566, Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet, 
256-7501, Winlaw, 226-7343, 
Whitehorse, 667-7332. na-tf
HUGE MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE,
Sunday, Sept. 19 from 10 a m. to4 p.m. 
Captain's bed; chairs; coffee table; misc. 
kitchen items; toys; books; misc. car 
parts and tires and much more plus new 
craft items such as slipper, doll clothes, 
etc. 10287 McDonald Park Rd. 554-37
ANNIE, Astrologer and Advisor. Taro 
cards, plam readings. 901 Empress Ave. 
corner Quadra. Open 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 





Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 












- /£.'H.W. Tanks ;j S Bl^ea Dishwashers




CEMETERY MONUMENTS, cement 
grave covers, restoring old cemetery 
markers, final inscriptions. Contact 
Great WEst Monuments Ltd., Box 399,: 
Osoyoos. B.C. VOH IVO. Phone 112-495- 
7 721. All work guaranteed. na-38
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 from 10 a.m.
to4 p.m. 7305 Tomlinson Rd., off Stelly's 
X Rd., near school. 548-37
DELUXE GAS BARBEQUE, used twice; 
also Hammond organ in excellent con­
dition. 656-3561. 531-37
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING do it year 
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse! Write for free brochure to; 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
AVenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now available. ^
35 HOMES DEMOLISHED. We have 
treasures for your new homes now or 
future. Brass taps, antique plumbing, 
electrical, french doors, stained leaded 
glass, oak flooring. Best stock in Van- 
: couverL Order now: Tony's: Unique 
Restorations, Brass, 3662 VVest 4th 
AveL, Vancouver V6R 1 Pl^ Phone 112- 
: 581-5603na-^
IS SMOKING KILLING YOU? Don't fool 
yourself, stop now with highly successful 
personalized tape program (Guaran­
teed). Send just $35.00. (Cheque, Money 
Order, Visa or Mastercard) and brief 
smoking history to, G.C. Agencies, Box 
35321, Station “E". Vancouver, B.C. 
V6M4G5. na-37
JOHNSON — Dan and Maureen (nee 
Love) are pleased to announce the birth 
of their daughter, Amy Elizabeth, a 
welcomed sister for Edward and 
Christopher. 545-37
HemorSym
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 - 3rd ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME TN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF VMTERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $ 197. (40)
IN MEMORY OF SUSAN THU ILLIER. 
"High Flight" by John Gillespie Magee 
.'Jr.'




OIL PAINTING INSTRUCTION, Brent- 
wdod Bay Palette Club, will resume 
classes Wednesday, September 29 . Mrs. 
D, McCoy, 656-2593 v : 549-38
HYDROPONIC SUPPLIES. NUTRIENTS, 
seeds, books, kits, plans and greenhouse 
kits at super jow prices. Expert advice. 
Send $1.00 for catalogue, refundable on 
first purchase. Western Water Farms, 
1234 Seymour Street, Vancouver, B.C.
: V6B 3N9; Phone 112-682-6636/5 na-37
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY now 
boarding, full care. Paddocks and box 
stalls, lighted outdoor riding arena . $150 
per month. 1793 West John Road, 656-
v:'3167: Z:311-37.',::
OPEN HOUSE for Sidney prospective 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines at Canadian 
Legion Hail, 7:30 p.m. Sept. 20( Join us 










1 “Big or Small 1 




— CoRimerciaS or 385-2434
Bert Morrey
Ptumbing & Heating
Now Construction and Repairs
:;;/ "Specializing irr Hot Water Heating; / i .
WHY WASTE, WASTE OIL/ Burn it withi 
; c!ependable:,cohtrollable burner. Cheapii/ 
easy to make: Send $5.00 “Burner 
Plans", 80 Sunset Drive North,
‘ Whitehorse; Yukon YlA 3G5 y
HORSESHOEING. Certified ’Farri 
(1973). Michael yCammack; Ail work 
guaranteed. 381-9766. 5 03 -39
.,:na-37ss::
THE UNUSUAL ... (a sel^tion from out- 
varied stock) . . . with 
PRjCESiOn These hard to' 
including 42’' x 45" & 42'
FRAJAN KENNELSsHAVE PUREBRED
BLACK; American COCKER/SPANIEL
PUPPIES C.K.C. Registered $250.00. as 
pets. Write Box 69, Kitwanga, B.C. VOJ 
W2A0/ Phoriell2-849-5427. na-37/
SENIORS [60 OR MORE], New to Sid­
ney 7? Dori't f know; anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classeisTactivities 
and a warm welcbme./Drop in to 10030 _ 
Resthaven brcaliusat656-5537. tf
danced the skies on laughter- 
silvered wings;
Sunward I've climbed and joined the 
tumbling mirth
of sun-split clouds -/ and done a 
hundred things
You have not dreamed of — wheeled; 
and soared and swung
High in the sunlight silence. Hov'ring
there,';/''';.;, ■,/




Up, up the ibngi delirious, burning 
blue
I've topped the. wind-swept heights 
with easy grace.
Where never lark, or even eagle flew! 
And, while with silent, lifting mind I've; 
trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of
2p3C6 'y







1 2nd St., is the Ten years ago Sept. 18, 1972, lovefrom 
unteer Service for your daughter Ruth._________ ^_________
double sided CORKW pure bred and percentage females and please call 656-0134 for further itv
/ offices, schools or as room dividers etc.) bulls. 4H pr(»pects:;Enquiries;F;;Kirner;/ 
$15 to$42 each;48"x72"&48"xlZ0" - - - ...........- ■
'' I!'
•TYPESETTING •BUSINESS FORiVIS] 
5th & Beacon (Driftwood Centre)
1 EB1 1
;^':-:///;'::656-0S26'^/:-'.'//
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Reshingling 
Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Chimney 
Flashing /
“THE” ROOFER
For all your Roofing Needs. 




STEWART & WILLSON ROOFING /
Wet tsnarinlha, Estimates
• *1 » f ‘ Guaranteed Workmanship•nSe-Roofmg 656-3492
/I/if///'//I!/
Wl.i I /I'.i

























/CHALK BOARDS $40/ to $75/ each; 
/CREDENZAS from $298/to;>34p:/l92’^ 
circumference (60" diameter) ROUND 
ICONFERENCE TABLE $238; plus 36" x 
72'; heavily .constructed COMMITTEE 
TABLE $228, or complete with 8 NEW 
CHAIRS $435;"Pitney /Bowes" 
POSTAGE METER MACHINE $24; 
"Pitney "Bowes" professional LETTER 
OPENER $37; "Moore" counter-tyjje 
/ /INVOICE UN1T;$34 :‘‘Kardex" files from;
// ;$24 each to ; $52;/ alrnost; new 
"Paymaster'' Cheque SIGNER $84 
■/(original^ cost $244)) Real Estate or 
Inventory VOLUME BOARDS $ 15 to 
$36; / ; / QUALITY, but unusual manual 
portable TYPEWRITERS include fa
English
language keyboard; PLUS European 
characters for, typing Scandinavian & 
German etc/; (ideal for menus & wine 
lists, (preign language /students or 
continental European residerits with 
relatives ;still in Europe) $94/,S/C/M;/ 
SUPER STERLING (in mint condition) 
$138; also a top quality Swiss made 
"Hermes" model 3000, in excellent 
condition - $98; ;. twov l6*s|ot 
DISPATCHER’S FILE RACKS $25 each; 
heavy metal 22" k 32" X 5" PLAN or ART 
^ STORAGE CHEST $34 . Watch our future 
: ads for SUPER BUYS A SUPER 
SELECTION in QUALITY office fur- 
hishings S ' equipment; /// / Contact: (is,
: today at / // PIONEER (Quality) USED 
OFFICE: FURNISHINGS. Trons-Conada 
/ illghway,: (ilijar VyhippletrtMS Junction) 3 
/miios south of Duncan. OponTO:30 tb5 , 
//p;m. Wed: thru Sundays;/Phone 112- 
:/748'4032, tin
fHis WEEK'S SELECfiof^nm aciltlonto;;
our: rbgufar stock); includes!/ 4’•drawar/; 
lateral filing cabinets $ 187; offioo work /; 
Inblos $54; oflicb; dividors $52 to $87; 
fully adiusiabift sfono;chalrs;from to 
$69; 30"k<!!5!"!gsingle pedestal oak ; 
"DropHond'' desk $ 189; Executive desks/ 
include 36"x66'' (metal) excellent qualify ; 
at $338. plus an “os pew" 36"x66;'; 
(wooden) at $394; office trash baskets in 
worxf, metal, etc, $3 to $15 otich; two 
super quality walnut "Wrap-around" 
oxeculivo office armchairs $95 each, 
plus a good selection of wooden (in­
cluding oak A mapio) swivel-tilt oxecutiwo 
: A stoho chairs from $48 each; power 
operated /Addrossograph" addressing 
mactilno cbmploto with all accessories 
plus plato files A plate storage cabinet 
$150 the lot (a tenth of its present day 
valuoi; Ap«co"Auto-Stat" P.M.T! 
photogriiiphic processor $48; morchant 
sign biackots $ 16 each; office floor 
profectors $39 each: Z4"x24"x60" 
chrome frames of store display units $50
Secretary/B.C;;;Simmehtai;;Assqciation, LOW; RANGE/ VOICES /W by
Phone 112-576-6963. • na-37 Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet
Adelines. If you like barbershop style
OmSilFIEIlS;
yymwn/
/ WEANER PIGS and 2 young Saanan does / /; 
/for:sale.656r96l44 575-37 singing, feel welcome to join our friendly B
------------------------------------ group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m, at the




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual / pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833Vatos 383*3655
656;5301:or656-7828 -tt;:'
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in 
your life? Overeraters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-inS. 
Meetings are THursday.s 8 p.rh/at 9788 
2nd. St. Sidney. 656-3674. tfn
LAW FOR SMALL BOAT/ OWNERS,
;; October 13; / 7 -9 p rh;,; Sidney/ North 
Saanich Library/; 1009 l/iResthaven/ 






P RO F E SS10 N AL SE C R ETA RIE S
International / Vietbria Chapter, first: 
regular meeting Sept. 15. Crest Har- 
bourylew 1 nn;; 455/ Belleville, Victoria, 
Dinner 5:30-7 p.m.; 7 p.m. program and 
meeting, All secretaries / wpicomo, 
Marianne Lewis, 387-5?.00: 381-6973,
37, :/■';' ;/'':''''''''/'/,;;/'.''V';;
LOST, small ginger female cat from Pat 
Bay area, latter part of August. Reward 
for its return. 656-2074; 37
LOST - "SHYAH’’, male Husky X, silver;
and brown. Lost Sept, 2, Malaview area,
'McDonali :
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18. Rummage
Sale, 10 a.m, Everyone welcome. Silver, 
Threads; '10030 Resthaven Drive, 
: Sidnoy, 37
Phone656-2475
FOUND, Smokey grey kitten,
Park Rd; near Kiwanis Villago. 656-2022
'or656-5466''//:;;;''';;,/:';;/'37/
KSilo/LOST, on, SoptfirnbOT/7, blue
Harbour/Resthaven area. Reward, 656- 
3302, evenings 37
SIDNEY A SAANICH PENINSULA
/Garden Club monthly meeting, Sept. 20, 
7:30 p;m;/; Margaret Vaiigh-Birch; Hall; 
speaker: Mrs, Rosemary OWen! on Fall 





;Group ;moots socoiid Tuesday each 
■month, Sopf/through May at 7:30 p;m, 
Knox Presbyterian Church, 2964; Rich­
mond Road, visitors wcicomo, 592*7519 
for info. Jt 7
an3
•REUPHOLSTERY ---/SOFAS, CHAIRS, RECURERS. ETC. 
•REPAIRS - SPRINGS/FRAMES; WOOD REFIHISHINO 





OPPpRTUNITy FOR HOST HOMES in / 
your area, Bed and Breakfast directory 
/for 1983 now listing. Details: tovyh and 
Country Bod and Breakfast in B.C, P.0! 
Box '46544, Station VQ", Vancouver,
;'B.C. VeR4G6/-'/':/''''"'■';/no-37::'
rONiQUd
ENTERPRISING PEOPLE to WORK and 
INVEST in guaranteed/returns, can 
average $ 70,000.00. and more per year, 
with $18,200,00, Investment. Phone or 
write ''WESTLAND" 112*294-2375 or 




businesses have openings in our now 
refreshing rnuiti-levei business. DiiecI 
■ selling optional 4' Crusader Merchants 
/phoholl2-669-8909. n8-37:
'•SlfESf ED WfeAptTAdd to youl^ncbiiioll^^:;
VICTORIA PARENTS of tw^
triplets Assoc/regular monthly meeting /, 
Tuesday/; Sept/ 14; at 8 ; p,m. Cedar 
Recreation/icenlrb, Columblfib Way. VI 
Refroshments end ihformordlscusslon.' ; 
•Info.478-7732':''/'"';'';""' 3 7:-'"''''
oroDrfHE /PENINSULA GROUP SINGERS
cordially InvHe new inemborB to join 
thorn for' the coming season, Practices 
hold;overy Tuosclfly night, 7:30 p!m. at 
the Legion;Hall, Mills Rd/, Sidnoy. For 
ifdorrnatlon call 656-3366, ’/^ 37
isovPiAfi^^
IN YOUR/LIFE? No duos, no VmiBb-in,
; Ovorbater Ahony mous can/ help you, 
9788 SecondSt,/,Sldnby.8p,m.Thur- 
.'.■''sdayibr call e'56-233l',37;. '■■':
v|gf5RiAn4dRfi6'ULfi^^
Fall Show, 18t Unitod Church Hall. 932 
Balmoral, Sept. 17,2-10 p.m,; Sept. 18, 
//iob.m:-9;p,m.'Adrbissio«i$i/oo,;";';'//37;„:;;;
former,/stpdonts and ipmeral public to
HtoUi I'liiirH 'I Ilium' III I'liilrallii'
will hit awtirrlrul fo en­
able ' ybunit; pdoplo, wlib 
wriiild hr)l 'ofhdrwiHO,l>n 
able to do ho. lo enter St.
/ : / U ni vor» H y/;:
Si:liool'in 'i'telrirla!/ln/// 
tiradeo 0, 10 or 11,
The HcholarfililpH, niarle 
/ ; : ; ;; p o o s i b I o f Hi r o u h I I t h o; 
/Bonorrisliy/bf^^^M 
/ ;Mr8, Ern^
I Vicloria, will Iks a living 
: /memorini lo Iheir son/:
/ l/irrio P. Hudson, a line 
/ i all rounder who graduat­
ed from 8MU and from 
UnC Ijiw School, /






ii 3400 Richmond Road 





liiu lot, elc. uic. Coiiiacl us today,,,. wo., ‘young dynarriic corppany requirc's parL colobrato now location. Oomonslmtions, / «. ; jfnt.cnl
----------- ‘ bn time representatives in your local area, / Iolfer possibly (ho LARGEST seleclioh 
Vancouver Island. ; /! Pioneer (Quality) 
Used Qf(Ice Furnishiriiss^ Trans-Cjirtado 
Higiiway, (mMr. WhippiuliMO JuntUon) 3 
miles sbuth of Duncan. Open 10:30 a.m, 
fob p. m / Wed,; th ru Sundays, Phone 
'748'4032''""'"; ;'''575'-37:'
6796 579.37
i i  
Phone(403)437-019Si /- na-39
street, Lquipmeut and Bustiruss
130.000. 00, Building and Property
195.000. 00, or both $115.000,00, 
Phone li2-378-4l86 early evenings or 
■Write''Box Iff 3, Merritt, R.C/VOKtBO// 
"na-37'
into,/ ref res hmants. U21 /Vancouver 
Street, Victoria. Sbpt,; 17! 7-10 p,m,! 
Sept, l6, H 8.m/*4 p.m, Info,,383-4103
BISB ; KLA^PHr^spealrOn ^
'Reducing the Bitterness of Divorce; Are 
lawyer }, a help or hindrance?" Sept. 2Zt, 
/7,.30;:(3:rr(.,;'r'oo'tn"2l7;,932.B«imbraTSt.;' 
Fteea(lmls$lon;in(o,383-4331 ; 138
IJinIvoirsily of Wrilerlon 
XI nnllomil rnmlhs 
cor(lp»|,: Rpdj;liko iiidf,, hia';
tJ,, i,liii,»i rriu ft,!},;, (vii|,
; tnk« firal-ytmr rriilculmt 




C6 THE REVIEW Wednesday, September 15, 1982
i?'.:
lodav and our advertising repre- 
senlaSive will introduce you to the 








Listings in this directory are provided free ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol the Sidney
Review. 656-1151
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Paslor Mel Hoskyn. Greenglade School, 2151 Lannon Way ,.,. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .652-9572
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew's — Rev. David Fuller ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-7669
-St. Mary's — 1934 Culira Ave., Saanichlon
•SI. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Fuller, ...........................
SI. Stephen's Rd. __ _ _ _ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... ..... 652-4311
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay . .............. ; 652-3860
•Holy Trinity — Rev. D. Matins. Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd. - North Saanich.... . .656-3223.656-6503
BAPTIST
•Belhel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison........ ......... . . . . . . . .......... ........  656-7359
: 2269 Mills Rd., Sidney ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................................. .............. .. 656-5012
•Friendship Baptist Church — Paslor Ernie Kralolil. Sicily's Cross Rd ... ......................... . .................. 477-8478
•Sluggcll Memorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay • Paslor V. Nordstrom . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  652-3326
•Elk Lake Community Church — Rev. J.C.A. Barton, 5363 Pal Bay Highway .......................... . 652-3676
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption ~ 7726 West Saanich Rd,
•SI. Elizabeth's Church — 10030 Third St.. Sidney. , .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Paslor Tom Gardner .652-4521
9925 • 5th SI . Sidney . .................................... • ................... ............. 656-3544
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
•Beracah Bible Church — Pastor Foy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamslerly Rd................ ; ^74-1545
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church— Paslor Dennis J. Paap, 2295 Weiler Ave ... 656-2721. 656-7484
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldliold Road Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel 0, Nelllelon. 6506 Oldlield Road (P,A.O.C.) . ............... 479-6237
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev, Vein Tisdalle, 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.) , 656-3712
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev, B.J. Molloy. Masonic Hail, 4lh Ave. S Ml. Baker ; : 656-2895
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Ceniral Saanich Rd............ , . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . ................... ........ 656-4730
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
.Pastor M a; Atv/ood. 10469 Resihaven Dr.. Sidney....... . . .. .'.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-7970.656-2225
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Easlleigh Way. Sidney ,. .......;......,... .... ............ .656-6623
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•St.John’s — Rev. HoriPiatt,........ ............... .. ............... 656-1930
10990 West Saanich Rd...... ........ , ...., ..... 656-3213
..•SI.Paul's..................... ■,,.,.■. ___ .. .. .... ............... 656-1930
2410 Malaview —Rev. HortPrall1. ... ... , ..... . . ,656-3213
•Shady Creek — 7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev.Melvin H. Adams
•Brentwood ., ...... ........... .477-2635
.: 7162 West Saanich Rd: — Rev. Melvin H. Adams .................................... ........ ....... . . 652-2713
; SUPPORT ;THE CHURCH OF;YOUR CHOICE- ;; ; ; |
Whatever you’re 
in the mood for tonight, 
top it off with a
Take her for dinner or 
drinks at the Travelodge.
Touch of Class, a 
contemporary duo now 
on tour, is appearing 
Monday through 
Saturday nights. Both 
Dale and Carmen have a 
special touch on the 
electric keyboard, and a 
vocal sound that adds a 
touch of class to any 
song — from the mellow 
sounds of the 40’s to 
the hit tunes of the 
80's.
THE
TOUCH OF CLASS 
■ So make a night of it. 
With soft lights, sweet nothings, 




JFine dining and entertainment in Sidney^ 
Dine in elegance, or relax in the 
Lounge for your after-dinner 
entertainment.
sixteen of MR. MRLVILLK IONHS’ Grade 12;; 
chemistry pupiln ill SI. MicliiiitlK UtilviM'Hity 
School — over 40% of hl» cln»» 7 n’br><dly 
paused the rlftortnin Aflvaiicffd iMacemcnl 
tixaminationa of the U.S, College Uoard,The 
: AI* exams, which challeiiHe the keenest of
minds, indicalo how well candidaios' 
are qualified to enter secondiyear university
^dr, Jones, ah hnhovirs Hrncluale in chemistry 
from ihc jlhiverslly of Wales, has launht ten 
years at SMiJ. Ilia SN1U, Linder lU's ruHby ; 
teams in Ivyo of the last throe seasons have 
won the (ifoaler Victoria Championship. Mr. 
Jones in active In thcr SMl.T piildoor pro- 
Hramme, mountain hiking each year with 
(.Irnde 11 students in BlralhCona Park, ami ;
coming year assumes new adminlstra’ 
live iChpeitKihililies,
For further Information, contact:
'"■'■■|ohn Bohnfflor;' M.,'\:i-Headmaster'' ^'■■'■■'’■'■' 
■;;;'':;;:i.-r,v;|'Sl.';Mlchaols'lJnivorBlly;Schcfd*'-r'*;'-';^';'|:':’;;';j
I 34O0 Uichmond Road
VICTORIA. n.C, VHP 4f‘ri 
Phnnr (rot) .'in;! ,”,m
* SMH attracts hoarderirfiTuu seven provin* ; 
ces and teriTlorios pf Canada, from si,\ 
filalrs of the USA, .aid h.an uihrj l.jnd.s — 
hu.Vj, in Ci,iv!i1 lit K!. gill.’, in Ci.u!,-:, 50 to
If you are
holder why not be on the first 
■‘■Show Bus’’ when Handy Dart 
will take you to the premier show 
of the season presented by Sidney 
Film Society at the Silver Threads 
Activity Centre? The show — 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo Nest 
— will be shown 8 p.m. Saturday 
evening Sept. 18 and a bus has 
been reserved for peninsula 
re.sidents.
Phone 656-0134 or 381-3278 to 
make sure of a seat or space for 
your wheelchair and make this 
“Show Bus” such a success that 
it can be repeated each month. .
Applications for Handy Dart 
cards, which are gooh everywhere 
in Canada,; are available at the 
PCA office, 9788-2nd Street or 
by calling 656-0134 or 381-3278. 
Also available are questionnaires 
which ask residents to indicate 
why anh vyhen they heed; bus 
service. Present seryice has no 
; takers despite the: fact that the 
buses are the ^fest and best ones 
'■available/7;'''J/::;:^y 
; With enough interest service 
will be e;Ktended depending on the 
, : level of need. Let's not miss this 
opportunity to assist BIC. Transit 
an d p 1 an for o u r f u t u r e 
'■■;'„requirements.,■;
‘’^^0‘11‘^uniiy Organizations 
please iiote — a Calendar of ; 
7 Events is being compiled by 
Rusty Pclzing at 656-6207. If you 
are i planning;, an c 
know and it will receive much 
additional publicitys as well as 
too many date conflicts. 
The annual Christmas Fair, 
sponsored hyrPCA is set for Deci 
4 - watch for a hew format to; be 
announced soon,
;;7;4his;WCCk::thhPpN7Shop;SCCks^ 
tnan who enjoys carpentry and; 
7Nvould;hc;,willingiafix;ahumbef
;; of tables requiring a bit of loving 7 
care. Phone 656-3511 and ask for 
Jony ;Morabito. 7 You\ 11 be ; 
’ Working with a great guy!
;;■■■;■:Audrey ;■■" Scarff.;;'of;;";Sidne: 
public hcaUli uiiit needs several 
voliinicers to help cm the fourth 
Tuesday of each month from 9 to 
11:30 a.m.;7 greeting moms, 
weighing babiesr and 7i getting 
charts I'or tltc nurses. Sounds like 
7! a great dppdrtiutltyjf you enjoy 




two postal tielivery people in . 7 
our day to day lives -- but they ! 
;;;‘'’;'arc paii:of a Ibrcis of more thaniJ;; 
•y; ;;7:: 14,000’pcoplit;; ■ who;;:; dally; ’7,
7 7 deliver the mnil to ranmOHns in 
till parts Of this country There 
are more than 4,000 letter car* ' 
tiers in the four western pro­
vinces alone, who deliver mail 
to more than 1.8 million points
■ rind residential Gtumners,
. .. . ''n’-' ;v).
■ .77'7il . 'T.77'.'77 ,;7,,7' ..7 ■■ ''77
